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ABSTRACT

The subject of the thesis is "Urban Relief in

Saskatchewan During the Years of Depression, 1930-39."

It is composed of five main chapters, bounded by an

Introduction and a Conclusion.

The Introdnction attempts to justify the

delimitation of subject matter to urban relief and to

define the various types of relief and classes of relief

recipient to be found in an urban municipality of the

Province in the 1930s.

The first two chapters set the background to

the three local studies which form the core of the thesis.

Chapter one describes the response of the Federal Govern

ment to the problems of unemployment and relief, and dis

cusses its failure to implement national policies to cope

with the situation. The consequences of this lack of

central direction for Saskatchewan are considered in some

detail. The second chapter analyses the position of the

Provincial Government during the depression decade from

three major perspectives; political, financial and

administrative.

The third, fourth and fifth chapters consist of

a description and analysis of the impact of the depression

and the federal and provincial policies pursued as they

affected the cities of Prince Alhert and Saskatoon and

the town of Shaunavon. These places were selected for
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special study becau�e they are geographically representative.

Shaunavon is situated in the south-western corner of the

Province, annroximat ely thirty miles from the border l,Ji th

the United States and one hundred and thirty miles from

the Albertan border. Saskatoon is situated in the central

part of the settled area of the Province and Prince Albert

is in the northern part of the settled area, approximately

one hundred miles north of Saskatoon.

Each local study consists of a consideration of

the relief policies adopted and the administrative frame

work in which they operated. The financial and demographic

consequences of the depression for each urban centre are

described and the problems which were encountered are

analysed.

The Conclusion seeks to assess the relative

gravity of the impact of the depression in the three

centres studied, and to relate the degree of suffering

to political events in the individual municipality and

the Prov Lnc e ,
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INTRODUCTION

Depression, drought, dust and grasshoppers are

the words which usually come to mind first in considering

Saskatchewan history during the 1930s. The Province was

simultaneously subjected to the ravages of two unrelated

phenomena, a world-wide economic depression and a pro-

longed period of drought, which combined to nrovide the

blackest neriod in its history. The coincidence of

depression wi th dr-ought; meant that the Province suffered

to a considerably greater extent than any other in Canada.

The Royal Commission on Dominion Provincial Relations dis-

covered at the end of the period that the average per

canita income in Saskatchewan fell by seventy-two per

cent, a decrease twice that of Nova Scotia:
1

Table 1. decline in Provincial Per Capita IncomesThe

1928-29 to 1933.

1928-29

$ per capita $

478
54R
466

471
594
278

549
391

292

322

1933

per--ca"j)ita
133

212

240

247

314

154
310

220

180

207

Province

Saskatchewan

Alberta ••.•.•.•...••

Manitoba •..•..•...••

Canada •.•..•.•.•••••

British Columbia ••••

Prince Edward Island.

Ontario •••••.•...••.

Quebec .

New Brunswick •...•••

Nova Scotia •••....••

percentage
decrease

72

61

49

48
47

45

44

44
39

36

1 Re ort of the Rowell-Sirois Commission on Dominion

Provincial Relations hereafter R.S. Commission

book 1, p. 150, table 50.
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The financial blrden of the depression was five times that

of Ontario and the Maritimes.
.:

Table 2. Disparities in the Burden of Relief on the

Various Provinces, 1930-37

Ratios of Total Relief Costs to

Province Total Provincial Incomes

Relative Severity of

Burden-Index of Ratios-

National average =100

Saskatchewan ••.....• 367
Man itoba •.•••...•..• 115
British Columbia •••• 100

Albert a ••.•.•••••..• 100

Percentagesa
13.3

4.2
3.6

3.6
All Provinces-National

Average •..•.• 100

Quebec ••.....••.•..• 90

Prince Edward Island. 76

Ontario •••••.••••••• 76
Nova Scot ia ••••..••• 70

NeH Brunswick ••.•.•• 67

a
Percentage of total relief expenditures

province to total provincial income.

3.6

3.2

2.8

2.7

2.5

2.4

in the

Moreover, while in most provinces the low ebb of depression

had been reached by mid-1933, the worst years for Sask

atchewan inhabitants were 1937-38. Thus the s'Jffering

endur-ed by the province during this period was both pro-

longed and intense.

The 1930s were a truly Janus-like decade for

Saskatchewan. On the one side the optimistic boom years

of the middle and late 1920s, the years of record wheat

crops and unbounded confidence, dur-Ing which the Sask-

atchewan Government had extended public welfare and

education services, and launched a substantial h i.ghway

2 !£i£., p. 164, table 58.
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construction programme. An outward sign that the Province

had emerged from its adolescent phase was to be seen in

the vigorous and successful campaign for the transference

of natural resources which had been held by the Federal

Government since the fo�mation of the province in 1905.

When control of resources was finally handed over in early

1931, however, confidence in Saskatchewan's destiny was

already heing undermined. In the face of a lack of means

and methods to cope Hith unprecedented disasters, the

provinre was forced to turn to the Dominion Government

for urgent assistance. Thus the dilemma of Canadian

federalism was exposed. In their assumption of new res

ponsibilities the provinces had had to rely on their own

resources. The depression was a testing ground Which

eXTIosed t�e vulnerability of their fiscal systems and the

great disparities in the abilities of different provincial

governments to carry their increased burdens.
3

The Great Depression was, therefore, both a

critical and formative experience in Canadian and Sask

atchewan history: critical beca1lse it exposed the weak

nesses and anomalies of the Dominion-Provincial con

stitutional balance which had evolved since 1867, forma

tive because s�ch a crisis accelerated the needed process

of reform. There is an obvious reason for studying the

impact of the depression in Saskatchewan since it was the

3 Ibid., book 1, p. 132.
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province to experience this two-sided process to the

greatest degree. However, there might seem some need to

justify why the s ubj e ct of the thesis is urban relief

rather than r-ur-aL, as the Province is usually thought of

in agricultural terms. If population statistics and dis-

tribution are examined, it will be found that there has

been an almost continual drift into the cities and large

towns si nc e the formation of the Province:

Table 3. POEu1ation of Saskatchewan and Distribution of

Urban and Rural POEulationz 1901-19bl

Year Total No. Rural No. Urban No. Rural % Urban %

1901 91,279 77,013 14,266 84.37 105.63
1906 · . 257,763 209,301 48,462 81.20 18.80

1911 · . 492 ,!.�32 361,037 131,395 73.32 26.68

1916 • • 647,835 471,538 176,295 72.79 27.21

1921 · . 757,510 538. ,552 218,958 71.10 28.90

1926 820,785 578,206 21�2 ,532 70.45 29.65

1931 · . 921,785 630,880 290,905 68.44 31.56

1936 · . 931,547 651,29h 280,273 69.91 30.09

1941 • • 895,992 600,846 295,lLt6 67.10 32.90

1946 • • 832,688 515,928 316,760 61.96 38. 04_.�
1951 · . 831,728 579,258 252,470 69.60 30.40"
1961 · . 925,181 527,090 398,091 57.00 43.00 4

In the 1930s approximately one-third of the

Province r
s population was living in urban areas. This

percentage was divided among eight cities, eighty toun s

and three hundred and seventy-eight villages. Since

one hundred and twenty-six thousand urban dwellers lived

in the cities of Regina, Saskatoon, Mpose Jaw and Prince

Albert,5 the major concern of this thesis is with the

4 Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of

Saskatchewan, 1926, 1956, 1961.

5 Regina Daily Star, August 2, 1937.

-l:- Note. The apparent decline in urban population between

1946-51 is accounted for by a change in the definition

of lIurban".
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impact of the depression on the larger urban centres,

particularly Prince Albert, Saskatoon and Shaunavon.

In many ways it is artificial to isolate the

rural and urban aspects of relief. An urban centre in

Saskatchewan during this period was essentially a service

centre for its surrounding rural area -- a place for

shopping, medical and legal aid, banking and insurance,

and transportation and distribution facilities. The

economy of the city, town or village was directly related

to and dependent on that of the farmer. In years of good

harvest urban relief costs were low, when crops were poor

relief expenditure mounted.
6

There was a constant inter-

action between urban and rural communities in the depression

decade. Redundant farm labourers sought refuge in the

cities, while city dwellers tried to avail themselves of

the land settlement schemes and eke out an existence from

the soil. Much has been written about the plight of the

Province's farmers, however, to the exclusion of that of

its city dwellers. There is then a need to redress the

balance.

Relief Urban Rural

Year Mun.a Mun.

1934-35 204 179

1935-36 207 231

1936-37 226 228

1937-38 351 298

1938-39 328 281

1939-40 232 215

a Municipalities
b Thousands of bushels per calendar year

Source; Department of Hunicipal Affairs, Bureau of Labour

and Public Helfare Records (hereafter L.P.\v.)
roll 31, file 40

Local

Improve
ment

Districts

20

20

20

20

20

20

Indi-

viduals

Assisted

238,217
183,645
264,102
423,958
351,550

96,675

Federal

Provin

cial

Cost $

9,532,338
7,406,629

14 ,4lL�, 147
26,741,898
17,074,831
4/t25,000

Wheat

Produc-

tion
b

114,200
142,198
110,000

36,000

13::?,000

250,000
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The responsibility for the provision and admin-

istration of relief in the urban municipalities of the

Province lay with the local authority. The provincial

City and Town Acts had made these units of government

responsible for health, police, fire and street illumin-

ation services. In addition the urban municipality had tre

duty of providing certain services for the protection of

human life. These Lnc.Lud ed the prevention and control of

disease, the maintenance of hospitals, the provision of

medical care or assistance to indigent persons, and direct

relief to inhabitants.7 In normal years revenues enabled

the nrban municipality to fulfill these functions satis-

factorily. However, the depression meant that the numbers

of relief applicants increased dramatically, and costs

rose proportionately. In 1936, the cities in the Province

advanced eighty-three times as much relief as they had in

1927, while in 1937 the t.own s disbursed twenty-six times

the amount Hhich they had needed for relief in the year

preceding the onset of drought.8

Obviously municipal finances could not bear these

burdens. If unemployment relief became too great a strain,

the municipality would appeal to the Provincial Government

for assistance. Similarly in times of acute distress the

Province could seek Dominion aid. However, throughout the

7 Submission b'T the Government of Saska tchewan to the

Rowell-Sirois Commission, vol. I, 47-48.

R Ibid., 55
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whole depression decade unemployment relief was considered

to �e primarily a local responsibility and problem. Finan-

cial help from the Provinciql and Federal Governments was

offered only on an emergency basis. Both superior govern-

ments disclaimed the responsibility of administering relief

in the average urban centre, and refused to contribute to-

wards administration costs. Saskatchewan municipalities

and the Provincial Government constantly urged that the

Federal Government should organize and finance relief, and

initiate a scheme of national unemployment insnrance.

Throughout the whole decade, however, the Federal Civil

Service insisted that the administration of relief was a

municipal responsibility. A letter to a Saskatchewan

relief recipient in 1939 illustrates this point:

The Dominion Government while assisting the

Province of SaskatcheHan, do not administer

the granting of assistance to individ�als.

This is the responsibility of the Munici

pality in which you reside, who must decide

to 1rffiom, to wh::tt extent and under vrha t con

ditions assistance shall be granted.9

The fact that urban municipalities were held

responsible for relief, combined with the hope that the

depression would not last for long meant that all dominion

and provincial assistance was on a temporary basis. Hence

relief policies in the 1930s consisted of a veritable

patchwork quilt of yearly enactments, followed by dominion-

provinci'll and provincial-municipal agreements, at annual

or monthly intervals. Posterity has almost universally

9 L.P.W., roll 3B, file 41, letter from the Assistant

Dominion Commissioner of Unemployment Relief Bra�ch,
DeTnrtment of La�our to zr , A, June, 1939.
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condemned the wa� in which the problem of relief was tackled.

The Ro';ell-Sirois Cornrn l s s Lon concluded in 193c: "It is clear

there was no co-ordinated or carefully planned relief policy

in Canada in the Depression."lO The governments simply

adopted whatever method existed for dispensing temporary

relief and "extended it ad infinitum."ll

Prior to 1934 the Dominion Government contributed

a fixed percentage of relief costs. After Sentember of that

year a svstem of monthl� grants-in-aids was instituted,

w�ereby a fixed sum was given to the Province each month.

The amount �iven was constantly changing. The Province was

left to determine what proportion of municipal relief costs

would be paid from this grant. Each branch of government

tried to extract a greater portion of relief costs from the

others. The constant interaction between the Federal,

Provincial and JI'lunicipal Gov er-nment s and the attempt to

shift res-consibility from one authority to another meant

that the average relief recipient was totally confused as

to who exactly Was in control. Numerous recipients referred

to the system as that of "passing the buck", while an indivi-

dual closely concerned with their problems contended that a

"vicious system of shirking responsibility was instituted.,,12

Relief administration becomes even more compli-

cated when the different types of relief and the various

categories of recinient are considered.

10 R.S. Commission, vol. 1, D. 172.

11 J.R. Grav
,

The 'v.,Iinter Years (Toronto, 1966), 14.

12 F. Eliason Pa}Jers, Biography of a Swedish Emmigrant

(sic.), 51.



Fundamentally t.vro type s of uriem pLovmerrt relief

could �e adninis�ered �y an urban nunicip�lity -- public

wo r-k s schemes created to absorb the unemployed, and direct

relief, wh Lch consisted of the !,rovi�ion of t.-ie necessi

tie s of 1 ife; food, fuel, c l.o taLng and sh e L ter. The former

of the s e methods was undoubtedly th.e more desirable, since

it kept relief recipients in useful work. It was also

far more expensive to operate than direct relief. Both

labour ��d material costs had to be paid. In a prolonged

period of depression it was not financially viable. Public

wor� schemes were, therefore, generally abandoned after

193:::>, w hen it was apna r-en t that t ne depression vIas no

temporary aberration. Direct relief was resorted to on

an ever-increasing scale.

There were considerable differences in the way

in 'mich Saskatchewan urban centres administered this

relief. The most efficient system which evolved Has that

of the voucher. Relief recipients Here issued with separate

v ou ch er s for food, clothing and fuel requirements, which

could �e exchanged at a local store. So�e vouchers allowed

t:1.e r-e ci rd ent to shop at any store, other s stipulated that

he trade at a designated one. One city operated its own

civic relief store, thus ensuring thqt relief costs were

kept to a minimum. Some voucher-s were 'open f, al Lovri ng

t�e recipient to choose his food, o+:hers stipulated the

ty-ces, a""'1ounts and prices of his order. r:::'he alternB..tive

to the voucher system was cash relief. Although this

9



entailed less paper work, it was open to far greater

abuses. Conseqnently it was favoured 1)y few urban munici

palities. A compromise adopted by one city was to permit

a s�all portion of the food quota (fifty cents) to be paid

weekly in cash.13

All urban municipalities established food, fuel,

clothing and rental schedules, providing set amounts to be

supplied to different size relief families. In the early

years of the depression there was considerable variation

in these schedules in the different urban centres. Gradu

ally, however, the Provincial Government attempted to

standardize these provisions. It was hoped that this

equaLd.z at.Lon of benefit might discourage relief recipients

from moving to other municipalities in their search for

better conditions. It must be emphasized here that relief

was not given unconditionally to the destitute. The munici

pality could at its discretion require relief recipients

to perform work or give an undertaking to repay relief in

more prosperous times. Since the dominion and provincial

contributions to direct relief were usually non-recoverable,

this meant that only the municipal share could be demanded.14

Normally four classes of relief recipient could

be distin�ished in a Saskatchewan urban municipality;

13 L.P.W., roll 30, file 3

14 Ibid.
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residents, transients, the physically fit single, homeless

unemployed and the physically unfit single, homeless

unemployed. The urban municipality was financially

responsible for the relief of its bona-fide residents

only. These were persons who had a defined period of

self sustaining residence in the locality. Initially

this was a six months period. After Septem�er, 1934,

the residence qualification was changed to twelve con-

secutive months. In 1936 it was altered further to

tweLv e cumuLa tive months in a three-year period. Tran-

sients vJere p=r sona wi thout residence qualifications.

They were granted relief at the expense of the Federal

and Provincial Gov er-nme nt s , The Dominion and Provincial

Government s shared the co st s of the relief of the single

homeless unemployed; the phy s LcaILy unfi t were cared for

in the urban centres and the fit were relieved in Federal

Government camps specially created for the purpose.l$

Although the municipality bore the burden of relief costs

for bona-fide residents only, it had to pay administration

costs and medical expenses for both the unfit single home-

less unemployed and the transients relieved through its

offices by the Dominion and Provincial Governments. This

proved a source of continual dissatisfaction to the munic�

pality, and eventually some changes were instituted.

15 I1-:Jid., cl r-cu Lar- 58, T .M. Holloy to the T01iJns and

Villages, Sentember 28, 1934.
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From the previous description of the various

types of relief recipient, it would appear that classi-

fication would have been a fairly simple process. In

practise it proved a laborious nrocedl1re. Naturally the

municipalities Were anxious to support only their bona-

fide residents. Coris equ ently each new relief applicant's

employment and residence history wa s carefully scrutinized.

Cases of dub Lous or d t sput ed responsibility were referred

to the Provincial Government department in charge of relief

administration. A r-n LLng was then made as to where respon-

sibility lay. The residence qualification laws bedevilled

Saskatchewan urban relief history. The cost in human and

financial terms cannot be calculated.

The great disadvantage of municipal responsibility

for urban relief was that there was inevitablY a degree of

local variation in the policies adopted. If a city or

town offered generous food and shelter allowances it was

likely to be inundated with relief applicants. No urban

centre 1"Tanted extra relief problems in the 1930s. Some

authorities tried to encourage those whom they had to

depart. In the t01NU of Melfort, in the northern part of

the settled area of the Province, local constables were

reported to be in the habit of "persuading" prospective

indigents to leave town before becoming a public charge.16

16 Department. of Railways, Labour and Industries

(hereafter R.L.I.) roll 41, file 28.
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Moreover, local government was, and in some

respects still is, the most politically susceptible. It

Has subject to more frequent elections than its provincial

and federal counterparts. Since relief administration and

policy were left in its hands, it was possible that there

was greater scope for, and danger of, abuse. Charges were

frequently levelled at ur�an centres, both by relief

reCipients �nd outsiders. They were accused of regarding

money appropriated to them as a means of procuring the

construction of ne cessary public wo r-k s
,

r-at ne r- than as a

means of relieving the unemployment situation. Mackenzie

King referred to thi3 as the "Systematic looting of the

federal treasury 8y the provinces and municipalities under

the guise of unemployment relief."17 Civic relief officers

wer e accused of making the senior government s contribute

towards the co�t of relieving unemployable, crippled per

sonS by placing them on the unemployment relief roll.18

However
,

it HaS not merely the Federal and Provincial

Governments which saw the grave disadvantages in municipal

control. Relief recipients themselves were not altogether

satisfied with administrative responsi�ility resting in

local hands. Complaints that "All those 1-rho did not vote

right can get scant sympathy from the pOHers that be,"19

17 Regina Daily Star, March 27, 1934.

18 R.L.T., roll 41, file 28.

19 Regina Dailv Star, November l�, 1938. Complaint from

a Loon Lake Farmer to C.C.F. Provincial Leader, George
Williams

13



were not infrequently heard, and it was llrged that the

administration of relief impartially w a s "a job for a big

man and should be removed entirely from local petty likes

and dislikes.,,20

One of the most glaring indictments of

relief policies during this period was that of a man very

closely involved in their administration, T.M. Molloy,

Deputy Minister of the Department of Railways, Labour and

Industries, 1928 - 1934, and later Commissioner of the

Bureau of Labour and Public Helfare, the Provincial Depart

ments responsible for relief. On June 19, 1931, he wrote

an article severely criticizing unemployment policies.

Confusion of a variety of unrelated social problems such

as poor relief, unemployment relief, assistance to the aged

poor, and invalidity, had, according to Molloy, "given rise

to the theory, seemingly 1..J'idely accepted in Canada, that

unem�loyment is a municipal responsibility first, then

provincial, and lastly, and only in extreme cases, a

federal responsibility.,,2l Such a theory, he contended,

was discredited as erroneous and absurd over a hundred

years previously when the British Parliament amended the

Poor Law, Hhich had existed since Elizabethan times.

Molloy then considered such matters as the British and

European unemployment schemes, which established the now

20 Ibid., February 23, 1939.

21 R.L.I., roll 41, file 28.
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universally accepted principle that unemployment was an

industrial rather than a social problem, and was unrelated

to sickness or shiftlessness. As such, it was obviously

a problem of national proportions to be dealt with

effectivelv only by the Dominion Government.

Every country in Europe has long since accepted
the truth of the theory that unemployment is

a national problem, as is evidenced by national

labour exchanges, national unemployment insur

ance and na�ional undertakin�s to provide

employment.<-2

During the depression the Canadian Government

preferred to recognize unemployment as a local problem of

national proportions. On the three major occasions when

a complete reform of the system Has suggested in this

period; the Bennett New Deal of 1935, the recornrlendations

of the National Employment Commission, 1936-38, and the

Roy�l Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations, 1937-38,

the proposals were either rejected or shelved. It was not

until 1940 that a system of national unemployment insurance

was finally instituted.

In fact even if this had been introduced earlier,

it would have done little to alleviate distress. Most

European schemes of unemployment insurance in the 1930s

gave benefit for a three month period, or less. These

schemes Here based on the idea of contributions by employer,

employee and government dur i.ng prosperous periods, which

22 Ibid.
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would give relief in a time of temporary unemployment.

In the 1930s many people '.'Iere out of ',,,mrk for a numo er-

of years. In 1937 the National Employment Commission

calculated that 20.5 per cent of all employable relief

recipients had been idle for less than six months, while

68.8 per cent had been without work for more than one

year.23 Even with unemployment insurance, therefore,

this large percentage would have remained on relief rolls.

However, the failure to implement national policies

earlier is symptomatic of the parochial and archaic

attitude to the relief question. As one contemporary

economist suggested, "whether or not a scheme of unemploy-

ment insurance should be introduced in Canada, a compre-

hensive and efficient scheme of unemployment relief for

needy persons will still be indispensable."24 This was

signally lacking in urban relief in Saskatchewan during

this period. The policies and attitudes within which

administrators had to work can in some respects be com-

pared to the Elizabethan Poor Laws. The significant

similarities Here the emphasis on local responsibility

and control as opposed to central, and the residence laws,

which were rigidly enforced.

However, if few policy changes occurred during

the depression decade itself, the impact of this economic

23 Final Report of National Emplovment Commission, 62

24 L. Richter, Book Revievr of Nen .'lithol}t v-iork, Canadian

Journal of Economics ann Political Science, vol. 5,
lq�9.
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upheaval reverberated in several spheres of Canadian life,

accelerating the needed nrocess of social reform. The

period proved something of a watershed in Canadian history,

both federal and provincial. Gradually, the laissez faire

attitude towards social reform gave way to the idea of

state intervention on behalf of the individual, and state

planning to secure a minimum of social security for all.

Thus a study of urban relief in the depression

should reveal an understanding not merely of the failure

of certain old policies and attitudes, but the synthesis

of new ideas regarding social legislation as well. With

the advantage of hindsight it is easy to attack or condemn

the relief policies pursued in the 1930s for their failure

to grapple with the unemployment problem fundamentally or

effectively. Judge:nent, hOHever, must not be made before

the evidence has been carefully narrated and examined. In

all fairness to the policy makers of this period the prob

lems which they faced must be considered from their per

spective rather than the contemporary one.

The concern here is a small fragment of the

depression - its impact on the urban centres of Sask

atchewan, with particular attention being paid to a study

of three geographically representative urban municipalities.

To appreciate this impact, however, dominion and provin

cial responses to the relief requirements of urban dwellers

must first be analyzed. In the maze of statutes, facts

17



and statistics, which inevitably surround a subject of

this natllre, c�re must be taken not to lose sight of the

more human aspects of the theme. An understanding of

urban relief demands a certain open-mindedness since

several facets of history must be considered simul

taneously; economiC, political, constitutional and social.

The approach will be topical rather than chrono

logical, since this seems the best way of descri�ing and

analyzing an extremely complicated subject. It is hoped,

however, that the effect �Till be cumulative. An exami

nation of dominion and provincial policies and adminis

tration separately should combine in the study of par

ticular urban centres, to provide both a local, and

national perspective on events and problems.

18



CHA PTER 1. ORGANIZED CHAOS - THE DOTUNION RESPONSE

An examination of federal relief policies in the

1930s reveals an interesting consistency - interesting

because there was a transference of political power from

the Conservative Party under R.B. Bennett to the Liberal

Party under W.L. Mackenzie King in October, 1935. Yet

this change in government did not occasion any major change

in depression policies. In spite of the fact that unemploy

ment and relief vr er e potent political questions in this

period, in effect there was little to distinguish between

the Conservative and Liberal responses. Both governments

were handicapped by a twofold problem; the fact that the

constitutional responsibility for relief lay with the

Provincial and Municipal Governments and the fact that

there HaS an unequal incidence of depression in the various

provinces. �he provinces which suffered most from the

economic disaster, among which number Saskatche't.J'an was

obviously placed, were naturally willing to sacrifice some

of their provincial rights, which might be described more

correctly as burdens. However, any constitutional changes

needed the support of all provinces. The relatively

pro s pe r-on s provinces were reluctant to relinquish any of

their rights as the proceedinGs of the Dominion-Provincial

Conferences throughout the 1930s illustrated. Conse

quently, t.he Federal Government Has faced with a delicate

situation; t�e obviolls need for urgent remedial action to
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alleviate distress, and t�e need to cloak that action in

appropriate constitutional garb.

This dilemma haunted both the Bennett and the King

administrations. Unfortunately, it was not their only prob-

lem. There were no precedents for the type of economic

collapse Hhich had smitten their country. They lacked the

experience and the methods to cope.

Actual reaction to the problems of the thirties

was compounded partly of the v iew that policy
was helpless in the face of external factors,
and partly of the lack of experience of such

a collapse, lRck of institutions throu�h which

policy could be expressed, and the problem of

governmental allocation of pOHers and finances

by the constitution. In the early years, in

particular, it also reflected the attitude

that recovery would be automatic if inter

ference was avoided and 'natural' adjustments
Here allowed r.o operate.

I

Given the ignorance of means to contend Hith the disaster,

and the hope that it would soon be over anyway, relief

policies were essentially of a temporar;T, nalliative nature.

Legislation was passed on an annual basis, the familiar

pattern teing a series of extensions of the ori;inal Unem-

ployment and Farm Relief Act of 1931, with minor modifi-

cations. Each n evr extension act, however, necessitated a

new dominion-provincial agreement, which in turn occasioned

1 A .E. Safarian, The Canac1i�m Economy in t:l.e Great

Depression, (Toronto, 1959),145.
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a new provincial-municipal agreement. At the far end of

tne scale was the relief recipient for whom the minor

details could be important.

In Saskatchewan, the prime concern of both the

Government and the people VIas not constitutional rights,

but where the next relief cheque would be coming from.

To them, Parliament seemed to be wasting a great deal of

time doing nothing. Urgent requests for action were sent

to Ottawa from both official and unofficial sources. On

March 21, 1932, J.T.M. Anderson, Premier of the Province,

sent a telegram to Mackenzie King urging him to discontinue

his constitutional objections to the Bennett Government's

relief bill, and allow the bill to be passed before the

Easter recess.2 In 1936, when King himself was in power,

a Saskatchewan relief recipient expressed his displeasure

with the lack of action on the part of the Dominion and

emphasized the similarity of the Conservative and Liberal

responses to the depression:

I cannot say you have done any more than our

most despised R.B. Bennett. Your farm scheme

is still based on R.B.'s policy which was satis

factory temporarily but it has turned out to

be permanent. Now what I am trying to say is

this: Mr. King, why you do not get away from

R.B. Bennett's policy is beyond my intelli

gence. It is not only making tramps,

2 C. Ho ckins (ed.), The Canadian Annual Revie1,.J of Public

Affairs (hereafter C.A.R.), (Toronto, 1932), 57.
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rod-riders, panhandlers out of us young men,

but it is ruining us both mentally and

physically, saying nothing of losing our

morals and self-respect.]

There were actually three occasions during the

19308 when an attempt was made to 'get away from R.B.

Bennett's policy,' and deal with the problem of unemploy-

ment basically and constructively. One of these attempts

was made by Bennett himself. After four years of patch-

work measures, and with a general election looming on the

political horizon, Bennett announced his New Deal programme

to the Canadian people in a series of radio broadcasts in

January, 1935. This was to prepare the country for the

legislation to be enacted in the last session before the

election. Briefly the New Deal consisted of a full scale

reconstruction programme of five principal acts; an Unem-

ployment and Social Insurance Act, a Minimum Wages Act, an

act limiting the hours of work of industrial workers, and

as a corollary the Weekly Rest in Industrial Undertakings

Act, and a Natural Products Marketing Act. The New Deal

marked the beginning of extensive government intervention

in private enterprise to secure certain standards of living

and condit ions of labour for all. This legislation 1IJas

progressive and necessary. Unfortunately, the strategy

3 L.P.W. roll 38, file 41. Hr. B. to W.L.H.K.

November 25, 1936.
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by which it was introduced frightened some, and the con-

tent shocked many Conservative businessmen. Moreover, to

some of the electorate Bennett's conversion to centralized

planning smacked more of political opportunism than sincerity.

The Liberal opnosition contended that the Conservatives

had proposed the legislation in the knoHledge that it would

be disallowed by the courts. Vlhen the Liberals came to

power in October, 1935, they referred the New Deal to the

Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council, which disallowed most of it as ultra vires

of the Federal Government's power. Thus ended the first

serious attempt at reform.

The impact of the other two reforming attempts

of this period, the recommendations of the National

Employment Commission4 and the Rowell-Sirois Commission,

was less dramatic, but the proposals more far reaching.

A consideration of the reports of these bodies is important

and relevant here since they illustrate some contemporary

attitudes and solutions to the problem of unemployment and

relief, which was the area of study of the N.E.C., and the

complex field of dominion-provincial relations as they had

evolved from Confederation, the Concern of the Royal

Commission. These commissions were set up under the

Hackenzie King Government to provide infor�ation, essential

4 Hereafter N.E.C.
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before any reforms could be attempted. They fulfilled

valuable functions in this respect.

The N.E.C. was the first body from the beginning

of the depression to compile regular relief statistics,

classifying relief recipients into three categories;

employable persons, unemployable persons and farm resident

operators and their dependents. It was hoped that the

immediate corollary of better statistics would be more en

lightened relief policies. Before the end of 1936 the

Commission had made several suggestions whereby the unem

ployment situation could be eased. A training scheme was

recommended to increase the employability of the country's

youth and to rehabilitate those in older age groups. Home

and farm improvement schemes, land settlement schemes and

the development of the tourist trade were envisaged as ways

in which persons could be profitably occupied. In addition

the Commission favoured government policies to control

economic fluctuations. It suggested that in prosperous

years expenditures be curbed and debts reduced. The monies

saved could then be used in depression periods for public

works projects.5 The Final Report of the Commission called

for Dominion Government leadership in social security

legislation and urged:

5 Final Report of N.E.C., (1938),26.



if financial and constitutional considerations

should permit, the co-ordination of a nationally
administered system of Unemployment Insurance

and Employment Offices, buttressed by a

similarly administered system of unemployment

aid, would have advantages over the present

system in coping with
lhe problems of employ

ment and unemployment.

Unfortunately, there was one dissenting voice from this

strong recommendation for federal control. A minority

report asserted that responsibility for unemployment aid

rested Hith "the unit of government nearest the applicant",7

and concluded that the Dominion should only contribute in

emergencies, when distress was especially severe. The old

poor Law attitude once again manifested itself. This

minority report gave the King Government a good pretext for

postponing the evil day of reform until the Rowell-Sirois

Commission reported in June, 1938.

This report also strongly supported the idea of

a scheme of national unemployment insurance and favoured a

more powerful Federal Government which could help to intro-

duce and maintain an equalization of social services through�

out Canada. The Dominion was to receive exclusive instead

of concurrent powers in certain tax fields--direct income

tax, personal and corporate, and succession duties. In

r-et.ur-n for the se increased powers the Federal Government

was to assume the whole burden of provincial debt, and pay

6 Ibid., 28.

7 Ibid., 51.
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the total costs of relief for employable unemployed per

sons and their dependents. Hhere necessary the Government

would give grants to enable provinces to maintain an average

Canadian standard of essential services, with an average

level of taxation. A province like Saskatchewan, ravaged

by depression and with a small population, naturally wel

comed these proposals. However, there were two major

economic and political obstacles to their general acceptance

by all provinces. The 'have' provinces Here understandably

not eager to subsidize the 'have nots'. More importantly,

the second half of the 1930s witnessed the emergence of

several new provinCial political parties which were opposed

to strong Federal Government. The Social Credit regime in

Alberta and the Union Nationale Government of Quebec were

two added problems with which the King Government had to

grapple. In 1937, lvhen King offered to discuss consti

tutional amendments to facilitate a dominion unemployment

insurance scheme, Quebec and Alberta refused to commit

themselves until they had seen the proposed legislation.

It was not until 1940 that the long demanded scheme became

law.

Thus R.B. Bennett's reform measures failed to

obtain a mandate from the people, while it would appear

that commissions furnished Mackenzie King with a useful

delaying tactic. Unless, like Hamlet, the "native hue of

resolution" was "sicklied o'er vJith the pale cast" of so

many reports. {lith the failure of these basic reform
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schemes to take root, what, it might be asked,did the

Federal Government do in the depression? For the most part

its response to the relief question consisted of steering

a day to day, month to month, year to year course, insisting

on the consti tnt ional responsibili ty of the provinces and

municipalities to relieve their inhabitants, and at the

same time assisting the stricken regions with huge sums of

money, both in the form of loans and grants. We must turn

to a closer examination of the policies pursued, and, more

importantly, the impact of these policies on Saskatchewan.

Although responsibility for relief rested with

the provinces and the municipalities, appeal could be made

in times of acute distress to the Federal Government.

There was, in fact, a precedent for such appeal prior to

the deDression. It was on December 14, 1920, that the

Federal Government had first helped the Provincial and

Municipal governments to finance relief costs. Moreover,

it was calculated that this power had been used in eight

of the years between 1920 - 1934.8 Each time the power

was invoked, however, the Federal Government was careful

to affirm that it was only helping out because of an emer-

gency. This attitude prevailed throughout the whole of

the 1930s.

8 The Financial POst, September 15, 1934.
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Relief policy consisted of a series of yearly

enactments allowing for moneys, specified or unspecified,

to be appropriated for relief purposes. Initially, the

Bennett Government favoured public work schemes rather

than direct relief, since this seemed a more constructive

use of available manpower. Moreover, Bennett disliked the

idea of direct relief, not merely in principle but because

it divorced administration, which was provincial, from

financial responsibility, Which, of necessity, was becoming

increasingly federal. This preference for public works

was apparent in the first piece of unemployment legislation

passed by the Bennett Government in the Special Session of

Parliament, summoned in September, 1930. The Unemployment

Relief Act provided for twenty million dollars to be paid

out of the consolidated revenUe fund for the relief of

unemployment "in constructing, extending, or improving

public works and undertakings, railways, highways etc.

that will assist in providing useful and suitable Hork

for the unemployed.,,9 The Act also provided for four

million dollars to be made available to affected munici-

palities for direct relief purposes, on condition that the

Federal Government would pay a third of the cost of such

relief, leaving Provincial and Municipal Governments to

pay the remaining thirds.

9 House of Commons, Dehates (hereafter II.C.D.)

Special Session 1930, 60.



This act was a temporary measure designed to

deal with the unemployment problem while Bennett was away

at an Imperial Conference in London. In the 1931 session

of Parliament, a new Unemployment and Farm Relief Bill was

brought forward on July 27. This was the basis of relief

policies until 1934. The central government's attitude

was embodied in the following resolution:

That it is expedient to bring in a measure

to confer certain powers upon the governor

in council in respect to unemployment and

farm relief, and for the maintenance of peace,

order and good government in all parts of

Canada; and to authorize the governor in

Council to expend, for the said purpose,

out of the consolidated revenue fund, such

sums as may from time to time be necessary.10

The lack of a definite estimate of relief expen-

diture, and the vlide Scope of the powers granted to the

Governor-General aroused the opposition of "constitutional

champion'Mackenzie King. King's criticism was based on the

fact that the resolution dealt with three matters simul-

taneously; unemployment relief, farm relief and the main-

tenance of peace, order and good government. On the second

reading of the bill, on July 31, he criticized it as "s. com

plete usurpation of the rights of Parliament."ll Moreover,

Bennett's refusal to give a definite financial estimate was

10 n.ra., 1931. Vol. IV, 1t177.

11 H.C.D., 1930-31, 73
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seen as Ita submarining of the right and duty of the Commons

to control taxation".12 In spite of King's eloquent defense

of the constitution, the bill passed its third reading on

August 1. Its expiration date was set for March 1, 1932.

In vie1..J of the
I,
constitutional" controversy it had o c ca s Lone.

in 1931, it was inevitable that when extension acts were

introduced in the 1932 and the 1933 sessions, they encounterel

similar opposition. These constitutional wranglings are of

no immediate importance here, but they do serve to illus

trate one of the problems of relief legislation.

It is necessary to consider the consequences of

the 1931, 1932, and 1933 relief acts for Saskatchewan. The

Dominion Government contributed towards the coBt of public

work schemes until May, 1932, when this method of relief

was abandoned as too expensive. However, between 1930 and

1931, the Dominion had paid twenty-five per cent of the cost

of public work schemes in Saskatchewan urban municipalitie�

(the Province bearing twenty-five per cent and the Munici

pality fifty per cent). Between 1931 and 1932, the Dominion

portion of expenses had been increased to fifty per cent.

When the scheme was abandoned, the Federal Government con

sented to the completion of works not finished, for Hhich

the Hunicipality and Province had contractual obligations ..

With the collapse of public works relief, other schemes to

12 H. C • D., 1931 , Vo1. IV, 44�- 9 •
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absorb the unemployed were devised. A Farm Labour Scheme

was introduced in 1931 whereby the Dominion promised to

pay a bonus of five dollars a month to each person placed

on a farm. The scheme had the t.vro fold purpose of supplying

needy farmers in dried out areas with necessary help and

obtaining employment for qna Lf.f'Le d farm labourers unemployed

in the urban centres of the province.13 In 1932 relief

camps '-rere established where physically fit, single homeless

men could be looked after. These camps were financed by the

Federal Government and operated by the Department of National

Defence.

However, direct relief 1
...raS more important than

any of these projects, because it applied to a larger pro-

portion of the relief population in the Provine e. Until

July, 193L�, the Dominion Government corrt r-Lbut.ed one-third

of direct relief costs in urban municipalities, the

Province and lJlunicipali ty paying the remaining thirds.

The following table indicates the costs of urban direct

relief and public work schemes, and the numbers which they

relieved in the early years of the depression in Saskatchewan.

Direct Relief Numbers Public 1oJorks Numbers

Year Costs Assisted Costs Emplo;yed
1930-31 $ 709,895.63 17,211 $ 113,889.85 11,093

1931-32 1,037,168.33 39,581 1,766,243.16 7,230

1932-33 1,690,262.10 46,394 1,072,545.07 2,697 14

13 Unemployment Relief Report, Supplement to Fourth Annual

Report of the Department of Railways, Labour and

Industries, 1931-32, 39.

14 L.P.W. roll 30, file 3.
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'The statistics illustrate t 1e greater nurno e r-s t.h, t could be

relieved by direct relief rat�er thfu� by public works

schemes for the same capital outlay. Between 1931-32

approximately fifty per cent more was snent on public wo r-k s

than on direct relief, and yet it relieved less than fifteen

per cent of toe numc er s aided by direct relief. The figures

alroillustrate the continually diminishing numbers relieved

by increased pu':Jlic works expenditures. This trend lends

weight to Hackenzie King's 211ggestion that municipalities

were u s i.nr; £overnrnent moneys on materials r-at ne r than labour.

In August, 193L, at t.a e Dominion-Provincial Con-

ference in ottawa a radical departure from the Federal

Government's direct relief policy was :.nade. Prime Hinister

Benne tt informed the provincial pr e nLer s that from August 1

onwards, the Dominion, rather than raying a consistent �er-

centage of relief costs, wOllld make a monthly grant-in-aid.

'The reason for this change was primarily financial. The

grant S Here to be negot ia ted individi1ally wi tel each province,

aLd vary according to need. �he effect of these new agree-

ment s w a s to r-e d» ce federal excend i ture by arpr ox Lma te ly

twenty per cent.1.5 This po1ic7 was continued by the Liberal

Government un t Ll, March 31, 1939, ',:nen a rercentage basis was

once again instituted; forty Der cent Dominion, forty per

cent Provincial, and twenty per cent hunicipa1.

15 C.A.R. 193h, 35.
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The consequences of the grant-in-aid for Sask-

atchewan may be appreciated by an examination of the follow-

ing information.

Date

August 1, 193L1 - November 31, 1935

December 1, 1935 - March 31, 1936

April 1, 1936 - June 30, 1936

July 1, 1936 - March 31, 1937

April 1, 1937 - October 9, 1938

October 10, 1938 - March 31, 1939

Amount per Month

'7200,000.00

350,000.00

297,000.00

267,750.00
230,000.00

17.5,000.00 16

The Province's grant was continually changing. In 1936 it

altered no less than three times. The grant was given on

condition that it va s used for the purpose of unemployment

relief without discrimination of race, colour or creed. It

was extended each month by Order-in-Council.17 The grant

system had put the onus on the Province to determine the

percentage of relief expenditure it would assume. Con-

stantly declining grants forced the Province to adopt a

parsimonio1Js attitude towards relief. The need for economy

dominated all others. In addition to these disadvantages

in the grant system, the Dominion was perpetually in arrears

with payments. This financial time lag was one of the most

serious problems confronting local and provincial relief

administration. Its consequences will be considered in

detail in the next chapter.

Although the Liberal Government's response to the

16 Regina Daily Star, March 4, 1939.

17 Department of Municipal Affairs, First Annual Report of

the Bureau of Labour and Public Welfare, 193.5,

Appendix 8.
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depression seemed to consist largely of commissions and

monthly grants-in-aid, there were several measures enacted

in the late 1930s which helped to alleviate unemployment

distress. The Municipal Improvements Assistance Act of

1938 and the National Housing Act were attempts to stimu

late certain sectors of the economy in the hope of opening

up e�ployment opportunities. The former made available to

municipalities a sum of thirty million dollars for low

interest rate loans so that they could embark on projects

which �"jere labour-creating and self-liquidating. The

latter provided a similar sum to municipal housing authori

ties and limited dividend corporations to undertake the

construction of low rental houses. In addition it made

twenty million dollars available to prospective home owners.

It was hoped that these measures would stimulate the con

struction industry. Simultaneously the Government launched

a forty million dollar public works programme aimed at the

development and conservation of national resources.18

These schemes came late in the decade when an economic up

swing was ap�arent in most areas.

How then, does one estimate the Federal Govern

ment's response to the depression and the impact of its

relief policies on urban Sa ska t chewan? "Organized chaos"

is perhafs the most appropriate description. This might

18 C.A.R. 1937-38, 74-6
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at first seem a contradiction in terms. What is meant is

that chaos prevailed since there was no fundamental attempt

at reforming the constitntional balance which handicapped

effective relief policies. At the outset, unemployment and

relief were understandably dealt "Hith by ad hoc and emer

gency methods. Unfortunately, these formed the basis of

relief policies throughout the whole period. The grants-

in-aid system, although it lasted five years, was essen

tially irresponsible, as the Final Report of the N.E.C.

indicated. The money was wasted vr Lthcu t administrative

control.

In the second half of the decade there was little

excuse for the great time-lag between investigation and

legislation. Information and recommendations existed then

which could have alleviated the administrative and legis

lative chaos. Although the direction given by the Federal

Government was chaotic, its administration was efficient.

The Department of Labour, the:bureaucratic Leviathan!' was

on guard against municipal and provincial inefficiencies

and corruption. Municipalities had to submit monthly

reports and claims to the Provincial Government, which in

turn submitted them to ottawa. Public wo r-ka contracts had

to be approved by the Minister of Labour and the work super

vised by a Federal Government engineer.19

19 C.A.R. 1935-36, 115.
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CHAP'"rER 2. "liO o:m "'JILL 3'l'A1WE" -- ':'ifS PHOVL�CIAL RESIJO:JSE

The promise that no inhabitant of Saskatchewan

would be a l Low sd to starve Has made by Premier J.r;:'.H. Anderson

in a speech at Yorkton on July 23, 1931.1 That the Premier

thought it necessary to make suc� a pledge is at once an

indication of the derth of depression and the limitations

of the Provincial Government's response. This was both the

least and the most that the Saskatchewan Government could

promise to do.

The position of the provincial authorities was

in many respects the most d Lffl cu Lt of t he three spheres

of g ov e r-nmerrt co nc er-ne.d with relief. There Here hTO pro-

vincial administrations during this period. The Anderson

coali tion Governnent held office b et.w e en 1929 and 1934,

when the Liberals took over, initially under the leader-

ship of J .G. Gardiner and sub s eqrerit Ly under "'J.J. Patterson.

The Li�erals renained in control of provincial politics

urrt LL the Co-operative Commomrealth Federation victory of

19!1L�. In the 1930s both the Anderson and Liberal Govern-

ments Here cal1r:;�t in the crossfire of constantly chan�ing

federal policies and continual municipal appeals for

greater as si stance. The funct ion of the Pr-ov Ln c i a L Gov er-nment

was t.vro I'o Ld i i t vra s the interpreter of fecleral legislation

1 C.A.H. 1932, 259.
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and the arbitrator of �unicipal demands. There are three

ma j or a s ne c t s of the Provincial Government's response to

the depression which must be considered; political, finan-

cial and administrative. All these spheres natnr-a L'Ly

interpenetrated and reacted on each other. For the purpose

of clarity they must initially be considered separately.

An understanding of the political background is an indis-

pensable starting point.

The General Election of June 6, 1929, marked the

beginning of a period in parenthesis in Saskatchewan politi-

cal history, a break in the Liberal monopoly of power which

had prevailed since the formation of the Province. The

r-e s u Lt s of the election were indecisive: Liberals 28,

Conservatives 24, Indenendents 6, Progressives .s.C:: However,

a special session of the Legislature, summoned by the

Liberals, resulted in a Conservative, Independent and Pro-

gressive alliance under the leadership of J.T.H. Anderson,

vrhLch successfully forced Premier Gardiner and the Liberals

to step down. Thus began a brief alliance between Conserva-

tive and Progressive forces. If the economic climate had

been more favourable, aubs eque n t Saskatchevian history might

have followed a different course. Unfortunately,

the Anderson Government didn't stand a chance.

It had sound plans, but the bourgeoning-::-drought
and depression ruled them out. As with most

-::- (s ic)

2 Ibid., 1929-30, 494.
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new governments: it wasted much time in dis

interring the 'scandals' of its

predecessors.)It also faced a strong and united opposition.

The scandals are of no concern here. The strong

opposition which the Anderson Government faced is of impor-

tance. The chief problem which had to be met was tne

depression. The opposition, rather than co-operating,

chose to exploit the difficulties besetting the Government

for the purpose of political propaganda. At one stage it

was impossible for the Government to sell Saskatchewan bonds

because of opposition statements implying that the Province

was bankrupt.4 The most effective criticism the Liberals

employed was constant reference to the provincial balance

of payments situation. Unfortunately for the Anderson

Government the last years of Liberal administration had

coincided with prosperity and balanced budgets. With the

onset of depression, budgetary surpluses soon became deficits.

The advent of depression and the experiment in co-operative

government occurred simultaneously. This was a fatal co-

incidence for the coalition. All the Liberals had to do

was to point to the balanced sheet which had been their

legacy, and indicate the huge deficits which were being

incurred:

Under the present Tory Administration the gross

public debt in Saskatchewan has increased

$21,000,000 in the last eighteen months. For

every day they have been in power, they have

) C.R. Higp;inbotham, Off the Record: The C.C.F. Party in

Saskatchewan (Toronto, 1968), 3h.

Lt C.A.R., 19j1�, 278.
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added $41,000 to our public debt, or $29 for

every minute day and night. If this orgy of

extravagance is to be maintained, wgat
will

eventually become of this province?

The relief question became a political football. The prime

concern of the opposition was economy rather than relief.

In the General Election of June 19, 1934, the "main plank

of the Gardiner programme was retrenchment in expenses"

since "the province has already experienced five years of

extravagance.
,,6

This approach certainly paid dividends.

NQt only was the Co-operative Govermaent defeated, but not

one Government candidate was elected.7

It is interesting to compare the process of

political martyrdom suffered by the provincial Conserva-

tives with that of their federal counterparts. In both

cases the Liberal party was able to exploit successfully

the economic disasters with which the Conservatives had to

contend. Both the federal and provincial Liberals questioned

the constitutionality of the legislation proposed by the

Conservatives, and thereby wasted valuable parliamentary

time on theoretical issues. The Conservatives were held

responsible for failure to solve unemployment, and resound-

ingly defeated both provincially and nationally in the mid-

1930s. The irony is that both the federal and provincial

S

6

7

Saskatoon Star Phoenix, June 1, 1931. Quote from a

speech of Dr.UhrIch's, Hinister of Public Health, 19J4-l9L-L.
The Dispatch, Alameda, March 8, 1935.

1934 General Election Results: Liberals 50, Farmer

Labour 5, C.A.R., 1934, 284.
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Liberals, for all their criticism, were unable to devise any

better methods to alleviate distress. In general, they con-

tinued the policies of their nredecessors with minor alter-

ations. A contemporary newspaper compared the Gardiner

Government's r-e s r.oris e to relief to Owen D. Young's descrip-

tion of the United States:

It strikes me th�t we're all in the same boat

with Christopher Columbus. He didn't knoH

where he was going when he started. When he

got there he didn't know where he was. When

he got back he didn't know where he had been.8

Although the personnel of the Provincial Govern-

ment changed quite dr-arna t LcaLl.y in June, 1934, policies

throughout the period were similar to those pursued by the

Federal Government. IvIoreover, because of the financial

dependence of Saskatchewan on dominion grants and loans,

these policies were predetermined by those of the central

government. Provincial relief policies, therefore, up to

1934 consisted of yearly agreements made with the Federal

Government in accordance with t.ne details of the latest

Unemployment and Farm Relief Act. After 193!t when the

grant-in-aid was introduced, the Province was made more

directly responsible for relief expenditure.

Saskatc�ewan suffered from the lack of central

planning and organization in relief "policies. The Pro-

vincial Government pursued two main courses. It met

8 Regina Daily Star, October 2), 1934.
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situations, as they occurred, r,;ith the means available, and

persistently endeavoured to have the Federal Government

assume responsibility for a larger share of the relief �ur

den and for some part of the cost of social services.9 It

succeeded only in securing temporary assistance from ottawa

as e'TIergencies arose. As a result provincial assistance to

the urban municipalities was on a similar basis.

Although this attitude prevailed for the whole

decade, the Provincial Government really favoured a

federally controlled and financed scheme of relief and

unemployment insurance, as the Saskatchewan brief to the

Rowell-Sirois Commission illustrated.

It is the considered opinion of the Government

of Saskatchewan that, only by assumption by the

Dominion Government of the financial burden of

a large part of the costs of social services,
and the entire cost of relief, couoled with

provision for a flexible system of emergency

grants to meet immediate and pressing needs

as they arise from year to year, can a measure

of financial security be obtained.10

A scheme of contributory unemployment insurance was urged

since: "in this province where income is extrerrlely variable,

the insurance principle must be resorted to as frequently as

11

possible."

For the Saskatchewan Goverr�ent to be prepared to

9 C.A.R., 1937-3f, 454.

10 A Sur-m Ls s Lon ;�y the Government of Sa s ka t chewan '::0 the

Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations,
v o L, I, )_�5.

11 I�id., vol. 11,277.



relinquish provincial rights, elsewhere held as sacred, the

depression must indeed have had a revolutionary impact. An

examination of the financial plight of the Province in the

19308 will give an understandin� of its willingness to part

with some of its constitutional responsibilities. As the

Provincial Government was the legislative and administrative

mediator between the federal and municipal levels of relief,

so it was the vital link for financial matters, the crucial

aspect of relief policy. A detailed consideration of how

the urban municipality met its weekly obligations is an

important part of the subject under consideration here.

As the depression deepened the urban municipality

was unable to finance relief from diminishing revenues on

the scale required. The number of relief applicants in

creaspd as urban tax arrears mounted. Thus the costs of

relief varied inversely with the ability to meet them. The

sudden acceleration of direct relief costs and the methods

adopted to finance them can be elucidated from the statistics

in table 4.

The graph of city direct relief costs (Histogram 1)

shows that these remained fairly constant in the late 1920s.

Between 1929-30, however, relief expenditl�e doubled, while

between 1930-31 it increased approximately seven times.

Costs doubled again in 1932 and 1933. By 1933 direct relief

costs were forty times as much as those of 1929. Even with

the Federal and Provincial Governments bearing two-thirds of
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this expenditure in the first half of the period, and the

Pr-ov Ln ce contributing eighty ps r- cent of direct relief

costs after December, 1935, the actual cost of relief to the

municipality was substantially increased. Added to this was

the total cost of administration. Although the salaries of

relief officials were reduced, the extra staff needed to

cope with the numerous relief recipients offset any advan

tages derived from this economy. Administration costs

formed a substantial part of municipal expenditure in the

1930s. From a relatively insignificant sum of $2,646 in

1927, they reached $108,363 in 1935, a figure over three

times the amount spent on all direct relief in 1927. In

creased costs were primarily the result of greater numbers

requiring relief. The graph of the percentages of civic

population on relief in the first half of the 1930s

(Histogram 2) indicates the substantial numbers affected.

In 1931 thirteen per cent of the cities' population were

on relief, while in 1932 this figure had increased by thirty-five

per cent, after which it remained fairly constant.

Obviously municipal tax levies were not designed

to cope with relief on the scale illustrated here. There

were two chief methods by which money for relief costs

could be raised. Short term loans could be obtained

pending the pa:%ent of provincial and federal shares of

relief costs. The municipality gave promissory notes or

treasury bills as security for such loans. However, the
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only means open to an urban municipality to finance its o vm

portion of relief expenditure was to apply to the Local

Government Board for per'11ission to issue debentures in

favour of the Province. From the statistics in table 4

it can be seen that from 1932 onwar-d s debenture issues

financed a sUbstantial part of city relief costs. Deben-

tur e s -..;ere u sua Ll.y is sued for a five-year period at a fixed

interest rate. They did not solve the financial problems

of t ne municipality, but merely postponed Lle day of reckon

ing. Debts accrued �ith interest. In 1935 the annual

ch�rges on city relief debentures were four times the costs

of all direct relief advanced in 1927. The annual rate of

taxation increased because of the necessity to repay deben-

tures with interest.

Although the municipality applied to the Province

and received capital with which to continue direct relief

from that source, this Has merely the first step in the

complex system of relief financing. The Province itself

found its share of the burden to be far in excess of its

credit resources.

After 1932 its borrowing powers were gone.

Henceforth the Dominion provided nearly the

whole of the funds required for relief either

by direct pavment of the cost or by loans

directly to the Province or bv guarantees
to the �anks.12

'

12 R.S. Co�mission, vol. I, 170.
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Some concept of the vast scale on which relief had to be

advanced can be given by the following table of the costs

and the shares born by the three levels of f:'�overnrnent; local,

'The Cost of Relief and Hunicipal- Provincial

Finances, 1930-37

Rowell-Sirois Commission, Vol. I, 169.

(Millions of Dollars)

1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

41.5 37.9 39.4 38.7 36.5 36.8 35.4 38.3

provincial and national.

Table 5.

Source:

Total Mun.-Prov.

Current Revenues

Total r1un. - Prov.

Cur-r-errt Expendituresa

excluding Relief•....

Surplus available for

Relief or Deficit ....

Total Relief Costs

expended t.hro n gh
Mun.-Prov. Agencies .•

Deficiency of M1m.-

Prov. Revenues .

Less Share of Relief

assumed by Dominion ••

Mun.-Prov. Deficit ....

Dominion Loans to

Province for Relief

& General Purposesb ••

Seed Grain Bank Loans

Gua::ar:-teed by
Dom l.nLon •••••••••.••

l_t3.0 41.0 39.4 38.5 38.1 37.6 35.7 36.7

1.5 3.1 .2 1.6 .8 .3 1.6

5.9 21.0 13.2 10.3 21.1 18.6 22.7 62.3

7.4 27.1 13.2 10.1 22.7 19.4 23.0 60.7

.5 7.9 7.1 2.4 8.0 7.2 11.3 27.5
6.9 19.2 6.1 7.7 14.7 12.2 11.7 33.2

11.5 5.3 3.1 13.5 11.1 6.1 11.5

2.6 14.5

a Including municipal sinking fund contributions and debt

retirement.

b $17.7 million of these advances were written off �y the

Dominion in 1937.

In the period from 1930-37 it can be seen that municipal-

provincial current revenues and expenditures, excluding

relief costs, either balanced or incurred minor deficits.

Relief costs, however, turned these minor sums into sub-

stantial deficits, ranging from $7.4 million in 1930 to

$60.7 million in 1937. Dominion contributions to relief
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costs reduced tnese deficits on average by aprroxima�elY

fifty per cent. Thirty-five per cent of the remainder �as

supril.Le d by- direct and gu.aranteed Dominion loans .13 Only

about fifteen per cent of relief moneys was raised by the

Province and municipalities. The municipalities were able

to pay a very small part of this and resorted to debenture

Ls sue s on a large scale, as has been sh own , Thus t ae

11
Provincial Government undertook, either directly or in-

directly, Virtually the whole of the liability in excess of

the Dominion share. 1114 The total debt of tne Provincial

Government more than doubled be tw e en 1930-37. Three

quarters of this increase was attributed to relief.lS The

catastrophic results of t he depression for Sa ska t ch ewan can

be anpreciated by the following comment from the Report of

t�e Rowell-Sirois Commission;

In 1929 the per capita deadweight debt of the

Province of Saskatchewan was the Lowe s t in

Canada with the

excegtion
of Quebec; in 1937

it was the highest.1

The problem of debt was not confined to the Pro-

vincial Government. It "Has a central concern of many of

the inha'::>itants of Sa ska t chewan who had expanded their

businesses or farms in the boom years of the late twenties,

and found them�elves in the 1930s with large debts and no

mea�s, or hope, of meeting tDem. Both the Anderson and

Gardiner/Patterson Governments passed debt adjustment

13 Ibid. , 170

ILL Ibid. , 170

IS I:::'id., 170

16 Ibid., 170
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legislation in an attempt to alleviate t8e problem. Debt

adjustment measures were, therefore, a species of relief.

Although these acts were aimed primarily at the farmer

debtor, they could also work to the advantage of the ur-ban

householder, who found himself in arrears with mortgage

payments. Unfortunately, it is impossible to estimate the

relative importance of debt adj�tment in urban relief.

The most that can be said is that it was a �lrther type of

relief available to the urban dweller.

From a consideration of the financial and

political aspects of relief in Saskatchewan in the depression,

attention must now be focused on the framework thro1J8h which

relief policy was administered. Urban and rural relief were

dealt with from the outset by separate authorities. Prior

to the re-establishment of the Liberals in 1934, urban relief

was superintended by the DeDartment of Railways, Labour and

Industries.l? This Department, in addition to overseeing

direct relief expenditLwe and regulations, operated employ

ment branches in urban centres, and supervised the urban

municipalities public works programme, until it was abandoned

in 1932. The Saskatchewan Relief Commission was established

on August 25, 1931, to make rural relief during the Anderson

period just and efficient. The Commission of five persons

had one great advantage over the Department. It removed

l? Hereafter referred to as the Department.
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relief administration from direct political control. During

its three years of existence t�e Commission did i�portant worl

It ensured that relief schedules were standardized throughout

the drought stricken area of the province by implementing

price-fixing for relief goods.

Although the Commission was primarily concerned with

rural relief, it was responsible for one aSDect of urban

relief, the care of the physically fit, single, homeless

unemployed. There were three methods by whicn these persons

could be relieved--farm employment, work camps or concen-

tration camps. It was the last of these with which the

Commission was concerned. These were tne places waere the

single homeless were lodged pending their appointment to one

of the other two schemes. Concentration camps were estab-

lished at tae Exhibition Grounds in Regina and Saskatoon,

accommodating five hundred and four hundred men respect-

ively. The Commission was responsible for the administration

of these camps.18 Thus it became involved in relief admin-

istration in some of the larger urban centres.

In addition the Saskatchewan Relief Commission

could take over the administration of relief in an urban

municipality at the recommendation of the Department. In

October, 1931, for example, the Com:r;ission took over the

relief of several villages, sending one of its relief officers

18 Saskatchewan Relief Com�ission, (hereafter S.R.C.),
roll A, file 1.
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into each of these places to superintend relief. The central

ized planning and control exerted by the Commission made for

greater efficiency and justice in rural relief administration.

Many villages and small towns petitioned for their relief to

be taken over by the Commission. Invariably these requests

Here rejected. The fact that they were so frequently made

draws attention to the major defect of urban relief in the

1930s--local responsibility with a consequent lack of uni

formity and direction. Local self-govArnment rather than a

central organization had to attempt to cope with the problem

of relief. As a result the function of the Department of

Railways, Labour and Industries was that of an expert con

sultant who could offer advice when asked, but Hithout the

power to initiate policies and control administration which

the Commission had. An unresolved mass of localisms bedevilled

urban relief history from the outset.

The year 193)1 witnessed more than a political change

for SaskatchevJan. The change in government occasioned a Lt er

ations in relief administration. The Gardiner Government

decided to close the Saskatchewan Relief Commission and to

discontinue the Railways, Labour and Endn s t.r-Le s portfolio.

The reason for these modifications was twofold: certain

economies would be effected and relief activities would be

brought under the control of one department. A distinction

was therefore made between direct relief, or the provision

of food, fuel, clothing and shelter, and agricultural aid,
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or the provision of feed, seed and fodder.19 The former was

administered until 1938 by the neHly-created Bureau of Labour

and Public Welfare, under t�e supervision of the Department

of Municipal Affairs. After that date a direct relief branch

within the same department took over. Agricultural aid was

to be handled by the DepartMent of Agriculture. All relief

was to be brought more tightly under government control.

From 193u onwards the Liberal Government formed a cabinet

relief committee to co-ordinate policies with the depart

ments concerned. This increased governmental control can

be attributed nrimarily to the change in the Federal Govern

ment's relief policy. The grant-in-aid system meant that the

Province was responsible for the allotment of relief moneys.

Since the monthly grant had to relieve thousands of Sask

atchewan inhabitants it might have been thought advisable

to keep a more watchful eye on relief administration in the

interests of economy.

Although the departmental jurisdiction for urban

relief changed in 1934, there was continuity of the personnel

involved. This continuity is apparent in the career of

Thomas M. Nolloy, the Deputy Minister of the Department of

Railways, Labour and Ind�stries and the Commissioner of the

Bureau of Labour and Public 1:.'elfare. On Holloy's leaving

government service his duties were assumed by W.R. Dawson,

19 C.A.R., 1934, 285.
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who had been closely involved with relief administration for

several years. Those in charge of the p�vincial departments

responsible for relief had valllable experience in this fiel�

and were well versed in the problems confronting urban

municipalities, and the policies devised to cope with them.

The long experience of the chief relief administrators was

an invaluable asset. One of the major functions of the

Department and the Bureau was to inform urban municipalities

of new relief agreements and legislation, and answer enquiries

and complaints from both municipal authorities and individum

relief recipients. The correspondence of the Department and

the Bureau was voluminous, and an examination of some aspects

of it is indispensable to an understanding of the impact of

relief policies in a particular locality.

Both Molloy and Dawson as co-ordinators of relief

policy and administration, were inundated with query or protest

letters. On the whole it appears that they were prompt and

hclpful correspondents to both the municipalities and indi

viduals concerned. If a complaint was received from a relief

recipient, a copy of the reply was forwarded to the munici

Pality involved, together with a letter from Molloy or Dawson,

referring the case to the municipality or asking for more i�

formation so that the matter could be Clarified. There were

three frequently occurring problems, which urban municipalities

referred to the government. They will be considered in some

detail since they indicate the main areas of concern of the
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urban municipality, and will, therefore, provide a background

for t�e local studies.

The major task confronting any relief applicant

was to prove th�t he had the necessary residence qualifi

cations :·,'hich were a prerequis ite to the grant ing of relief

on a per�anent basis. The major concern of the L�ban muni

cipality was to ensure that only its bona-fide residents

obtained relief at its expense. The Department and the

Bureau became involved in cases of dispute. As an impartial

third party it was the duty of these departments to ascertain

where responsibility for relief lay. Usually in such cases

the urban municip�lity �ould submit details of tQe indigent

person's residence and employment record. Rulings were made

in accordance uith the stipulated residence requirements

(six months self-sustaining residence prior to September,

1934, and twelve months thereafter). The decision of the

Provincial Government departments was binding on the muni

cipality. If the municipality itself was found responsible

then the matter ended there. If an applicant was found to

be t�e responsibility of another municipality, however, a

new series of corresnondence wov Ld en sue , 'I'he permission of

the municipality responsible had to be obtained before an

indigent person could be returned there. Some municipalities

rather than havins such persons returned, preferred to pay

t.ae costs of their relief to the municipali ty in Which they

were residing. This invariably made for complications.
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Payments would falloff, and the indigent person would become

denendent on the place w�ere he was living, rather than that

to wh i ch he belonged. Eventua Ll.v the Provincial Direct

Relief Act of 1936 enabled municipalities to sue each other

for such relief expenditures.

There was a third po?sibility in these Cases of

dispute--an applicant might be the responsibility of �

m:micipality. In such cases the indigent was declared to

be homeles:=i and unemployed, and relief was administered at

the expense of the Federal and Provincial Governments. For

the physically fit, mngle, homeless, there were farm labour

and pork camp schemes. Transient families and the physical],y

unfit were relieved in the urban centre, through the muni

cipal administration.

The second major problem submitted by tne urban

municipalities concerned deportation and transnortation

requests. The provincial agencies had to ce consulted

becallse they were usually asked to bear one-half of the

costs. Deportation to the country of origin of an unnatural

ized relief recipient, or transportation to a new area where

an indigent nerson could become self-supporting, were two

devices freq'lently used in the 1930s by SaskatchelJan urban

municipalities to reduce the numbers on their relief rolls.

Before the Department or the Bureau would sanction a con

trihlltion towards transportation or deportation costs,

written evidence had to 'oe submitted to prove that the person



or persons concerned had homes and jobs to go to, and, there

fore would be self-sufficient and not future relief burdens.

This policy was enlightened, benefiting all three parties con

cerned. The relief recipient had a chance to make a new start,

the Saskatchewan urban centre's financial and administrative

burden was lightened, while the new place of abode had a

potentially hard working resident.

Occasionally an individual transported to another

part of Canada would find himself in need of relief again.

In such a case he might be returned to his municipality of

origin. This ruling also held for persons who had left

Saskatchewan by their own devices, and had become indigents

in other provinces. There was no dominion legislation defining

what constituted provincial residence. Consequently the

provinces made agreements among themselves to cope with

relief residence problems. Early in 1936 agreements were

made between Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario

whereby families going from Saskatchewan into any of these

provinces, Hithout government assistance, Here to be treated

as residents of such provinces. Similarly families moving

unaided into Saskatchewan were to be taken care of by the

Saskatchewan Governrnent.20 This worked to the advantage of

Saskatchewan, since the province was losing more prospective

relief cases than it Has gaining.

20 Saskatoon Relief Appeal BOard Minutes, February 21, 193�
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The final and, in some respects, the most crucial

point of contact between urban municipalities and the govern

ment relief departments concerned financial affairs. Although

t�e Province and the Dominion assumed large percentages of

relief costs eventually, the tragic flaw in the system of

relief financing 'o1as that ini tial payments had to be made

out of municipal revenues. Obviously no municipality had the

ready cash to administer relief on a large scale. Money was

borr01.red from local banks to meet weekly expenses. At the

end of each month accounts were submitted to the Department

or the Bureau Hhich in turn passed them on to the Provincial

Treas1Jrer, who finally forwarded them to the Federal Govern

ment. Pa�ents came via the same route in reverse. There

could be a two to six month time-lag in accounts being paid.

During thi s period the bank loans wo nLd be gathering interest,

none of which was added to the original estimate of relief

ex pend Lt ur-e , The municipal share could increase considerably

because of this delay. In 1932, a Regina nev s pa per contained

an interesting article about theoretical and actual municipal

relief costs. It was calculated t h.a t with administration

expenses, the interest on debts and the tardiness of payment

of the dominion and provincial sh ares, Regina was in effect

paying fifty per cent of direct relief costs, as opposed to

the thirty-three and a third per cent stipulated.21

21 Regina Leader Post, July 20, 1932.
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Occasionally, bank: vrou Ld refuse to mak e further advances to

a �lnicipality. The affected authority would then tele8raph

Eolloy or Daw son and ask for im�(]ediate payment of yrovincial

and dominion shares of relief, so that the next relief o..l101,T-

ances could be Made. The diffic'llties of the urban munici-

pality in initially financinG total relief rather t3an its

actual share can be readily appreciated. There was little

an urban centre could do in the face of such a system,

other than to �ldget from one week to the next, and con-

stantly petition far a redefinition of the constitutional

responsibility for relief, and a reform of the whole

administrative system.

In addition to infor"Jing municipalities of new

relief agree{:1ents and ansHerins complaints t::le Department

and the B1JreaU fulfiller} one other function in respect of

urban relief. Both sent out suggestions for the improve-

ment of relief adr.Ln i s t.r-a t Lon , 'l'he c Lr c u l.a r-s and memoranda

which 'Jere sent out by these bodies were, in some respects,

the most vaLuab l e part of their -ro r-k , HOHever, in con-

siderinr, these, it must be stres::-;ed that th.e provincial

authorities could only suggest, and not force urban munici-

palities to adont 8'Jch ideas. Constant care via s taken not

to interfere with municipal autonomy:

The only policy laid down bv the Gov e r'nrnerrt is

t'1at the Government will contribute two-thirds

of the amount required to relievr: distress due

to uneMPloyment in urban centres, where a 2erious

unen p'l.oymerrt s i t.uat.Lon exists, rrovided 811Ch

relief is confined to the provi:,ion of food,
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clothing, shelter and fuel and provided fur

ther, that only the necessaries are supplied
to the relief recipient, and that in all cases

where tde municipal council, or the relief

organization contributes comforts and conven

iences, or anything outside the necessities,

the Government will expect the municipal. organi
zation to bear the full cost of s u ch extras.22

Here government intervention is seen in financial terms only.

This negative attitude towards relief was very unfortunate

since some of the provincial circulars, if they had been

o�ligatory rat�er than permissive, would have made urban

relief practice more efficient and just.

As early as 1932 the Department was issuing cir-

culars describing the best methods of relief investigation

and registration, rules for regular arid emergency relief J

and guides to the cost of direct relief and the amounts

deductible for any earnings. The Bureau during its term

of office sent out memoranda relating to topics such as

drugs, fuel, cars, dependents' earnings and food sChedules.

This last subject was one in which the Bureau could take

some initiative.

In October, 1933, it had been decided that the

dietitians of the Unlversities of Saskatchewan, Alberta and

Manitoba should collaborate to prepare standard food allow

ances for relief r-e c i.o.Len t s in the t nr-e e r:rovinces.23 The

logical step from standardizing food allowances was to

22 L.P.W., roll 30, file 3. R.L.I. circular 28.

23 Regina Daily Star, October 10, 1933.
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attempt price-rixing. The Bureau tried to do this indirectly.

Urban municipalities were asked to submit monthly reports or

the prices or rood in their area. On the basis of this infor-

mation the Bureau compiled food schedules and price lists,

which were circulated among the local authorities. An idea

of hOH much relier costs increased during the decade can be

obtained from the following comparison.

Weekly Food Rates (as suggested by the Bureau)

Number of Persons 1934-35 SeEtember 12 1936

1 $ 4.50 $ 6.40
2 7.00 10.30

3 8.00 12.40

4 9.00 14.50

In 1934-35 it was suggested that if a recipient could provide

his own meat, ten per cent be deducted from the allowance.

Ten per cent was also deducted if dairy products were avail-

able from a private source, and five per cent for potatoes

similarly obtained. In 1936 these deductions had been raised

to fifteen, ten and ten per cent respectively.24 This regular

information was a yardstick by which urban municipalities

could attempt to standardize their provisions.

The Department and Bureau were also the medium

through which economic nationalism was brought to the urban

munf cd pa Ldty, On December 15, 1931, a circular was sent out

urging that all Canadian materials should be used where

possible on public work sChemes.25 Economic provincialism

24 L.P.W., roll 30, file 3.

25 R. L. I., roll 1�0, file .5, circular December 15, 1931.
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was apparent in another circular, when "for economy and

employments sake" Holloy urged the use of only Saskatchewan

lignite coal and wood for fuel allowances.26 The natural

tendency to f'avour- local industries at a time of economic

depression also manifested itself at the municipal level.

Although the function, policies and personnel of

the tvo Provincial Go ver-nment agencie s responsible for

relief administration during this period had many similar-

ities, there were some important differences. The earlier

Department tended to nurture municipal autonomy whereas tne

Bureau attempted to implement standardization policies.

Thus the former favoured the multiplicity of application

forms used by the various urban centres. The reason given

for this is symptomatic of a parochial attitude towards

relief--the larger towns and cities needed more information

about relief applicants since they "t,rere not so l�ell known to

civic relief officers as village indigents were to their

respective authority.27 The reasoning which lay behind this

attitude understood relief as an essentially local problem.

Gradually there was a shift in emphasis. The length and

depth of depression demanded some attempt at greater central

ization and an equalization of benefits betueen the various

urban municipalities. There was a need for increased uni

formityand efficiency in urban relief administration. The

26 L.P.':J., roll 30, file 28.

27 L.P.�., roll 30, file 3, circular 28 of the R.L.I.
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Bureau responded to this pressure by such innovations as the

price lists for food, and by appointing representatives in

the urban centres from 1937 onwards to give assistance to

local councils in relief administration. At stated periods

these representatives had to submit a price list of the

varioDs commodities given to relief recipients. If the total

cost of commodities varied more than five per cent in either

direction then a revised food schedule was to be made.28

There were both advantages and disadvantages in this govern-

ment intervention. The pendulum could swing from excessive

local variation to uniformity at any price. This potential

danger was manifest in 1939. A municipality which had esti-

mated its needs for butter, to be supplied by the Dominion,

at a hiqper level than the average received a letter demand-

ing that the estimate be reconsidered, and a warning:

In the event of our not hearing from you by
that date (June 5), we will reduce the number

of families to be provided for in your muni

cipality to the average reported by other

municipalities in the
Province�

where conditions

appear to be somewhat similar. 9

Centralization became increasingly necessary after

1934, since with the grant-in-aid the Province was more directly

in control of relief administration. After this date, urban

municipalities were constantly urged to eliminate all wastage

28 Ibid., roll 38, file 41.

29 L.P.W., roll 30, file 3, letter May 29, 1939.
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of relief allowances. The avowed aim of the Provincial

Government was "to obtain a fair and equitable distribution

of direct relief.,,30However, the lack of national unemploy-

ment policies limited what the Provincial Government could

do, or was prepared to admit. In 1939, therefore, a circular

sent out to the Field Men of the Department of Hunicipal

Affairs, Direct Relief Branch, contained the same "official"

attitude towards relief which had prevailed in 1929:

Prior to the inception of Federal and Provincial

relief programmes municipalities--even in the

best years had some relief problem. This they
met from ordinary municipal funds without any

question of Government assistance. You should

make every effort to convince the municipalities
in your district that tney should reassume that

responsibility.31

Thus direct relief policies in Saskatchewan remained

substantially consistent for almost the whole depression

period. Responsibility for urban relief rested with the

municipality throughout. There were administrative changes

for the purpose of greater efficiency and uniformity, but nO

fundamental reforms. However, the effect of the depression

on attitudes to tlle problem of relief wa s comparable to that

of a catalyst. Although there vra s li ttle perceptible change

in the 1930s, there seemed to be a burst of activity in the

1940s. The word 'relief' was replaced by that of 'welfare',

and a major reorientation of policy accompanied this change.

30 Ibid., circular 334.

31 �., circular 394, November 17, 1939.
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The c oric e r t of curing an evil after it had a prie ar-ed pas

r e r-La c ed h;T the idea of r.r-ev en t Lng a cu t e dist.ress before it

arose. Central planning and control became essentis.l. The

ex�erience of t�e depression undoubtedly accelerated tne �ro

cess of reform, if it did not ma�e it inevitable.

However, the central concern here is not the reper

cussions of the depression for the future, but its impact on

corrt ernco r-ar-v ur-ban so ciety. To understand this fully a

detailed study of certain nr-bari centres is necessary. Three

geograDhically rerresentative centres have been chosen for

this pur-no s e ; t.n e city of Prince Al'-:ert, situated in the

northern rart of tle settled region of Saskatc�eAan, the

city of Saskatoon, located in the central part of the

settled are� and t�e to�n of Shaunavon, situated in the

sort.hwe s t er'n corner of the Province.

The local st ud i e s which f'oLLow mark a change in

approach f'r-orn t ne general to the partic1llar. To the ur-ban

minLc Lpa Ld t.v the relief rroblem va s practical rather than

theoretical. It was to �e re�edied by action rather than

d Ls c o ss Lon , To the relief recipient the que s t i on of relief

was neit�er constitutional, nor political, nor economic,

nor adm ln i s t.r'a t iv e , It wa s simply a matter of .rh e r-e the

next Meal was coming from.

\
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CHAPTER 3. PRINCE ALBERT

The City of Prince Albert during the 1930s fared a

great deal better than most urban centres in Saskatchewan.

The chief reason for this more favourable condition was

geographical. Situ&ted in the northern part of the inhabited

region of the Province, Prince Albert was not subjected to

the rigours of drought, dust storms and grasshopper invasions

to anything like the same extent as its southern counterparts.

Some of the inhabitants of the city were quick to

appreciate the relatively prosperous economic situation which

thev enjoyed. On July 28, 1931, the local newspaper carried

the headline, "Prince Albert Progresses Despite the Depression!,l

drawing attention to the new railway lines under process of

construction, which promised to enlarge the city's trading

territory, and an influx of new settlers which had placed

unoccupied lands at a premium. This optimistic note was

reiterated in an editorial in late 1933:

A fortunate city today is one which has been

able to meet the requirements of the unemploy
ment crisis, but yet maintain its strength for

the renewed race of progress ahead.

Judged in this light, one will unhesitantly
declare that Prince Albert has been more fortu

nate than most cities in Western Canada ••••

2

It was, therefore, no great surprise that Prince Albert was

1 Prince Albert Daily Herald, July 28, 1931.

2 n.re ., Novemter H�, 1933.
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found to be the fastest groHing Prairie City in 1936.3

Al though the city was comparatively 1,-rell off during

the depression years, this is not to suggest that there 1--ras

neither suffering for its inhabitants, nor problems for its

administration. The evidence which remains implies that

there was plenty of both. Moreover, the very fortunate

position of the city in some respects caused special problems.

Rural dwellers from the surrounding districts and numerous

transients were attracted to seek refuge within the city

limits, thereby causing a perpetual headache to the municipal

council and relief administration. One other factor must be

borne in mind from the outset; the city finances prior to tre

depression were in a vulnerable state. A massive burden of

debt from the ill-fated La Colle Falls power dam proj ect of

1911 haunted the city throughout the decade. The city was

paying $139,600 yearly in interest on its consolidated debt,

a major part of which consisted of expenses incurred by the

dam.4 Civic finances, therefore, were not likely to be able

to meet any extra expenditure for relief.

Unemployment relief was regarded as a municipal

function by the Federal and Provincial Governments. These

Governments had pursued a hesitating and Vacillating policy

since the beginning of the depression. The proposals of the

3 Ibid., September 19, 1936.

L� G. Abrams, Prince Albert; The First Century, 1866-1966,
(Sa�katoon, 1966),326.



Canadian Federation of Hayors and r'�unicipalities to the

Ro�..rell-Sirois Commission drew attention to their plight,

faced as they were by a lack of leadership and central

initiative:

The municipali ties have never knovm from

one year to the next, and sometimes from one

day to the next, to w�at extent the Federal or

Provincial Governments would share in t�e costs

of providing for the unemployed.
Nor have they known on what basis such

relief would be forthcoming. The administration

of relief, as a consequen.ce, has proven a night
mare to local government.�

The full impact of the relief policies of the senior govern-

ments was felt at the municipal level. To what extent did

this experience prove to be a nightmare to the City of Prince

Albert?

'I'hr-oughout the 1930 s the municipal council was pre-

pared to accept responsibility for relief applicants who had

the necessary bona-fide residence qualification. Initially

relief was dealt with by the Health and Relief Committee of

the council at Heekly council meetings. Ho-rev er-, as the

numbers of relief recipients increased, this body found it

expedient to apnoint a sub-committee to deal exclusively

with relief matters. On September 29, 1931, a Special

Relief Committee vra s formed. At first the major function

of the Special Committee was to assist the unemployed and

the council in establi8hing a medi1m whereby the most needy

civic cases would secure first preference in any city relief

5 Prince Albert Daily Herald, January 25, 1038.
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work. 1,Jhen pu 1;li c works schemes were abandoned in 193c.:, the

committee became resnonsible for enforcing various aspects

of civic direct relief policy: for example, on or after

February 1, 1931, families ch anglng their pl a ce of residence

were su ppo s e d to obtain the re rm i.e s i on of the committee.6

The relief policies pursned by the Prince Albert

Council differed in some details from those followed in other

urban centres in the Province. Initially direct relief was

issued by the voucher system. Food vouchers for a specified

amount at a named store were is sued at w e ekLv or brJO weekly

intervals. Fuel vouchers for two cords of wood wer-e given

at monthly intervals in tile Hinter months, and c LothLnrz and

shoe vouc�ers were provided as needs arose. These vouchers

were exchangeable at local stores. Rent allowances were

u.su aLl.v paid directly to the landlord concerned. In April,

1935, the Health and Relief Committee decided to exneriment

with cash rather than voucher relief for the food allowance

of certain recipient2. Cash was to be paid only to t�ose who

worked for their food allowance, and it �as to be available

at the end of each day's Hork. The great advantage to the

recipient of cash relief rather than a voucher was that it

enabled him to buy exactly the articles he required, at the

stores of his choice. Thus he could budget for t�e extras

6 Prince Albert Relief Records.
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which the voucher system failed to provide. The disadvantage

of cash relief, as far as the authorities were concerned, was

th8t irresponsible recipients could squander their allowance.

It was established, therefore, that relief recipients who

"abused the cash svstem to the detriment of their dependents"

were to be re-instated on the voucher system.7 The following

summary of the allowance given to a family of five persons in

April, 1936, indicates the amounts allowed to recipients for

their various needs. The grocery allowance was �18.90 per

month, rent �10.00 per month, fuel in season $8.00 to $16.00

per month, water $1.25 and light 01.00 to $1.50. In addition,

clothing, medical and hospital care, drugs, a garden lot,

seed, sugar for canning and cod liver oil for children were

provided free of charge.8

In return for granting relief, a municipality could

demand ei ther a promf.s e of repavme nt or work in lieu of pay-

ment from a recipient. Throughout the neriod the city of

Prince Alrert favoured the latter. As Mayor Fraser explained

to Molloy in 1936:

This city has never required any Relief recipient
to give an undertaking to repay advances made by

1tTay of Relief, b'Jt it has from the outset adopted
the policy of requiring Relief recipients, where

physically capable, of performing certain labour

or rendering certain services to the City for

Relief assistance rendered, and this policy is

still in effect.9

7 Health and Relief Committee }1inutes, April 29, 1935.

8 Prince Albert Daily Herald, April u, 1935.

9 L.P.W., roll 36, file 41, Fraser to Molloy, Ivlarch 16, 1936.
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Prince Albert was one of the few urban centres to extract

wor-k as token payment for relief advanced. This policy was

a source of continual trouble to the city. When public works

on a lar�e scale were finished in 1932, recipients were re

quired to perform more menial tasks, such as cutting wood or

clearing snow. As the ci ty demanded wor-k from recipients,

recipients began to petition for wages for their work, for

cash payment rather than relief allowances. They argued that

they were performing tasks usually undertaken by civic

employees, and therefore deserved proper remuneration. The

City COlIDcil refused to concede this point, claiming that if

such work were not done by relief recipients it would not be

done at all. The plea for "work and wages," however, contirued

to be heard in Prince Albert throughout the whole decade and

climaxed in a strike in 1936.

The necessary corollary of demanding work from

able-bodied relief recipients was that anyone who refused

to work was cut off relief. Such a policy meant close co

ordination hetween relief and employment services. On July

10, 1933, it was resolved that the civic Relief Officer should

give a list of all unemployed persons to the Provincial Employ

ment Officer in Prince Albert. The latter was to notify the

Relief Officer immediately of any persons refusing jobs, so

they might be "struck off the relief list".10 Moreover, all

10 Health and Relief Committee Minutes, July 10, 1933.
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men on relief were required to register at the Provincial

Employment Office and had to report regularly, to try to

find jobs.ll These ro l.e s were rigorously enforced.

Both the relief committees functioned in close

association with the two key figures in relief administration,

the Relief Officer and the Medical Officer of Health. Through

out the depression the former �as R. Gilbert and the latter

Dr. D.P. Miller. Experience proved that continuity of per

sonnel had both advantages and disadvantages. At best it

made for consistency and uniformity in the administration

of rel:ie f. Gilbert had a fortunately long memory, whi ch

served both to embarrass relief officials in Regina and

save Prince Albert money. In 1936, while he was absent

from the city, his deputy had agreed to accept responsibility

for a certain relief family. On his return Gilbert dis

patched a very forthright letter to the Bureau of Labour

and Public Welfare disclaiming this responsibility by

referring to litigation which had occurred in 1932 over the

same family, and Hhiccl had freed Prince Albert from such

responsibility.12 Since numerous people were on and off

relief throughout the 1930s, a great deal of time was

saved by the fact that Gilbert could quickly refresh his

memory of a certain case history, and determine the validity

11 Ibid., July Ih, 1933.

12 Prince Albert Relief Records.
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of the latest appeal. He became an expert in distinguishing

cases of genuine hardship and need from those of indolence

and false pretences. Similarly, Miller's long experience of

relief medical work enabled him to separate the genuine from

the sham.

However, the fact that relief administration and

medical work was so dependent on these two persons

brought its problems. Relief recipients, who fared ill at

the hands of either man naturally allowed their resentment

to become personal. One disgnlntled recipient complained to

Commissioner Molloy in 1935:

There has been some talk of there being a

Dictator in this country. There is certainly
one in the relief office in the City of Prince

Altert and it is almost time there wa s an in

vestigation in the administration of relief

in this city.13

Such accusations were hardly taken serionsly. However-, there

was a steady stream of complaints. Frequently, local lawyers

wrote to the provincial departments on behalf of indigents.

One such la11'Tyer has estimated that over fifty per cent of

all his work in this period was concerned with relief cases.

He received no pavment for these services.14

There was a real danger that overexposure to relief

problems could make for a harshness of response on the part

13 L.P.W., roll 34, file 41, letter Mr. C. to Molloy

September 7, 1935.

Interview with J.J.F. MacIsaac, May 15, 1968.14
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of administrators. An article written for the Saskatoon

Star Phoenix in April, 1937, referred in colourful language

to the plight of one of the notorious Prince Albert relief

recipient s: "The Unemployed of Prince Albert are living at

a point of semi-starvation, treated more like cattle than as

human beings.1115 The recipient himself then wrote letters

of complaint, to which Junius Jonsson, the superintendent of

utilities and clothing relief, took exception. Jonsson

threatened to put the trouble-maker off relief unless he

apologized. The complainant was reinstated only after the

intervention of a local la�yer, who defended his right to

"freedom of speech". Gilbert periodically became incensed

at certain persistent relief applicants. Occasional victim�

sations, however, can be understood if the position and

actions of the civic relief officer are more closely analysed.

Throughout the decade the task of administering

relief to all classes of relief recipients in the city fell

on the Relief Officer. The main idea behind using the same

unit of administration wa s to ensure that relief given within

the city limits was of a universal standard. Gilbert applied

the same rules to transient Cases as he did to bona-fide

residents, and the need for economy was a priority in both.

Unfortunately, there was a limit to the equalization of

15 L.P.W., roll 36, file 41.
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benefits Hhich he tried to impose. In 1934 the Prince Albert

relief office made arrangements to supply garden seed for

families on relief, and vacant city property was made avail

able for garden purposes. Gilbert asked Molloy if the Govern_

ment would furnish seeds for transient families.16 MOlloy

refused. The aim of the Government was to make such persons

self-sustaining and employed as soon as possible, not "to

encourage them to remain in Prince Albert and put in gardens.tll7

Gilbert was nominally in charge of direct relief

administration. However, because the Provincial Government

was contributing towards the cost he constantly needed per

mission before certain aspects of relief could be granted.

The Government's response was unpredictable. Usually regu

lations were strongly enforced. Occasionally, they would be

relaxed. One Government case, receiving relief in Prince

Albert wanted thirty-five dollars to provide lumber for

floors, roof, doors and windows so that she could repair a

cabin at Witchikin Lake. Then she hoped to live there on

her eight dollars a month mother's allowance, and no longer

be a relief burden. Her request was refused by the Departmmt

of Railways, Labour and Industries since direct relief shelter

allowances could be given only for the payment of rent. A

similar nar-r-ow application of rules occurred wh en a request

was made on behalf of another Government responsibility for

16 L.P.W., roll 36, file �.l, Gilbert to Molloy April 16,1934.

17 Ibid., Molloy to Gilbert, April 18, 193!J.
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a set of false teeth. Gilbert was informed: !lOUr regUlations

do not permit of us bllying false teeth and regret that nothing

can be done t owar-d s supplying her ;,:ith a nevr set."18 Appar

ently money was available for st'lel ter and food, but contri

butions to materials which were the prerequisites for these

were forbidden. In contrast to this ap�arent harshness,

however, were cases in which the provincial department readily

agreed to pay fifty per cent of the cost of transporting per

sons to their home countries.

The civic relief office Has the medium through

which the effects of the different relief policies and

agreements between the Dominion, the Province and the Nuni

cipality were passed on to the relief recipient. The locality

felt the full force of any changes, major or minor, in such

agreements. An illustration of the Crave consequences of an

apparentlY slight chan�e in federal policy can be seen in

certain events of 1936. In that year the Liberal Government

closed the relief ca�ps and arranged for the men relieved

t h er-e Ln to be given raihvay construction employment. Prince

Albert had much difficulty getting men to work on this scheme.

There was a constant stream of complaints about working con

ditions and ·�lages. One Prince Albertan sa= the closing of

the camps as a means of "placing the railroads on relief.

The closing dOvffi of Bennett's relief camps is to be used as

18 L.P.W., roll 36, file 41.
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an eXCl)se for making another subsidy to the C.p.R."19

Similarly when the Federal Government introduced

tne grant-in-aid in 1934 it had repercussions in the city.

The Dominion made the provinces responsible for the care

of the single homeless unemployed at this time. Sask-

atchewan gave the charge to the cities. In Prince Albert,

from the early years of the decade until November, 193�,

such persons had been looked after in the Immigration Hall.

Costs had been paid by the federal and provincial authorities.

On November 15, the Hall was scheduled to close. Mayor

Fraser wrote to Molloy asking what was to be done with the

physically unfit persons living there. He was told that

Prince Albert was to be responsible for their care, since

the individuals concerned had obtained residence qualifi

cations in the city.20 Events such as these could augment

municipal relief burdens to a considerable extent.

Added burdens such as these were alleviated by the

voluntary help which the relief office received from local

organizations. The Social Service Bureau was the central

agency around which voluntary efforts revolved in Prince

Albert. This was responsible for raising money for Christ-

mas extras for relief recipients, and distributing milk and

clothes to the needy throughout the year. The Bureau was

19 Prince Albert Daily Herald, March 14, 1936, extract from

a letter from "Musty".

20 L. p.W., roll 36, file 41, 110110y to Fraser, November 6,
193Lt•
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kept going by tae Elks' Christmas Fund, Rotary Club Apple

Days and the Kiwanis Old Clothes Drive.2l

One of the interesting f'e a t.ur e s of the depression

is that d Lst r-e s s seems to n ave led to neighbourliness rather

than nigc;ardline s s wi thin the community. The le ss one nad
,

the less there was to lose in sharing it. In a time of

poverty there was a greater need for communities to pool

their resources and efforts. Thus in October, 1930, the

Daily Herald carried this advertisement:

"Buy Prince Albert Products

And Give Employment to Local It/orkmen."22

This appeal for patronage of local industry was a mani-

festation of a common phenomenon during the depression. In

1931 an advertisement urged readers to buy Prince Albert,

Canadian and British Empire Products in that order of im-

portance. Foreign goods were to be purchased only as a

last resort. The idea behind this was to contribute to

the prosperity of "your city, nation and the British

Empire, at the sa�e time as you provide for your daily

wants. 1123

From a consideration of the impact of the depression

on local policy and attitudes, attention must now be focused

on its consequences for the city, both financial and demo-

graphical.

21 Prince Albert Daily Herald, Hovember 21+, 1934.

22 Ibid., October 13, 1930.

23 �., July 28, 1931.
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The population of Prince Albert increased by

approximately 23 per cent during the decade. In 1931 there

were 9,905 inhahitants in the city. This figure increased

to 10,000 in 19�2, 11,050 in 1936, and 1�,290 in 1941.24 Of

this population it was calculated in the early years of the

depression that 11.82 per cent were on relief.25 In the

later years, on the average, between ten and fourteen per

cent -,Jere receivinG aid, actual numbers varying according to

season. These people were relieved by the two methods al-

ready referred to; public works schemes and direct relief.

Initially the city favoured public 'dorks as the

most constructive methods of alleviating unemployment distress.

Between 1930 and 1931 a sum of seventy thousand dollars was

expended for this purpose, Prince Albert paying fifty per

cent of this and the Dominion and the Province contributing

twenty-five �r cent each.26 In 1931-32 a total of $89,985.45

was spent on public works. The Dominion this time paid fifty

per cent, the Province fifteen J:€ r cent and the ci ty thirty

five per cent.27 Under the latter agreement sixty per cent �

the appropriation was to be spent on labour, and the remainder

on materials. The scope of the work was therefore limited.

Th e main works undertaken Here sewer and .ra t e r' extensions

2L� City Prospectus, Aucu s t 20, 195L�, prepared by City
Commis sioner, J.vi. Oliver.

25 R.L.I. Third Annual Report, 1931-3cJ•

26 R.L.I. Fourth Annual Report, 1932, 12 and 58.
27 Ibid., 1-+5.



and street improvements. A pav Lng project was begun employing

two hundred [end fifty men, but t ne Hor� stopped afte:' t.ur e e

weeks, Hhen the government grants had been spent.28 \'lith the

abandonment of public works relief by t�e Dominion in 1932,

direct relief was resorted to in Prince Albert on an ever-

increasinv scale, as the statistics in Table 6 illustrate.

From Table 6 it can be seen that tnere was a major

increase in direct relief costs between 1931 and 1932. In

1932 relief was almost six times the amount it had been in

1931. Between 1932 and 1933 there was another sU2stantial

increase; costs nearly doubled. In 1933, 1934, 1935 and 1936

relief exnendit ur-e remained fairly constant. However, in

1937 and 1938, the worst years of drought in the Province's

history, relief costs once again mounted, increasing by

approximately one-third. From 1938 oriwar-d s there VIas a

gradual return to normal. The coming of war in 1939 helped

to clear the relief rolls, since many unemployed young men

enlisted. This is a very brief analysis of the pattern of

relief costs in the depression decade. In addition to alter-

ations in the degree of relief from year to year, there were

considerable fluctuations in relief costs and the numbers of

recipients from month to month. Table 7 indicates relief

and administration costs, and the nurrb ers assisted for tHO

consecutive years, 1936 and 1937.

28 Prince Albert Daily Her aLd
, Septemr:'er 30 and

Octo�er 22, 1931.
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The annual pattern, which emerges from an exam

ination of these statistics is that relief costs and the

num'cers of recipient s \-Tere at their highest in January,

February, March and April, gradually reducing to their

lowest point in August or Septe�ber, and then slowly in

creasing again. The decreased numbers in the STh�er months

were attributable to the unemployed finding work on farms

or in the city. Decreased costs were due both to reduced

numbers and tne fact that no fuel allowances were given

in the warmer months. The difference in relief costs for

these two years illustrates the impact of drought upon an

urban centre. A comparison of the monthly totals for the

first six months in 1936 and 1937 Sh01rJS a slight increase

in direct relief costs for bona-fide residents, and a con

siderable increase for transient families. For the second

half of tne year, when the results of severe drought were

fully felt, the disparity between the two sets of figures

is proportionately greater. It is, however, important to

realize that increased costs did not merely indicate in

creased numbers. The actual per capita cost of relief

could also increase. It was estimated that relief costs

increased $12,385.61 during the first six months of 1937,

in comparison with the corresponding period of 1936. If

the numbers of persons relieved in these two periods are

considered, it is evident that increased costs were not



primarily attributable to increased numbers. The per capita

cost of relief must have altered. It was, in fact, cal-

culated that the average monthly increase in the numbers of

relief recipients in the 1937 period was 8.6)&, while the

monthly average increase in relief costs was 28.8%.29

Direct relief costs were shared among the Municipal,

Provincial and Federal Governments. Prior to December, 1935,

Prince Albert paid one-third of these costs. After that

date, until the end of the decade the city contributed only

twenty per cent. Direct relief, as defined by the senior

governments included only the provision of food, fuel,

clothing and shelter. The city bore administration, medical,

hospital and dental expenses for its bona-fide relief charges.

Prince Albert's share of direct relief was always greater

than the third or fifth laid down in the agreements. In

May, 1933, Mayor Sibbald complained to H. McConnell, Hinister

of Municipal Affairs, that the city was contributing forty-

five per cent of relief costs while the other governments

paid only twenty-seven and a half per cent each. The Mayor

blamed this disparity on the hospitalization and administration

expenses wh i oh the city had to pay.30 The council constantly

urged that the city assume a smaller percentage of relief

costs. This plea Hent unanswered. Municipal finances could

29 Prince Albert Daily Herald, July 27, 1937.

30 Department of Hunicipal Affairs, Administration Branch,

Municipal Corporation Files, Prince Albert.
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not cope with t ne increased burdens, and so borrowing was

resorted to on a large scale.

As the numbers of relief recipients increased,

tax arrears mounted.

Year Tax Arrears

1932 $ 56,212.21
1933 99,041.31

193L� 86,068.65
1935 90,817.83
1936 106,353.31
1937 213,049.71
1938 143,812.27
1939 123,696.52

31
1940 116,180.30

Borrowing was therefore the only means of meeting current

expenses. Relief was financed by debenture issues. From

Table b it can be seen that approximately seventy-five per

cent of the city's share of relief was financed in this way_

The procedure for debenture issues was fairly straightforward.

A Bylaw would be passed allowing the city to raise or borrow

money on "the credit and security of the city at large for

the purpose of assisting in defraying a portion of the cost

of direct relief."32

Initially, debentures were issued for a five year

period at six and a half per cent interest rate. However,

in the middle and later years of the depression the length

of time to pay back these loans was increased to ten and

31 City Prospectus, August 20, 1954.

32 Department of Nunicipal Affairs, l'1unicipa1 Corporation

Files, Prince Albert Bylaw No.5, March 26, 1934.
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twenty year periods.33 In the nine year period ending in

1938, it was estimated tha� toe city had snent $357,000 on

une-ip l.ovmerrt relief. It had horrnHed �96,500 from the

electric light t r-us t f'nnd to me e t t ae s e costs, and had a

debt with the bank of �136,ono.34 The need to find credit

sources was only one of the financial problems to beset

the city during this decade.

On several occasions d�ring this period the

council had found itself without money to meet Jeekly

relief needs. The constant time-lag between submitting

accounts to Regina and Ot�awa, and receivin8 payment in

return, was a real problem for local officials. In July

and August, 193L, telegra!71s were dispatched to Holloy

asking for immediate payment of outstandinz accounts.35

On December '30, 1937, City Clerk L.lif. AndreH, had to resort

to this tactic again. In April, 193P, the city Was still

waiting to 1:::e reimbursed for the relief costs of November,

19'37.36 This constant shortage of money meant t�at relief

was of necessity given in small units. Food had to be ad-

ministered on a weekly or two weekly basis, when it would

have been more e c onom l c aL for the trustworthy reCipient to

buy in q uant I t.y once TIer month.

33 Ibid.

3LI G. Abr-ams
, OPe cit., 330, Prince Albert City Clerk's

Papers; 19L6 Debt 1egotiations, Re�ort of the Local

Government Board.

35 L.P.W., roll 36, file Ll.

36 IlJid.
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The number of transients who came to t�e city was

a far greater problem to local relief organizers. As early

as November, 1930, the city was troubled. It would appear

that the Provincial Government had advertised "throughout

the length and breadth of the province" its plans to set up

camps, including one at the Prince Albert National Park, in

which the unemployed men could be gainfully occupied. Hun-

dreds of P9rsons therefore flocked to Prince Albert in

anticipation of the opening of these camps. By November,

1930, seven hundred unemployed men had registered in the

ci ty, only bIO hundred and ten of whom had resided there

for more than six months.37 This percentage in proportion

to the population of the city was higher than at any other

point in the province.38

The Health and Relief Committee of the council

disclaimed all responsibility for their relief. To dis-

courage further invasions they Ls sue d a warning notice vrh Lch

was placed in Po st Offices, Raihvay Stations, Employment

Offices and published in the Saskatoon Star Phoenix, the

Regina Daily Star and the Leader Post:

It has come to our notice that a great number

of unemployed are under the impression that wo rx

is available in this part of the Province, with

the result that an influx of transient unemployed

37 Prince Albert Daily Herald, Novem8er 20, 1930.

38 Ibid.
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to Prince Albert has t a.cen rl ace aw av be vorid

r-o s s Lb lLi t v of p.Lac erierrt , Cons eoo errt Lv
,

sufferin� and hards�ip is being ex�erienced

bv t�ese �en. �he City cannot take care oY

these transients a�d, tlerefore, any addition

to those alreadv here will on Iv increase the

suffering.39
.

-

Althoush this early invasion was one of the nost

severe in tie decade, the transient projle� renained. �he

transient population varied considerably. Fror.1 the statistics

contained in Table 7 it would appear t3at there were on the

av e r-a.g e 'jet'Jeen one hundred b'Ient:,T-five to one hundred fifty

individuals each riont.h in 1936, and ar r r'ox irna't e Lv tHO hundred

per month in 1937. For the period after 1937 infor�ation is

lacking.

In the early years of t'1e depression, Prince Albert

had to ray t�e cost of the administration and medical services

given to transients. Hov ev e r
,

in 1933 t ne Provincial Govern-

ment agreed to pay transients' doctors' bills at half the

price of the regular fee, and also hospital expenses, pro-

vided that official pernission had been granted prior to

treatMent.40 In 1935, a similar advance was made for admin-

istration costs. One dollar and brenty-five cents per fauily

per Month could be charGed for each transient fanily, in

excess of ten, given relief through the �unicipal office.

�his �rovision was backdated to September 1, 1934.41

39 Health and Relief Co-nm l t t e e Hinutes, Hovem'Jer 27, 1930.

40 L.P.W., roll 39, file 40.

)11 I'jid., roll 36, file LLI.
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Administration costs recorded for 1936 and 1937 indicate

that the city received between twenty and ninety dollars

a month from this source. (See statistics Table 1.)

These modifications did help to alleviate the bur-

den of transients upon the city in a financial sense, but

their very presence was a source of constant irritation to

the relief officer and tax-paying residents. Many of the

transient families were the responsibility of other muni-

cipalities. Unfortunately, their councils w er-e not pre-

pared to accept them as relief responsibilities. One of

the most difficult problems confronting the provincial

relief administration was to devise a method whereby muni

cipalities could be prevented from "unloading their relief

problems by enco1lraging the migration of indigents to the

nearest urban municipality."42

Prince Albert seemed particularly su sceptible to

invasions from Batoche. In 1936, Relief Officer Gilbert

commented: "From relief registrations made recently it

appears that practically half of Batoche now live in the

City of Prince Albert.,,43 The infiltration process was

gradual. A family would sell or sublet their land in

Batoche, move to Prince Albert, support themselves for the

necessary one year to become bona-fide residents, and then

42 L.P.W., roll 39, file 40, Molloy to T.G. Davies, M.L.A.

for Prince Albert, June 11, 1933.

uJ Ibid., roll 39, file 41, Gilbert to Molloy, January 30,1936.
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apply for relief. Friends and relatives would be encouraged

to come and enjoy life on relief in Prince Albert, and the

whole process mushroomed.

At the end of 1936, it was alleged that one family

of fourteen persons had moved into the city with gasoline

provided by the government insnector in their area. This

particular incident, whether true or false, aroused the anger

of the local newspaper. "Why should Prince Albert be made

the fSoa t for surrounding municipali ties who pack off their

jobless to the city?,,44 In March, 1936, it was estimated

that forty-four per cent of relief recipients had arrived

in the city since 1930.45 It was contended that if only

bona-fide residents had needed relief, "the problem would

have been a simple one."46 The influx was resented for

more than financial reasons. The newcomers were often

agitators and trOUble-makers, or so many officials believed.

The transient problem was rel�ted to the otner major diffi

culty experienced by the city in this period--disputes

between relief recipients and the council.

As early as April, 1931, this identification was

being made by the local newspaper. The Herald noted with

alarm that "men of all ages and nationalities" were coming

L1-4 Prince Albert Daily Herald, December 30, 1936.

4.5 Ibid., Barch 28, 1936.

46 Ibid.
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into the city by the box car route and com�ented:

It is understood that the agitation now going
on is part of a general Dominion wide movement

to ca.is e unrest. The rumoured or alleged "Red
II

activities reported (here) are the first to

47
rear their heads here, at least this winter.

During the first half of the 1930s there was a steady stream

of criticism of Prince Albert relief administration and poli-

cies by recipients. Some charged that the council was drain-

ing the provincial and federal treasuries to provide work

for the unemplOyed,48 while others demanded increases in the

hourly rates of pay to relief workers.49

Events climaxed in a strike in 1936. Discontent

gathered momentum in the early months of that year. In

January tt1e local branch of the Saskatchewan Union of the

Unemp'l.ove d had petitioned the Provincial Government to

assume responsibility for the administration of relief and

clothing in the city. The origins of the strike lay in two

major interrelated causes. The rel�f recipients objected

on principle to t�e council's policy of making the able-

bodied work for their relief, and they found the conditions

under vJhi ch they had to wo r-k intolerable.

On February 11 one hundred rn erube r-s of the local

union of t ne unemployed asked the city council for payment of relief

)l7 Ibid., April 21, 1931.

hB L.P.W., roll 36, file 41.

h9 Health and Relief Committee Minutes, November 6, 1933.

Petition from the Prince Albert Unemployed Married Men's

Association October 30, 1933.
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without work, when temperatures dropped below minus twenty

degrees, and for the payment of relief wages to any member

of a worker's family.50 This latter request was to enable

relief families to obtain their food money more quickly.

Under the regulations set up in April, 1935, the worker

himself had to collect his wages at the end of each day's

work. If he was working out of the city, the relief office

would be closed by the time of his return and his families

would go hungry. The council granted these two requests.

However, one month later trouble flared up once again. On

March 10 W.E.Halliday, the president of the local union,

accused the council of breaking its agreement. A week

later he further charged the city with misappropriation of

funds contributed by the Federal and Provincial Governments.

The city had allegedly used this money for its own works pro

jects and had used cheap rate relief workers, putting regular

workers out of a job. One member of the council responded ill

Halliday's charges by ordering an investigation into the cost

of his relief to the city. It was calculated that between

1931-36 a total of $2,195.55 had been spent on direct relief,

hospitalization, clothing and emplorment granted to this man

and his family.51 It was hardly surprising that tax-payers

became angry when relief recipients complained.

50 Prince Albert Daily Herald, February 12, 1936.

51 Ibid., March 17, 1936.



Hallidayls accusations were only the first of many.

A group of two hundred and fifty relief recipients presented

their demands to a council meeting on March 23, and threatened

that failure to meet them would precipitate a walkout. They

wanted the abolition of the present relief system, and a work

and wages programme of forty cents an hour established in its

place. If this was not financially possi�le, then they were

prepared to accept relief without work, such as was available

to indigents in Regina.52 This was antithetical to the

council's "no relief without work" policy. Mayor Fraser in-

formed the gathering that the city could not meet such demands.

A central reason given for this refusal was the infiltration

of outside families, who had swollen the civic relief burden

It is the influx of families from outside who

desired to qualify for relief in the city that

has made the 8urden an intolerable one� as far

as the cityls taxpayers are concerned.�3

A strike was sCheduled for March 30.

While preparing for the strike, the local Union of

Unemployed exhausted various Channels to try to set negoti-

ations in motion. They were reluctant strikers from the out-

set. C. Stewart, Secretary of the Prince Albert Branch of

the Union, wrote to Commissioner Molloy ur-gLn.: him to come

as negot La t o r-, since "the council was being accused of

.52 Ibid., Harch 24, 1936 •

.53 res e
,; Nar-on 28, 1936.



misappropriation of eighty per cent of relief moneys con

tributed by the governmentsJ�54 Relief workers, it was con

tended, were being employed on sewer projects, which should

have been done by city workers. This amounted to 'forced

labour'. Such wo r-k should be done for a decent hourly wage

and not as a prerequisite to relief. Molloy immediately

consulted the council on this matter, and was informed that,

if the wo r-k referred to had not been done by relief recipients,

it would not have been done at all. This answer satisfied

Molloy, and he informed the Prince Albert complainants that

he could not intervene.

Plans for the strike continued when this attempt ID

bring about arbitration failed. A meeting of three hundred

persons was held in the Labour Temple on March 29, with

Lorne Lynn, secretary of the Saskatoon branch of the Sask

atchewan Union of Unemployed, as the main speaker. Lynn

declared that relief conditions in Prince Albert were the

worst in the Province. On the following morning only

fourteen of the thirty-nine men booked for work turned up,

and of these only ten actually went out. A strike was de

clared to have begun.55

The strike l�sted from March 30 until April 8. It

was at its strongest at the very beginning. There was a

54 L.P.W., roll 36, file 41.

55 Prince Albert Daily Herald, Harch 30, 1936.



steady trickle of men back to work. On April 1, twenty-one

out of twenty-four scheduled to work vren t out, on April 3,

thirty-one out of thirty-six, on April 6, thirty-six out of

forty-folJr and on the last day, sixty out of sixty-six.56The

organizers of the strike tried to generate enthusiasm by

holding meetings and listing 'scabs' on a blackboard out

side the Labour Temple. However, "the strike was doomed to

failure by the very system against which the workers had

rebelled: without work there would be no relief and families

would suffer.
,,57 When a delegation of wives of strikers

appealed to the city for food and fuel on April 2, they were

told that these would only be given in exchange for work.58

The families of the strikers became the most effective

strike-breaking weapon.

Apparently many of those on relief were not con-

vinced that the strike was justified. One relief worker,

believing the city's policy to be fair, wrote to the Daily

Herald:

The present strife in Prince Albert is being
worked up by outside agitators, who are evi

dently supplied with funds to travel around

the country, and five or six local agitators,

working upon the feelings of men and women who

in most instances through no fault of their

own have been reduced to the necessity of

seeking public aid, which I know had been

granted by the city to all those in need that

Couldc'gualify and who are willing to play the

game .711

56 Ibid., April 1, 3, 6, 7, 1936.

57 n:-Abra�s, OPe cit., 324.

58 Prince Albert Daily Herald, April 3, 1936.
59 Ihin., April L�, 1936.



The Herald took up this attitude in its editorial of April 7,

pointing out that J. �nderson, one of the instigators of the

strike, was originally from Rosetown and was an ardent member

of the C.C.F. More significantly, the Herald noted that

!1.J. Coldwell, the C.C.F. federal representative for the

Rosetown-Biggar constituency, had recently asked Prime

Minister W.L.M. King if he was aware of the "serious con

dition in Prince Albert affecting people on relief".60 The

Liberal Herald tnerefore saw the strike in political rather

than economic terms.

The strikers, while initially receiving sympathy

and donations of food and fuel from their fellow Citizens,

alienated some of this good will by violence. On April 4,

one of the striking pickets struck a relief worker, who

promptly laid a charge of assault.

The strike collapsed because of lack of support,

and the refusal of the city council to be intimidated. The

bitterness aroused by these events did not quickly fade. In

the early summer and the following year unrest among the un

employed reappeared.

Once again this disenchantment seemed to be linked

with the transient problem. On June 5 the Dailv Herald

echoed a Regina report which suggested that proof existed

"that the unexplained gatherings of steadily growing groups

60 Ibid., April 7, 1936.
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of transient unemployed men in the major cities of tne pro-

vince is a deliberately pl�nned attempt to embarrass the

government." Agitators were thought to be urging transients

to go from rural areas into the cities, and to be telling men

on the railway construction projects to halt work and join

city forces. The a�itators enjoyed some success. It was

estimated that one hundred and fifty transients had appeared

in Prince Albert, titlO hundred and fifty in Saskatoon and

eighty-five in Regina.61

On June 8, three groups went before the city council

in Prince Albert to lay their grievances. The single transient

relief recipients, working on a ditch at the expense of the

Provincial Government demanded extra days of work to enable

them to earn money for clothes. All but thirty cents of their

�6. 30 weekly allowance 1r-IaS needed for board. Resident single

unemployed asked for a work project to be given to them such

as tha t provided for their transient counterparts, vlhile

married men refused to work outside the city on r-a LLway pro

jects, because of inadequate remuneration.62 Those with

work were unsatisfied with conditions, those without it

wanted jobs. On June 15 the same three groups came again

before the city council with more grievances. Once again

the council refused to change the system of relief adminis

tration, and threatened to go out of the relief bUsiness

61 Ihid., June 5, 1936.

62 Ibid., June 9, 1936.



altogetaer, if co-operation was not forthcoming from those

being provided with work. Irked by tae persistent demands

of non-naturalized residents for relief, one alderman

suggested tnat legislation be enacted tnat all such persons

be deported to their country of origin.63 It was Goped that

trouble makers would thereby be removed.

The unemployment situation began to ease in the

fall of 1936, when several works projects were begun in the

city including the construction of a rock filled dam near

the airport designed to raise the level of water at tae

seaplane base above it.b4 By October two hundred and fifty

men were at work on these projects. Ho�ever, 1937 proved

a difficult year, and the gravity of the economic situation

led to a recur-r ence of discontent. In Hay transient single

unemployed agitation again reached crisis point under the

leadership of a certain Maynard v:oollard. Weeks of effort

crystalliz�in a parade to the Mayor's Office on the morning

of Nay 15.65 The men were told that their relief vra s the

responsibility of the Provincial Government, and the city

wa s in no way to blame for their dissatisfaction. As wi th

the strike of 1936, it would appear that there were political

overtones to the demonstration. When questioned, Wollard

admitted, III am an organizer for the Communist Party, but

63 Ibid., June 16, 1936

64 Ibid., September 12, 1936.

65 Ibid., Hay 15, 1937.



I am not a paid organizer.,,66

It would seem justifiable to conclude that a sub

stantial part of tne discontent which arose against Prince

Albert relief administration was fermented by outside and

political agitators. In the voluminous correspondence and

records which have been preserved from this veriod there

appear to have been few complaints from bona-fide residents.

From their silence it can be inferred tnat they were satis

fied with relief conditions or at least nad no complaints.

This is not to suggest that some of the complaints regis

tered against relief policy and administration in the city

were not genuine or justified, but to view matters merely

from the perspective of the unemployed is to distort the

pd ctur-e , The predicament of the city must be fullyappre-

c i at.ed ,

The greatest problem would appear to have been the

transient invasions. The sudden and unexpected appearance

of a few hundred persons would create problems for civic

administration today. How much more so then in the 1930s

when the city had neither the money, nor the facilities,

with which to look after them. As the Hayor of Prince

Albert pointed out: "There is no city in Canada, or else

where, whic� can meet a situation that in forty-eight hours

brings an additional three or four hundred persons knocking

66 Ibid., May 15, 1937.
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at the c Lt v co iI'e r s a s ki rir; for s i d
,

,,67
Some individuals

constantly objected to the civic Dolicv of de�anding work

for relief from tae able-bodied. Other r-e c i r-Lcrrt s found

this a source of satisfaction. The fact t�at t�ey had to

work took away a part of the stigma of being nublic cnarity

bur-d ens
,

In 1936 a pamphlet va s c Lr-cu La t ed on the subject

of; "Some of the Demoralizing, Devitalizing and Degrading

Features and Facts of Prince Albert's Relief Policy." This

char�ed among other things that tne city's subsistence

a.L'Lowaric e Has the lowest of all provincial cities and that

there was a "complete absence of business methods in the

nanul Lng of relief.
,,68

The evidence which remains substan-

tiates none of these accusations. Relief ailininistration and

policies under the guidance of '}ilbert appear to have been

conducted with justice and efficiency. The percentage of

population on relief in the city Has beloH the provincial

average t hro'lghout the decade. fJloreover, the ci ty continued

to exrand during t�e period, a noteworthy achievement since

both Saskatoon and Shaunavon suffered depopulation. The City

Directorv was able to boast in the mid-1930s that, "Despite

prevailing economic conditions which since 1930 have not been

conducive to expansion, Prince Albert i�.3 able to produce evi-

dence in a':Jundance that the march of progress has continued

67 Ibid.

613 L.P.H., roll 36, file I, l
-'- .



throughout this period."69 Unfortunately the Directory does

not indicate exactly what this evidence consisted of. It

would appear that few, if any, businesses closed down in the

city because of the depression; the meat packing plant, the

creameries, the flour mills and wholesale firms continued

to exist if not to flourish. All this is not to suggest

that there was no suffering in Prince Albert during the

1930s. It is merely to put the picture of relief in the city

into perspective, so that the severity of the impact of the

depression can be measured in relation to the other urban

centres under study.

69 Hendersons Prince Albert Directory, 1934, 1936, 1938 and

1941, 21.
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CHAPTER 4. SASKATOON

During the 1920s the city of Saskatoon enjoyed a

period of prosnerity unparalleled in its early history.

This prosperity was reflected in the number of buildings

erected during the decade, the rapidly increasing popu

lation and substantial commercial activity. October, 1929,

however, saw the beginnings of a reversal in the fortunes of

the city. In that month the council resolved to put a

v.larning notice in the Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon,

Prince Albert, Moose Jaw, Regina and local newspapers telling

unemployed nersons not to come to Saskatoon since no work

was available and relief would only be given to bona-fide

citizens.l This notice marked the beginning of ten years

of suffering for the inhabitants and administration of Saska

toon. Mass unemployment tested the resources of both, and

relief became a major concern of all. A study of relief in

Saskatoon is of snecial importance since the city was the

second largest urban centre in the province. The population

of Saskatoon in this period was four times that of Prince

Albert and thirty times that of Shaunavon. The greater

numbers requiring relief occasioned certain policy experi

ments which were unnecessary in the smaller centres. The

need for economy was substantially increased when relief

1 Saskatoon Council Minutes, October 14, 1929.



rolls consisted of thousands of persons, rather than hundreds.

Moreover, complaints and crises came in greater numbers, as

did transients and rural dwellers seeking better living con

ditions.

The depression came as a sudden blow to the city and

it took the council some months to organize a satisfactory and

efficient system of administering relief. Initially relief

was directly controlled by the city council, working through

the relief department, which consisted of a Relief Officer,

assistants and investigators. From the outset the council's

policy was to provide only the basic necessities to relief

recipients. The Provincial Government maxim that no one

would starve was upheld, but, the council refused to succumb

to what it considered outrageous demands, and adopted a firm

policy with all demonstrations of dissatisfaction. Dele

gations of the unemployed could present their requests to

council meetinp,s in an orderly manner, but there were to be

no unruly crowds.2

As the depression deepened and the numbers on relief

increased, it became impractical for the council to superin

tend relief administration so closely. In the first half of

1932 it was estimated that at least fifty per cent of all

council meetings had been taken up with the consideration

of relief problems. Moreover, the number of meetings had

2 Ibid., June 8, 1931.
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increased dr-araa t LcaLLv in this pe rLo d , To tne end of June,

1932, there had been fifty-four meetings compared �ith

thirty-five for a similar pe�iod in 1931. Two standing

committees, appointed to look after relief matters had

been meeting continuously.3 Consequently in Octoter, 1932,

the council decided to appoint a separate body, the Civic

Relief Board, to superintend the administration of relief

and investigate any complaints. The board consisted of

eight nersons; seven citizens and the mayor. They were

appointed by the resolution of the council, and nad to

submit a monthly renort on the relief situation in the city

to the council. The initial life of the bOard extended

until June, 19311, after which date a new board was to be

appointed annually.4

In the first few months of its existence the

Civic Relief Board was allowed to determine various aspects

of relief policy in Saskatoon. One of the primary concerns

of the board was to keep relief expenditure to the minimum.

In an early meeting it endorsed a policy of requirin� relief

recipients to repay the city for any assistance given,

whether in kind or cash.5 A little later the board asked

the Star Phoenix to insert a news item requesting all citi-

zens who had any information concerning families who should

not be on relief to pass it along to the board for

3 Ibid., July 18, 1932.

4 Ibid., October 3, 1932, Bylav! No. 2277.

5 Civic Relief Board Ninutes, October 12, 1932.
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investigation.6 The board organized itself into a series

of special committees, each one responsitle for an aspect

of relief policy. One of the most important of these

committees was the one in charge of tQe relief store which

the city operated. On the recommendations of this committee

changes were made in the commodities sold in the store. The

board functioned in close association with the Relief Officer,

who made a weekly report at meetings.

Relief administration under the Civic Relief Boar�

however, engendered dissatisfaction and unrest among recipients.

The tax payers on the board naturally adopted a parsimonious

attitude towards relief. Their main concern was to keep costs

down. Their penchant for thriftiness manifested itself when

they decided that eggs and lard were to be supplied at the

butcher's shop which the city operated instead of at the

relief store, and charged on the recipient's meat voucher.

On this occasion the value of grocery vouchers decreased

while there was no appropriate increase in the value of the

meat voucher.7 A month after this innovation the Star

Phoenix commented that "there was a 'feeling' between the

Board and the unemployed which should not eXist."e In

October, 1933, the council took stronger control of relief

6 Ibid., November 14, 1932.

7 Ibid., February 27, 1933.

8 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, March 16, 1933.



affairs when it passed a resolution enabling it to lay down

policies which the relief board was forced to implement.9

III feeling, however, persisted. Consequently

when the question of the appointment of a new board for

Jllne, 1931�, came up, it was decided that the board should

be discontinued. The council once again took a direct

charge of relief administration. It would appear that the

decision to abolish the relief board caused bitterness among

council members. Mayor J.S. Hills published a very strong

criticism of the council's action in the star Phoenix:

City Council last night by a vote of six to five

took the strange position of agreeing to abolish

the relief board, which the council itself created,
without putting anything in its place. No ar�

ments were brought out in the discussion as to

why the board should be abolished. It seemed

that a few members of council were trying to get

something off their chests that did not agree

with them. It appears that their better judg
ment waS submerged by their personal feelings
in the matter. The general aims of the tax-

payers were not considered.

It is evident to an observer that the city
council does not desire a strong board capable
of makf.nz decisions. They 8refer

a rubber stamp
to carry out their wishes.1

Although control of direct relief reverted to the

council, a Relief Appeal Board was created to lighten the bur-

den of relief at council meetings. This board was to consist

of the l1ayor and City Commissioner serving in an advisory

capaci ty, and two members of tile council, serving on a

9 Saskatoon Council Minutes, October 17, 1933.

10 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, January 30, 19311.. The lVlayor's
action seem2 unusual. Unfortunately no further infor

mation clarifying his motives has been found.
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rotating basis for t.ur e e months each. The board was to meet

every two weeks to hear the appeals of relief recipients who

had complaints.l1 By 1935 the numbers of complaints necessi-

tated weekly meetings.

As an appeal tribunal the board could not hear

delega t ions. This was a pe r-pe tua L source of annoyance to

the local associations of the unemployed with which Saskatoon

abounded, since these could not represent their members. The

most freqnent appeal carninE; before the board was for rein-

statement on relief. The a pre aL had to be made in writing

forty-eight hours before the scheduled board meeting. 'I'hI s

was to enable the Relief Officer to refresh his memory of a

certain case history, so that he could make a verbal report

to the board to enable it to judge the validity of the appeal.

In many respect s
,

t ue Relief Officer became the most important

person at meetings, since it was invariably his department

which had cut the apvellant off relief. He was usually able

to provide adequate justification for his action. Conse-

quently feH appeals appear to have succeeded.

Saskatoon was one of t�e few cities to have an

apr.a aL board. Its advantages were appreciated by T.N. Holloy,

who described the board as follows to a complainant:

The Appeal Board has among its members the Mayor,
some aldermen, all persons not only capable of

weighing all the facts in connection with Sllch

11 Saskatoon Council Minutes, June 5, 1934, Bylaw No. 2396.
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case, but who are interested in seeing that the

relief costs of Saskatoon are kept to the mini

mum, and that persons on relief shall not suffer

for want of assistance.

I was informed, therefore, that when a case

has run the gauntlet of the Relief officials,
and has been reviewed by the Appeal Board, we

may rest assured that no undue hardship will be

caused any family by reason of the policy which

has been adopted by the City.12

In actual fact the advantages of the apPeal board were largely

illusory. The unemployed could air their grievances to an

official body, but few succeeded in reversing the original

decision of the relief department. Throughout the later

1930s the unemployed associations asked that relief recipients

be allowed to appeal their case before relief was discontinued,

so that unnecessary hardship would be avoided. One such organi-

zation was advised that its request could not be acceded to as

it was "impracticable to carry it out.,,13

It was inevitable that there would be complaints

about relief. It was impossible to satisfy everyone. HoVJ-

ever, conditions in Saskatoon must have been particularly

bad or the unemployed extremely well organized to account

for the numerous associations of unemployed which grew up

there in the 1930s. In 1936 there were nine such organizations

in existence; the Ex-Service Hen's \"1'elfare Association, the

Fraternal and Protective Association of Saskatoon, the

Single Men's Association for the physically unfit, the

12 L.P.W. roll 38, file 41, Molloy to F. Eliason, Secretary
of the United Farmers of Canada, Saskatoon Section,

May 27, 193.5.
13 Relief Appeal Board Minutes, June 21, 1937, reply to

request of the Central Association of Unemployed and

Welfare Associations of June lu, 1937.



Single Workers' lJnion, the Married Transient Relief Associ-

ation, the Transient Relief Association, the Disabled

Veterans' Association, the Transient Emergency Association

and the National Transient Union.U-l- Unrest and organized

associations on a substantial scale were to be expected in

a large ci ty. Sa aka toon certainly experienced troubles in

relief administration, most of which were concentrated

round the person of the Relief Officer.

Both F.G. Rowlands, Relief Officer until 1933, and

G.W. Parker, his successor, appear to have been unpopular

figures. This was perhaps to be expected since the Relief

Officer had wide powers, especially relating to the giving

of relief on an emergency basis, and to newly weds or the

partners of a common law marriage.15 Rowlands and Parker

were both ex-army officers, who were occasionally lacking

in "the milk of human kindness,,,16 although they were

excellent administrators and organizers.

As early as December, 1930, relief recipients

were urging that Rowlands be replaced. The Saskatoon Unem-

ployed Association appeared before the council complaining

that light and water had been cut off from the unemployed

and suggesting that: "In so far as the Mayor has continually

stated that no one in Saskatoon should be permitted to go

14 L.P.W., roll 38, file 41.

15 Saskatoon Council IvIinutes, June 18, 1932. It was the

official policy of the city not to give relief to persons

who had been married for less than one year.

16 Saskqtchewan Relief Commission, Roll A, file 4, T. Bunting,

investigator for the Saskatchewan Relief Commission, report

on relief conditions in Saskatoon, March 13, 1931.
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hungry, then we ask that Mr. Rowlands be replaced by a relief

officer who will carry out the Hayor's wish.,,17 The council

refused to comply Hith this request at this stage. Dissatis

faction with Rovrl and a cont inued tnr-ou !Shout the early years

of relief administration, and gradually became official.

The situation reached crisis point in June, 1933, when the

Civic Relief Board discussed the lack of harmony between the

various branches of the relief department, particularly the

investigating department, and the Relief Officer. It was

decided that three members of the board should interview

Rowlands and request that he apply for two months leave of

absence with pay, after which he was expected to resign.18

Rowlands lost no time over this. On June 2 the

Star Phoenix contained a small article on the resignation

of the relief Officer after fourteen years of service with

the city. No reasons were given, but it was understood

that there had been "disagreeT'lent with the Civic Relief Board

on matters of po1icy."19 Rowlands' resignation was met by

many protests and the council was inundated with demands

from citizens and relief recipients for a judicial inquiry.

From this it must be inferred that the Officer had been satis-

fying numerous relief recipients and applicants. However, he

17 Saskatoon Council Minutes, December 8, 1930.

18 Civic Relief �oard Minutes, June 1, 1933.

19 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, June 2, 1933.



was not reinstated. G.W. Parker who had started work in the

relief office only the previous February, was appointed as

his successor. Parker held the position of Relief Officer

throughout the remainder of the 1930s.

Ironically, Parker seems to have been the cause of

more troubles than his predecessor. Apparently he was an

extremely vigilant Relief Officer who liked to initiate and

control every action in his department. From the vast amount

of correspondence and cases he dealt with, he was obviously

dedicated to his job. However, he tended to apply relief

rules and regulations with the precision of an army officer,

rather than the understanding of a welfare officer. As one

observer pointed out to the provincial Minister of Municipal

Affairs: "Hr. Parker may be very efficient but he is also

very severe and the constant complaint is that he refuses to

see neople."20

Recipients were cut off relief with insufficient

warning and not allowed to discuss their case Vlith the Relief

Officer. One recipient complained that he had been working

part time �Ji t h the approval of Parker to supplement his relief

allowance. One day he went for his re lief order and wa s in-

formed that his relief had been discontinued. He naturally

objected to the lack of adequate warning. Of all persons

relief recipients were the least likely to have any extras

20 L. P.v,J., roll 37, file i.i , J.W. Estey to P.M. Parker,

January 7, 1936.
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stored up for times of hardship. The appeal board met only

once a week. As the angry complainant pointed out, "five or

six days 1.-Jere a long time to starve.,,21 Fortunately the

board reinstated this man on relief. Parker's action there

fore, appears doubly reprehensible.

As his experience in relief administration increased

Parker seems to have become overconfident. From 1936 onwards

the Provincial Bureau of Labour and Public 1rJelfare had great

difficulty in stopping the Saskatoon Relief Officer from

challenging their rulings. Molloy wrote to the City Clerk,

L.W. Leslie, in early April pointing out that one cause of

much trouhle and inconvenience lay in the fact that Parker

refused to take cognizance of the 193).1 relief agreement

which gave the Bureau the right to determine government

relief cases, and Atated that such cases were to be kept on

relief until instructions were given to the contrary. No

decision Has made until after investigation, and this rested

to a large extent on the facts supplied by the Relief Officer.

In this respect Parker rendered �plendid service, his investi

gations and reports were thorough and prompt. Howev er, the

Bureau reserved the right to interpret and apply regulations.22

Parl{er had apparently been telling people to return to certain

21 Ibid., Hr. D. to Premier 1/. Patterson, Na r-ch 23, 1935.

22 Ibid., MOlloy to Leslie, April 1, 1936.
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municipalities, Hhen he had received instrllctions from

Nolloy allowing them relief in Saskatoon as transients.

The Relief Officer failed to distinguish between

the individual recipient and the municipality responsible

for his welfare. Parker preferred to punish the relief

recipient by refusing him relief, rather than granting

assistance and recovering expenditure from the municipality

concerned. In spite of numerous suggestions and warnings

from the provincial relief department, Parker continued to

pursue what he himself considered to be the right policies,

even thOll�h they contravened the official ones. In October,

1937, a memorandl� sent to W. Dawson, Director of Relief,

indicated that difficulties were still being experienced

v-Ji th the Saska toon Rel ie f Officer:

A terrific lot of correspondence could be

avoided if Mr. Parker w ouLd give us the same

co-operation as the relief officers of other

ci ties are f�iving. Hr. Parker never considers

a letter answered until it is answered in the

way in which he himself wants it answered.23

Occasionally Parker became incensed at one parti-

cular individual, and concentrated his anger and annoyance

on that object. One trouble-maker was Frank Eliason, the

secretary of the United Farmers of Canada in Saskatoon, who

wrote frequent letters to Regina complaining about Parkerls

action in certain cases and asking for information. Invariably

23 L.P.1fT., roll 38, file u i , P.J. Boeckler to Dawson,
October 21, 1937.
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the Provincial Government referred these enquiries to Parke�

who resented Eliason's constant intervention and tactics.

Eliason was regarded by Parker as "nothing but an agitator,

a trou8le-maker" who apparently had "no idea of common

courtesy with regard to minding his own business.,,24 The

fact remains, if relief had been administered with less

severity, there wou Ld have been fewer complaint s ,

As the Second World War approached Parker adopted

a very superior attitude towards aliens on relief. One

Austrian on relief v.ho wanted to return to his homeland

applied to the Saskatoon relief office for assistance.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in assessing this

case, especially as the applicant's English was poor. At

one stage Parker dismissed the man as a foreigner and a liar

and wrote to Molloy: "I certainly have no intention while I

am in this position to have any unnaturalized Austrian defy

the regulations of this office.,,25 This type of prejudice

again manifested itself in a later case. One Austrian com-

plained to the Provincial Government about Parker'S atti-

tud e t owar-d s aliens. Parker defended himself as follows:

I somewhat resent from an Austrian the infer

ence that I have not a right to express my

opinion. In fact, as no doubt you are aware,

I have not hesitated, nor do I intend to hesi

tate to express my opin�gn
with reference to

such people as Mr. (X).
2

2� Ibid., Parker to Molloy, December 10, 1936.

25 Ibid., Parker to Molloy, April 8, 1936.

26 Ibid., Parker to Dawson, August 12, 1938.
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However, although the Relief Officer was entitled to express

his own opinions, he was essentially the servant of the city

council and for the most part he had to implement its policies.

Parker's anti-alien streak was really only the nega

tive aST'ect of Saskatoon's policy of favonring British sub

jects or those in process of naturalization when recruiting

men for employment in public works fchemes. A resolution was

passed to this effect at a council meeting in June, 1930.27

Public vro r-k s rel ief separated the long period of direct

relief in Saskatoon.

In the summer of 1930 as an initial response to

the depression, the city embarked on a programme of sewer

and water construction and sidewalk and lane paving. This

relieved the unemployment situation considerably and hopes

we r-e expre s sed that the problem had been surmount ed ,

28
Fall

J

however, brought increases to the relief rolls, and it was

estima ted t ha t one thousand five hundred persons would need

assistance. Consequently the city made an agreement with

the Provincial and Federal Governments, Whereby a new subway

was built and a system of storm sewers completed between

October, 1930 and June, 1931.

In 1931 the city sought permission to build a

bridge as a relief measure at an estimated cost of eight

hundr-ed and fifty thousand dollars. The Dominion agreed

27 Saskatoon Council Minutes, June 16, 1930.

28 Ibid., June 23, 1930.
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to pay three hundred and fifty thousand dollars, the Province

one hundred and forty thousand and the city the remainder.29

The Broadway Bridge should have been completed by May 1, 1932.

Extensions were granted until August 15, 1933.30 After this

date there were no Federal Government sponsored public works

schemes in the city until 1939, when the Liberal Government

initiated a scheme whereby the Federal and Provincial Gover�

ments naid for labour costs and the city paid for materials.

Saskatoon devised a scheme involving practically no material

expenditure other than the purchasing of tools and equipment.

The project consisted of recovering stones from the river bed,

and grading and ditching underdeveloped streets.31 Once again

the preference for naturalized citizens was apparent, with a

resolution passed by council giving them first preference in

the work.32

For the greater part of the 1930s relief in Saska

toon consisted of direct aid, as it did in Prince Albert.

The conditions under which this was granted, however, differed

subs tarrt ially from those in the northern city. Initially the

city of Saskatoon adopted the policy of making relief reci

pients sign an undertaking to repay relief advanced to them.

This was abandoned in November, 1933.33 Thereafter relief

29 Ibid., November 9, 1931.

30 Ibid. , December 19, 1932.

31 Ibid. , July 3, 1939.

32 Ibid. , August 14, 1939.

33 Ibid., November 16, 1933.



recipients on the whole had neither to work for nor repay

relief. The only recipients who had to perform any regular

labour were those who had insufficient casual earnings to

pay their own electric lif�ht and water bills. These cases

were credited -r Lth forty cents an hour for wor-k done, W1. ieh

usually consisted of wood cutting, and the city then paid

their bills. In December, 1936, approximately three hundred

men were working eight hours each month to payoff their

bills.34 The only time the city demanded work from certain

relief recipients was as a punishment for breaking regulations

or making false declarations.35

Direct relief consisted of the provision of food,

fUel, clothing, shelter and medical care, although these

were not necessarily given to all relief recipients. Each

case was judged individually and relief given according to

need. There were three main classes of relief recipients in

Saskatoon throughout the 1930s; bona-fide residents, transients

and families receiving relief at the expense of other muni-

cipalities through the civic relief office. The major groups

were the government cases and the residents. Although fina�

cial responsibility for their relief lay in different hands,

both groups were served by the same relief administration.

Ideally there was to be no discrimination of treatment between

transient and resident unemployed.36

34 L.P.W., roll 38, file 41.

35 Ibid., Saskatoon's reply to L.P.W. circular letter 151,
February 17, 1936.

36 L. P.W. roll 37, file tu , Molloy to Mr. E. January 29, 1936.
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Because of the scale on which relief was required

in the city, the major preoccupation of the council was that

costs should be kept to a minimum and that administration

should be efficient. An early problem was to find a satis

factory method of providing food since most relief recipients

needed this form of relief. Until 1932 the town used the

relief system which had existed since 1921. By thi� reci

pient s Here given food vouchers specifying certain goods.

These were exchangeable at any local store. Unfortunately

the system was open to abuses. Some merchants in order to

procure and keep trade aTlo» ed recipient s to purchase

commodities other than those specified, and made a profit

by overcharging the unemployed for this privilege.37 More

over, there was the detailed work of issuing relief orders,

receiving and approving accounts and keeping extensive

records in the City Treasurer's Department. In the 1920s

when rel�f had been a minor concern in the city this scheme

had worked well. In the 1930s it was inadequate, cumbersome

and costly. Con sequerrt Lv the council seized on the idea of

operating its own relief store at which all relief recipients

would be required to deal. The city would keep costs to a

minimum by being able to purchase goods wholesale. Corruption

would similarly be reduced. The idea of establishing a relief

store was discussed frequently at council meetings in 1931 and

a committee set up to study the details.

37 Saskatoon Council Minutes, June 8, 1931.



Inevitably there was considerable opposition to

the idea from both relief recipients and local merchants.

The local Grocers' and But chers' Retail Herchant s Associ-

ation claimed that it was unfair to their bona-fide, tax

paying members for the city to set up in competition and

monopolize the relief trade, which was becoming a major

part of their livelihood. Moreover, it was an added in

justice to merchants who had extended credit to relief

recipients. If the city operated its own store, they would

never be repaid. Petitions were presented to the council

indicating that the establishment of a civic relief store

would throw merchants on relief too.38 The relief recipients

feared that the store would prevent them from buying their

goods at the cheapest price, and would eliminate the small

element of choice which tne open voucher system had given

them. The Saskatoon Unemployed Association su�gested that

cash relief or Ilface cash value" cards negotiable at any

store would be more satisfactory to their members.39 The

council ws.s prepared to try thi s , As a re sult from Nov-

ember 13,1931 onwards, grocery orders were issued to any

store requested by the recipient and stated merely the total

value of the order, allowing more freedom in the selection

of food.40

38 Ibid., April 11, 1932.

39 Ibid., November 9, 1931.

L�O Ibid., November 10, 1931.
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However, the innovation did not work to the satis-

faction of the council. After further discussion and investi-

gation it decided to establish a civic relief store, opening

on June 1, 1932.41 The council reverted from the food quotas

on a cash basis to a commodity basis once more. In deter-

mining the list of foods and quantities, regard waS had to

the size of the family on relief and the ages of any children.

Food was classified on a unit basis, with a maximum of sixteen

units allowed to anyone family. In terms of food three units

covered five quarts of milk, fifty cents worth of meat and

ten loaves of bread. A man and his vlife were allowed eight

units and would use the remaining five to purchase tea,

sugar, vegetables, fruit, soap and matches.42 Throughout

the history of the store continual changes were made in the

lists of available commodities and numerous attempts made by

the Civic Relief Board to ensure that diets were properly

balanced.

All modifications did little to alter the simple

fact that relief recipients fu�d local merchants did not like

the store. The former complained of the lack of choice, the

high prices and poor quality of goods sold. Moreover, there

was no delivery system. In the cold winter months recipients

from allover the city had to trudge to the store for their

groceries, instead of being able to go to their nearest shop.

41 Ibid., May 19, 1932.

42 Ibid., May 19, 1932.



One alderman asked if free street railway transportation

passes might be given to families taking the larger orders

to enable them to make their journey home more easily.43

The request was refused.44 Between May, 1932 and October,

1934, when the store was abolished, the council received

regular delegations from relief recipients and local mer-

chants asking for the abolition of the store. It was

described as having been established "on a straight pattern

from Soviet Russia. "45 This accusation marked a reversal

of roles on the part of the administration and the unemployed.

The former was accused of Soviet tactics instead of the

latter. This was the antithesis of events in Prince Albert

and Shaunavon. The Fraternal and Protective Association

declared that Saskatoon was the only city in North America

where the unemployed were subjected to such "demoralizing

and degrading treatment", and contended that they were being

treated "as convicts or a herd of cattle.,,46 The city con-

ceded that tnere was some ground for complaint. However,

the store was continued because it was cheap, efficient and

easily controlled. SUbstantial savings were made by wholesale

buying. In December, 1932, the net gain was estimated to be

$1,122.54 and in January, 1931, $1,038.75 was expected.47

h-3 Ibid., June 6, 1932.

44 Ibid., August 15, 1932.

t-l-5 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, March 7, 1933, comment of M.

Jorgenson

h6 Ibid., January 30, 19�4.

47 Civic Relief Board Minutes, December 21, 1932.
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�his money could be used to defray other relief expenses.

Dissatisfaction wi�h the store reached such a peak

in early 1933 that the Provincial Government decided to

investigate. This decision Has sparked by the activities

of A.W. Wylie, a grocer of the city, who sent an outspoken

letter to Premier J.T.M. Anderson alleging that the city was

making a profit on the relief store and charging the Federal

and Provincial Governments for this. As Wylie pointed out,

"The time of depression has passed by, and in its place we

have something very, very much more to be dreaded 'onpression'-.

th ink it over.
,,)+8

Simultaneously the Government was receiving a series

of protest letters and p�itions about relief conditions in

Saskatoon. The unemployed sent a memorandum of their griev-

ances, which included an attack on the Civic Relief Board

and It s practices. There wa s alleged discrimination in the

distribution of food from the relief store. Some recipients

had to line up, others received their supplies at home. The

unemployed asked for cash or open vouchers, claiming that they

could purchase on average twenty to twenty-five per cent more

from their allowances if this was granted. The Civic Relief

Board was seen as the sole cause of all trouble and violence

was threatened if reform was not forthcoming.

One of the most interesting pieces of infor-

mat ion sent to the Government Has contained in a secret

i�8 Saskatchewan Relief Commission, roll A, file 3, Vlylie to

Anderson March 11, 1933.



supplement to a petition from the Fraternal and Protective

Association of Unemployed Citizens and Taxpayers. This

warned that the personnel of the relief board were a "number

of the deepest died old Grits of Saskatoon, who will stop at

nothing to bring discredit on the present administration.,,49

The board was supposedly trying to get the unemployed to

blame the Government for the poor conditions in the city.

These political ramifications to the discontent may have

hastened government intervention. Whatever the motivation

the Saskatchewan Relief Commission, at the suggestion of

Premier Anderson, organized an investigation into Saskatoon

relief administration. The Reverend Thomas Bunting was

appointed to go to Saskatoon on March 14, 1933, to meet the

unemployed and attend a meeting of the relief board.

Bunting found conditions in Saskatoon far from

satisfactory. People were not getting the proper proportions

of food and many went without for one and a half days before

they received their next allowance. Bunting suggested that

an open voucher system for issuing food supplies might prove

more satisfactory. The relief board appeared quite uncon-

cerned about conditions and harsh in their application of

relief regulations. Bunting went so far as to suggest that

they be dismissed.50

49 Ibid., roll A, file 3.

50 Lb Id , , Bunting to the Saskatctlewan Relief Commission,
March 14, 1933.
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This suggestion was never acted upon. The Govern

ment could not interfere so directly in civic affairs. How

ever, it could exert more subtle pressures to make way for a

policy change in respect to the relief store. In September,

1933, T.M. Molloy attended a meeting of the relief board at

which he informed the members that the policies of the Federal

and Provincial Governments Hith regard to relief in future

were that "purchases should be through the regular channels

of trade and that wherever possible Canadian goods should be

purchased in preference to those from foreign countries."Sl

Eventually the council decided to allow relief recipients

to purchase their groceries through regular trade channels.

As of Octoher 1, 193).1, the relief s tore ceased to exist.

The decision to close the store had been made dem�

cratically. In September, 1934, the council held a plebiscite

among the relief recipients of the city to ascertain the pre

ferred method of obtaining food relief. There were three

alternatives; the relief store, the open voucher system or

cash. Three hundred and sixteen out of the three hundred

and seventy-one persons voting favoured the cash system,

and so the council implemented this policy. Altho�gh this

undoubtedly pleased the majority of recipients, there remains

the strange fact that only ten per cent of the approximately

three thousand and four hundred eligible to vote in the

51 Civic Relief Board Minutes, September 21, 1933.



plebiscite, took advantage of the opportunity to register

their opinions. The Star Phoenix suggested that the relative

ly small vote was due to effective picketing by the Saskatoon

Worker's Associations. "Throup;hout the week every effort was

put forth by the pickets to prevent the jobless from voting.

'There is a catch in it,' was the contention of more than

one who took part in the boycott.,,52 This would indicate

that the relationship between the unemployed and the civic

authorities was far from harmonious.

The institution of a cash allowance for food

relief proved permanent and gave greater satisfaction to

recipients and merChants than any previous system. Initially

money equivalent to the retail price of the food required

was given to recipients once each week. In February, 1935,

the council decided to give allowances once every two weeks

to give the recipient greater purchasing power and to econo

mize in relief administration costs.53 From January, 1936,

onwards Saskatoon used the Dominion Government Labor Gazette

retail price index to calculate food costs, and determine

increases or decreases in allowances. There were periodic

manifestations of discontent as to the amount of money being

given. In June, 1939, the Central Council of Unemployed and

Welfare Associations requested that the food allowance be

52 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, September 24, 193L�.

53 Saskatoon Council Minutes, February 4, 1935.
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increased fifty per cent for a two week period on the occasion

of t.n e visit of King George and Queen Elizabeth, "to enable

those on relief to properly observe this momentous occasion),54

This request was refused. On the whole, however, the unemployed

in Saskatoon found cash relief preferable to any other. Some

recipients boasted about conditions in the city after October,

1934. Lorne Lynne, when addressing the Prince Albert strikers

in 1936 informed them that their standard of living was forty

per cent below Saskatoon's and that the Saskatoon unemployed

had never struck because they were able to make the city

authorities see their point of view.55

If the city had solved the problem of food relkf

there still remained three other important aspects of policy

to be dealt with; clothing relief, the relief of the single,

homeless unemployed and the relief of non-resident families

in the city. Dissatisfaction with the provisions made for

clothing came from numerous relief recipients. The problems

of providing adequate clothing appeared only gradually.

Most relief families could manage for a while. Eventually

the day would come when there were no more cast-offs and

the family was forced to seek the assistance of the clothing

relief bureau. Initially clothing relief in Saskatoon was

organized by six service clubs. They worked on a voluntary

54 L.P.W., roll 38, file 41.

55 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, Narc�'1. 30, 1936.
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basis and collected money and second hand clothes, wherever

they could. As the numbers on relief increased and the need

for clothing became more pressing, the clothing bureau, which

the service clubs had formed, sought financial assistance

from the ci tv council. On July 1, 1931, they asked for,

and received, a sum of one hundred and sixty-five dollars

a month to pay the salaries of officials needed to operate

the bureau on a full time basis.56 This grant was increased

to two hundred dollars per month in October of the same year.57

In the early years of the depression the bureau had complete

control of clothing relief and it appears that its adminis

tration was efficient. It evolved into a miniature relief

department with a filing system to keep track of every case

in the city. The bnreau served as a clearing house for the

good works of service clubs, women's organizations, churches

and private individuals. In addition the bureau co-operated

with the relief department officials and did follow up work

that they had neither the time nor the resources to under

take.58 Eventually, however , it was ne cessary for the council

to make a regular grant to the bureau for the �lrchase of

clothing, bedding and footwear, on a scale large enough to

meet the demands of relief recipients. Greater contributions

necessitated stronger central control. Consequently in

56 Saskatoon Council Hinutes, July 6, 1931.

57 Ibid., October 13, 1931.

58 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, November 15, 1932.
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June, 19�3, the bureau was abolished and a Clothing Relief

Denot established, administered hy the city rather than the

servi ce clubs.

Inadeqllate clothing relief was a perpetual com-

plaint of the Saskatoon unemployed. Toward the end of the

1930s they demanded that a cash grant, equivalent to twenty-

five per cent of t h e food allowance, be Given to enable

relief recipients to purchase their own clothes rather than

being forced to take the offerings of the civic depot.

Women especially resented the garments given to their families.

The regimentation of the styles, the cheap qUality of the

material and the lack of variety were the standard complaints.

Matters reached such a state in mid 1938 that a delegation of

women apneared before the council asking for cash for clothing.

�hey contended that the use of the clothing depot was placing

a large percentage of citizens in a position of pauperism,

reducing their initiative and self-respect. The most de

plorable fact was that children were "growing up in this

sv st em of regimentation and General drabness" and being

forced into "inferior positions" since their clothing marked

them as children on relief.59 In the following year the

council sought the permission of the Provincial Goverrunent

to give the desired cash for clothing.60 The Government

agreed and on April 24, 1939, the Clothing Relief Depot

was abolished.61•

59 Saskatoon Council Minutes, June 20, 1938.

60 L.P.W., roll 38, file )-In, City Clerk M.C. Tomlinson to

Minister of Municipal Affairs Parker, March 1, 1939.

61 Saskatoon Council Hinutes, April 21\_, 1939.
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The relief of sinsle, homeless men was another

problem which concerned the city for the greater part of

the depression decade. Before government sponsored and

operated camps were set up in 1932 to absorb the physically

fit single unemployed, civic authorities were responsible

for their care. In the winter of 1930 such large numbers

of homeless men had gathered in Saskatoon that it was de-

cided to establish a relief camp at the Exhibition Grounds

where board and sleepin� accomodation could be provided.b2

The Provincial Government promised to pay two-thirds of the

cost of relief provided in this way and in addition to fur-

nish the camp with cooking utensils, stoves and blankets.

P.J. Philpotts, an ex-army officer, Has made superintendent

of the camp and a local doctor was appointed to treat all

the sick and to visit each day for parade inspection.b3

From its opening the camp was a seed bed for

discontent in Saskatoon. Even after November, 1932, when

control of the camp passed to the Provincial Government,64

there 1.]'ere constant complaint s about conditions and agi ta tion

to hasten improvements.

Philpotts threatened to resign in April, 1932,

be caus e a band of radical agitators were preventing camp

order and discipline, and co-operation from the Saskatoon

62 Ibi d. , December e, 1930, 570 men had registered with the

relief department.

63 Ibid. , December 8, 1932.

64 Ibid. , November 7, 1932.
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police force was not forthcoming.65 In February, 1933, the

situation again became acute. A certain radical leader,

appropriately called Sam Scarlett, was cited as the main-

spring of unrest. He had apparently just been released

from jail and was inciting the camp i��ates to revolt.

Posters urging "Slave Camp Workers" to wake up and organize,

and cartoons depicting the Saskatchewan Relief Commission

as a fat man pulling the balloons of greed, incompetence,

ignorance and prejudice were circulated. A report of these

activities was supposed to have made the Daily Worker.66

Discontent continued throughout Harch. An investigation

by the Saskatchewan Relief Cownission revealed that the

radical element in the camp was well organized and in close

contact with various groups of unemployed in the city of

Saskatoon itself. In May, the inmates staged a demonstration.

Fifty of them refused to go to the Prince Albert National

Park Camp. In June, it was decided to transfer the men to

the federal relief camp at Dundurn, and on June 30 the

Saskatoon camp closed.67 The city was thereby relieved of

the headache of caring for large numbers of the physically

fit single unemployed.

There remained the problem of caring for the unfit

persons in this category. Initially the city paid fifty

65 Saskatchewan Relief Commission, roll A, file 2, Saskatom

Relief Camp.

66 Ibid. The Daily Worker is a communist puhlication.

67 Ibid.
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cents per day for the board and room of such persons. In

January, 1937, a request was made that this allowance be

increased to sixty cents. Considerable dispute ensued as

the Provincial Government refused to contribute eighty per

cent of this total, since only fifty cents were allowed to

the single unfit persons in Moose Jaw and Regina. Mayor

R.M. Pinder pleaded the city's case for the increase by

pointing out that the extra money paid helped to keep

boarding house owners off relief, �nce recipients could

afford to pay a little extra for their�commodation.68

The Goverrunent, therefore, agreed to the increase. Later

in the year recipients asked tnat this money might be paid

in cash rather than voucher form. The council granted their

request,69 and the relief of such persons caused little

��ther trouble to Saskatoon administrators in the 1930s.

The problem of relieving families from other muni-

cipalities and transients became particularly acute in the

second half of the 1930s. In some respects these were the

most serions occupational hazards with which Saskatoon

relief officials had to deal. In June, 1935, the Relief

Officer reported to the appeal board that the number of

applications for relief from persons moving into the city

from country points was increasing daily.70 When such a

68 L.P.W., roll 38, file �l, Pinder to Molloy January 19, 1937.

69 Saskatoon Council Minutes, November 15, 1937.

70 Relief Appeal Board r11nutes, June 7, 1935.
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person or family applied for relief, the Relief Officer

referred the case to the Provincial Government so that it

could determine where responsibility lay. While investi-

ga tion was carried out, relief wa s administered at the ex

pense of the Government. If the enquiry revealed that the

family was transient then relief was continued at the expense

of the Government. If another municipality was found to be

responsible then negotiations began for the return of the

family. Some municipalities rather than having persons

returned preferred to relieve their indigents by reimbursing

the city in which they were residing. Occasionally a family

would refuse to return, in which case relief might be given

at the expense of the Government. Thus it was a possible,

and indeed a frequent, occurrence for persons with residence

qualifications in another municipality to be receiving relief

in Saskatoon.

This situation was a source of perpetual annoy

ance to the civic officials. The reason for this was

essentially financial. Outsiders were using the facilities

of the city, their children were being educated there, and

yet they were paying no taxes for these nrivileges. More

over, such persons affected wage schedules detrimentally.

The majority were prepared to accept employment at any rate.

As a result local citizens were thrown out of work, wage

schedules lowered and the city's relief bill increased as

bona-fide residents lost their jobs. In July, 1936, the
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Star Phoenix estimated that there were six hundred families

from rl�al points on the city's relief list.71 This figure

seems exaggerated since in December of 1937 official records

put the total at forty-four families.72

Saskatoon was also faced with the problem exper

ienced in Prince Albert of families moving into the city

from rural points, maintaining themselves for the necessary

twelve months and then applying for relief. In October,

1936, approximately thirty families of this kind applied

for relief and Relief Officer Parker expressed his concern

to Molloy: "This is a most serious situation, and more

especially due to the fact it is fast approaching our

winter season.,,73 One particular case annoyed the Relief

Officer. A certain family had applied for relief twelve

months previously and been refused because of the lack of

residence qualification. Somehow they managed to sustain

themselves in the city for one year and reapplied. There

was no alternative but to grant them relief.74 Occasionally

the rural municipality from which such people came was sus

pected of assisting them to go to Saskatoon. In December,

1937, Parker reported to the council in regard to two

families who had apparently moved in from rural areas in

71 Saskatoon Star Phoenix, July 9, 1936.

72 L.P.W., roll 38, file 41.

73 Ibid., Parker to Holloy, October 29, 1936.

74 �.
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order to estahlish themselves for relief. It was believed

"in each case the rural municipalities in question not only

encouraged but actually assisted the family to come into

Saskatoon.
,,75

It must be pointed out t ha t the corollary of

objecting to the relief of outsiders in $askatoon was to

require all indieent persons, who were the res�onsibility

of the city, to be returned there for relief. This policy

was rigorously followed. No ex cer t.Loris were allowed. Occas-

ionally this could result in hardship. A woman who had been

in the Prince Albert Sanatorium and whose parents lived in

that city, was informed on her recovery that she must return

to S�skatoon for relief.76 The harshness of this can be under-

stood if the costs of relief and the numhers affected are con-

sidered. Relief officials were forced to keep strictly to

policies because of the scale on which relief was required.

The scale of relief exr,enditure can be understood

from the statistics in Ta81e 8. It must be emphasized that

they represent only Saskatoon's share of relief. Direct

relief costs in 1930 were excentional1y low. They increased

sixty ti'Yles in 1931, doubled in 1932 and do ubLe d again hetween

1932 and 1934, which was the peak year of expenditure for the

citv. Costs decreased a little in 1935, and fell by almo2t

one-half in lQ36, with slight rises in 1937 and 1938,

75 Saskatoon Council Minutes, December 6, 1937.

76 L.P.W., roll 32, file �l.
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ct Estimated.



followed by a continuous and fairly swift decline. The

reason for relief costs during the first half of the decade

being more expensive to the city was that prior to December,

1936, Saskatoon paid a third of such expenditure. After

that date the city financed only twenty per cent. Conse

quently, the total cost of direct relief in 1934 and 1937

was almost the same, approximately seven hundred thousand

dollars.

However, even though civic contributions decreased

in the later 1930s, the actual final cost of relief to Saska

toon remained high. This was due to the system adopted to

finance relief; debenture issues on a large scale. The

seventh column of figures in Table 8 indicates the interest

rates alone which the city paid on debentures issued to

cover its share of relief. Interest costs increased over

four times betHeen 1933 and 1940, and the burden of debt

continued to trouble the city into the 1950s. Moreover,

even though the city's share of actual direct relief de

creased from 1935 onwards, it still had to pay total medical

and administration expenses. These were SUbstantial sums,

approximately thirty thousand dollars per year. Adminis

tration expenses alone in 1939 were almost twenty times the

cost of direct relief in 1930.

Saskatoon experienced the same difficulties

financing relief as Prince Albert. Provincial payments

Here continually in arrears. In December, 1937, the Province
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owed the city one hundred and ninety-six thousand dollars.77

A constant complaint was the amo'Jnt of interest which the

city had to nay in order to borrow money to finance the

provincial and federal shares of relief, pending payment.

In 1931 the council pointed out that it had cost the city

$4,218.26 more for interest than it would �ave done if reim-

bursement had been made within two weeks of rendering Saska

toon's account.78 Similarly in 1939 the council drew to the

attention of the Provincial Government the fact that it had

cost the city some seven thousand one hundred dollars for

bank interest on money borrowed in 1938 to finance the

province's share of unemployment. The delay in payment,

anart from the expense, embarrassed the city since it en-

dangered its ability to secure further temporary bank

advances.79

Throughout the 1930s the city council urged that

the senior governments should assume larger shares of relief

costs. In December, 1932, it suggested that the city's share

be limited to a sum not exceeding ten per cent of the total,

ID ich should include administration and hospital costs.80

Similarly in 19,6 the council reaffirmed this plea, although

it suggested that a preferable state would be for the whole

bnroen of unemployment relief to be removed entirely from tre

urban municipality.8l

77 Ibid.

78 SaS'Katoon Council Minutes, May 8, 1933.

79 Ibid., February 27, 1939.
80 Ibid., December 9, 1932.

81 L.P.W., roll 37, file 41.
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As the depression deepened the acb1al per capita

cost increased substantially from year to year as the stat-

istics in Table 9 indicate. Between 1933 and 1934 the

average cost per person per month increased by fifty cents,

and it was estimated that it would increase by one dollar

and seventy cents in 1935. Similarly, although in 1935

there were likely to be fewer persons on relief, total costs

were expected to increase.

These statistics also indicate the numbers of per-

sons on relief. An annual pattern emerges similar to that in

Prince Albert, the heaviest months being from November to

Anril. The population of Saskatoon decreased in the depression

decade for the first time since the formation of the city:

Year

1901

1906

1911

1916

1921

1926

1931

1936

1941

19LL6

Population

113

3,011

12,004
21,054

25,739
31,234

4-3,291
41, 73LJ-
43,028

J.�6 ,028 82

By December, 1930 1,610 persons were on relief.83 This

represented about four and one-half per cent of the popu-

1ation. The low numbers were reflected in the low costs.

By 1931 about two thousand five hundred persons were on

Municipal Mannualf Saskatoon 1967, compiled by City Clerk.

Population Section XVIII, 8.
Saskatoon Council Minutes, 1930



relief, representing approximately seven per cent of t�e

pOPulation.84 In 193? this figure had doubled.85 During

1933 and 191h about eighteen per cent were receiving aid,

a I'Lgnr-e substantially higher than Prince Albert's. No

statistics have been found for the middle part of the

period, bn t numbers probably remained at this level. In

1938 an estimated fourteen per cent were on relief, after

which date numbers declined steadily with costs.

Saskatoon, t�erefore, experienced a greater degree

of suffering than Prince Albert during the depression years.

In the most severe periods the city was relieving over

eight thousand people. In addition to the greater percentage

of the population requiring aid, the city also encountered

more problems in finding a satisfactory and efficient system

of administering the Vari01JS aspects of relief. The chief

reasons for these increased burdens lay in its geographic

situation and its substantial size at the beginning of the

1930s. It is interesting to notice that in Saskatoon

dissatisfaction vrith relief provisions came from bona-fide

residents as well as transients. This fact further disting

uishes relief in the city from that in Prince Albert, and

allies it more closely with the effects of tne depression

on the town of Shaunavon.

81\ Ibid., 1931.

85 L.P.W., roll 30, file 3.



CHAPTER 5. SHAUl,IAVON

Fall brought another crop failure to the district;
the land wa s dotted now wi th empty farmhouses,
their blank windows staring out over the spread

ing prairie, their walls piled high with rippled

banks of black dust; farmers and their families

moved westward and northward to Alberta and the

Peace River country. Freights were dotted with

unemployed, many of them young boys who had never

had jobs in their lives--'gay cats' and 'scenery

hogs' who had left the East to find work in the

West, or the West to find work in the East. In

winter-time they worked for $5 a month on farms,
or lived in ten cent 'scratch houses and pogiest
in Calgary, Regina, vJinnipeg or any of the

prairie cities, standing on street corners and

'dinging' passers-by for the price of a cup of

coffee ••• The town fflowed the depression; houses

needed paint; cars on Main Street on Saturday
evenings were older models; plate glass windows

were empty where businesses had left.l

This passage might well stand as a description of

the late 1930s in the town of Shaunavon and the Rural lVlunici-

pality of Grassy Creek in which it was situated. The impact

of the depression in this south-western corner of the Prov-

ince was mild in the early years. After 1934, howevpr, a

prolonged ps riod of or'onght, dust storms and grasshopper

invasions combined to cause repeated crop failures and

extreme suffering for the inhabitants of the Palliser

�riangle. The depression was a particularly untimely blow

to Shaunavon. Since its formation in November, 1914, on

land owned by the Canadian Pacific Railways, the town had

1 W.O. Mitchell, Who Has Seen the Wind, 197-8.



enjoyed rapid growth and had become one of the largest dis-

tributing centres outside the cities in the Province. A sub-

stantial number of persons were employed in the C.P.R. work-

shops situa ted in the tav n, and the opportunities to be

fOlmd in Shaunavon and its surrounding district attracted

numerous settlers as the I'o Ll.ow.ln= population statistics

indicate.

Year

1916

1921

1926

1931

Population

89'7

1,lu6

1,459
1,761

2

This early economic and demographic boom was accompanied in

the 1920s by some of the advantages of contemporary urban

society; a sewage disposal system and electric lighting were

installed, sidewalks were cemented and parks improved. In

1928 prosperity had enabled the inhabitants to build a

swimming pool.3 The lengthening shadow of the depression,

however, gr-adu alLv impinged on the life of the town in the

19308, causing unemployment, depopulation, suffering and

unrest. The prosperity of the 't own was naturally linked

closely to that of the surroundinG rural area. As soon as

the crops began to fail, local merchants and services suffered,

unemployment became prevalent, tax arrears mounted and the

t.orn council found itself with extra liabilities and de-

creased revenues with which to meet them.

2 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Saskatchewan,

1946, 178.

3 The Shaunavon Standard, Silver Jubilee Edition,
September 28, 1938.
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Relief became necessarv on a considerable scale,

and the task of administering and financing such aid fell

to the t own councLL, elected annually. Initially the

council favoured public works schemes. Direct relief,

however, had to be resorted to on an ever-increasing scale.

It wa9 not until Octobert 1930, that relief became an im

portant issue in council meetings. Thenceforth it was a

perpetual feature of council life. On October 21, after a

long discussion about relief requirements, the counc LL in

structed the Town Clerk to present to the Provincial Govern

ment the town's application for assistance. Shaunavon

could no longer cope with relief problems single-handed

and needed Government aid for both direct relief and pro-

posed sewer construction, on which the council was prepared

to embark as a relief measure if assistance was forthcoming.4

In December, 1930, aid was granted, and work on these schemes

commenced.5

In the first years of the depression relief prob

lems were discussed at the once or twice monthly council

meetings, and superintended by the General Administration

Committee formed from council members. As the scale on

which relief was required increased it became necessary to

appoint a separate committee to deal exclusively with the

4 Shaunavon Council MinuteSt Octoher 21, 1930.

5 Ibid.t December 5, 1930.
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re�lef question. In January, 1933, an advisory relief

committee was established to receive all applications for

relief and report on them to the General Administration

Committee.6 By November of that year applications had

become so numerous t�at the advisory committee had to

arrange weekly meetings.7 At the beginning of 1934 the

council decided to appoint a separate standing committee

on relief, which was in charge of relief affairs until the

end of t.n e decade. Prior to 1938 this committee consisted

of two councillors and two ex-councillors who had exper

ience in dealing with relief. After 1938 three councillors,

the mayor and one ex-councillor served. The relief committee

made regular reports to the council and guided its policy

making in respect of the unemployment problem. Extensive

discretj_onary powers were granted to the committee to deal

with the details of relief administration in the best inter

ests of the town.

Membership of the council of Shaunavon throughout

the 1930s was remarkably consistent. This achievement was

noteworthy since the Federal and Provincial Governments

were subjected to such changes in this period. It might

have been expected that the more frequent municipal elections

would have given the dissatisfied another chance to show their

6 Ibid., January 9, 1933.

7 The Shaunavon Standard, November 9, 1933.
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discontent. The longevity in office of several council mem-

bers meant that some of the personnel of the relief committee

served for a few years and their experience was of value to

the relief administration of the town. The two retired

councillors who were members of the relief committee brought

a similar asset to meetings.

The great disadvantage of allowing the same people

to serve over a period of time was that the committee could

give the appearance of being an oligarchy, entrenched in

power. In times of acute distress this proved a focal point

for criticism. In March, 1936, the local Union of the Unem-

ployed and the Shaunavon Ratepayers' Association urged that

the committee be abolished and a new one created on which

representatives of their organizations would be allowed to

sit. They charged that the ex-councillors on the committee

were being paid for their services, and argued that these

positions should be open to everyone.8 The council discussed

the composition of the old committee at great length. A

proposal for a new one resulted in a tie When put to the

vote.9 However, later in the month when the matter was

debated again and all councillors were present, the old

committee was vindicated and kept in office.10 It con-

tinued to superintend relief until the end of the depression.

8 Ibid., February 27, 1936.
--

'

9 Shaunavon Council Hinutes, March 2, 1936.

10 Ibid., March 16, 1936.
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Although the relief committee was the official body

dealing with relief in this period, it met only once each

week. �wo people were more closely involved with day to

day relief administration, the Town Clerk and the Chief

Constable. The depression meant retrenchment at all levels

for the local authorities. Therefore the need for economy

precluded the anpointment of a separate person as Relief

Officer. The town council was forced to extend the functions

of two existing officials to cope with the burden of relief.

In January, 1932, it was decided that the Town Clerk,

F.G. Horsey should take over the work of issuing and handing

out relief grocery and fuel orders .11 Until 1931� this was

a weekly task. After Sent ember of that year relief orders

were given on a two weekly basis.12 This lessened the amount

of work to be done by the clerk and increased the number of

bargains relief recipients could purchase in quantities.

The Clerk acted on the instructions of the relief committee

and the council.

The initial function of the Chief Constable in the

relief process was that of a local employment officer. In

April, 1932, Constable Asel was instructed by the council to

be at his office each dav between the hours of two and three

o'clock for the purpose of assisting in finding farm employ

ment for local men.13 Asel's successor J.M. Ross WaS required

11 Ibid., January 4, 193L�.

12 Ibid., September 20, 1934.

13 Ibid., April h, 1932.
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to continue this work. In April, 1936, the employment

office continued to function and Constable Ross was reported

to have found positions for twelve men on farms at a wage

of twenty-five dollars a month. Only three apnlications

for these jobs were received. All of them came from per

sons living outside the town limits. Some members of the

council interpreted this poor response to the laziness of

Shaunavon's relief recipients. One councillor, however,

criticized the council's policy, claiming that it did not

treat recinients fairly, and contending that there had

"never been an intelligent survey of relieflt in the town.14

Whatever the reasons this aspect of the constable's

work would not appear to have flourished. An area in which

he seems to have been more successful was that of ensuring

that there were few abuses in relief administration. As

early as August, 1931, the council passed a resolution

opposing the granting of relief to any individuals "who

habitllally take part in games of chance for money or who

operate automobiles for pleasure."15 Constable Asel was

instructed to check up on this matter and advise the

council of any individuals he discovered who violated this

rule.

In 1934 when the two-weekly relief orders came

into effect a difference in their transference to the

14 The Shalmavon Standard, April 23, 1936.

15 Shaunavon Council Minutes, Augu st 17, 193L�.



relief recipient was implemented, which brought the Constable

more closely into relief administration. T01�n Clerk Horsey

handed over the completed orders to Constable Ross, who by

this time was also officially known as the Relief Officer.

Ross required relief recipients to report any earnings during

the previous two weeks before the order was given out.16

Thus Ross was relief and employment officer, investigator,

local peace keeper and later in the period he bec��e the

local probation officer. His office was used as a clothing

depot, where donations could be received at certain times of

the day. As in the case of Prince Albert Relief and Medical

Officers, long experience of relief affairs was both an asset

and a handicap to Horsey and Ross. There were occasional

complaints about the latter man, which perhaps was only to

be eXDected considering the multiplicity of functions he

performed. Both men appear to have performed their tasks

with justice and efficiency. They were, of course, the

paid officials of the town council. Thev did not determine

policies, but merely administered them. Any real dissatis

faction, therefore, would be aimed at the council, the

author of all good or ill. Before considering the complaints

against certain aspects of relief in Shaunavon, however, it

is only fair to examine the counCil's policies and predica

ment in some detail.

16 The Shaunavon Standard, September 20, 1934.
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A continual concern t.hr-oughout the 1930s was that

the town should be responsi�le for the relief of as few per-

sons as possible. Consequently in the early years the council

favoured a policy of assisting prospective indigents to leave.

As early as November, 1929, Councillor C. Jenson reported

that the General Administration Committee had incurred

certain expenses in getting the F family to return to the

United States, "thereby avoiding the granting of relief

during the coming winter.,,17 In June, 1931, at a special

meeting the council considered the question of assisting

the removal to northern Saskatchewan of certain families

who were likely to become a charge upon the town. It con

cluded that it would be wise to grant such assistance.18

In the later 1930s when economy forced the council to be

less generous in its assistance, the relief committee was

pleased to report that even though all applications had

been turned dOT..rn
, the indigent s "went anyway.

"19

Since Shaunavon authorities were anxious to re-

lieve as few persons as possible, it is not surprising to

find that the council wanted nothing to do with transient

relief. Although the transient problem was not nearly so

acute as it was in the larger urban centres, it was severe

eno1Jgh in the early years to cause tne council to forward

a protest to the Provincial Gov e r-nme nt:

17 Shaunavon Council Hinutes, November 18, 1929.

18 Ibid., June 8, 1931.

19 The Shaunavon Standard, November 21, 1935.
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This Council does hereby protest the arrival

within its limits of transient families who

have applied for and are receiving relief and

urges that the Government place such families

under the care of the Relief Commission,

relieving the Town thereof.20

Shaunavon did not have to pay the actual relief of such per-

sons, but objected to the expense incurred administering it.

Statistics which remain indicate that between 1934-37, the

numbers of transient and non-resident unemnloyed obtaining

relief in Shaunavon at the expense of the Provincial and

Federal Governments varied from four to forty-four persons

in anyone month. The average was approximately twenty-five

individuals each month.21

The council was firm in its dealings with both

non-resident unemployed and bona-fide relief recipients.

At the beginning of the depression when employment

in public wor�was available, the town's policy was to extract

labour in return for relief. With the cessation of public

works in mid 1932, however, direct relief was resorted to.

Relief recipients had to sign an undertakin? to repay relief

advances, although there is no record of action taken to

recover these debts. The council did not adopt the 'no

relief without work' policy of Prince Albert, but it

reserved the right to recruit casual labourers from among

relief recipients when necessary. In reply to a Provincial

20 Shaunavon Council Minutes, November 20, 1933.

21 L.P.W., roll 34, file 39.
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Government circular of 1936 the Town Clerk pointed out that

the flperrormance or work is in no way a condition or require-

ment for relief received."22 By 1937 the emphasis of this

policy was gradually changing. The council then resolved

that any recipient refusing to do town work when called upon

"be permanently removed from" the relief list, unless a

satisfactory excuse was offered.23 In January, 1939, in an

erfort to obtain some tangible results from relief expendi

ture, the council embarked on a policy of utilizing relier

labour for the manufacture and placement of concrete side-

walk blocks and curbs. For any Hork rendered the recipient

was accredited with thirty-two cents per hour, fifty per

cent of which went towards paying off tax arrears and fifty

per cent towards the individualts relief debt.24 All male

relier recipients, except those exempted for reasons of ad-

vanced age or physical disability, were required to take

part in this work. Thus relier in the 1930s in Shaunavon

followed the pattern of Prince Albert and Saskatoon--a long

period or direct relief, bounded at either end by public

works schemes for the unemployed.

Direct relier was issued by a voucher system and

until 1936 it covered only food, fuel and clothing require-

ments. Rents were simply not paid. Shaunavonts vouchers

22 L. P. t'l., roll ')U-, fi le 39, Shaunavon
f

s reply to c ir cu lar

letter 161, February 17, 1936.

23 Shaunavon Council Minutes, June 7, 1937.

2l� The Shaunavon Standard, January 4, 1939.
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were similar to those of Prince Albert. Very early in the

history of government assisted direct relief the council

ceased to iSS1Je orders to any particular store or merchant,

adopting the plan of issuing all orders 'open' to any mer-

chant in the town. This had a two-fold benefit: relief

recipients could obtain satisfaction by shopping at the

store of their choice, and local merchants were able to

share relief trade in a competitive way. Some stores ad-

vertised for such trade in The Shaunavon Standard: "Bring

Your Relief Orders to Us and have them filled without Delay.

Big Stocks and Low Prices.
,,2$

Relief orders in fact became a form of currency in

the town. Consider, for example, the fate of a lignite coal

slip. This would be given to the relief recipient by the

�own Clerk or the qelief Officer, and passed on to the coal

merchant as payment for fuel. The coal merchant in turn

would use the slip to obtain grocery supplies, and the grocer

would hand the slip back to local officials for reimburse-

ment or have the amount credited against his tax arrears.

Thus one relief order could pass throllgh three or four hands

before returning to the Town Clerk. Apparently the system

"worked admirably for years", and gave the "relief recipients

every satisfaction.,,26 Consequently, in 1934 when the

Provincial Government Lrrt r'odu c ed a new series of accounting

25 Ibid., October 18, 1934.

26 L.P.W., roll 34, file 39, F.G. Horsey to G. Tomsett,
October 13, 1934.
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forms, which threatened to disrupt the hThole system of relief

pr o c e dur-e in Shaunavon, the 'I'own Clerk urged that the town be

allowed to continue wi t.h its old method. 'I'h e request was

granted.

However, although the open voucher seemed to be of

great benefit to both merchants and recipients, it was also

open to abuses. Some merchants allowed recipients to receive

part of their order in the form of cash. This was disliked

since it meant that recipients could spend the money on

unnecessary items, such as entertainment and drink, to the

detriment of their families. Reports of this reached the

Government and '1'.1'1. Molloy asked for an investigation into

the matter, suggesting that a solution to this malpractice

would be for the t o-rn to allow a certain amount of cash

relief to men performing relief labours.27 The Town Clerk

explained in reply that the council's policy was to pay ££

cash, since it had not a secure enough line of credit.28

This policy was one which applied not merely to local relief

recipients. In December, 1931, the council decided to issue

grocery orders or cash tickets to the fire brigade instead

of wages, "on the understanding that as little money as was

absolutely necessary would be paid out.,,29

27 R.L.I., roll 40, file 5, Molloy to Horsey, April 8, 1932.

28 Ibid., Horsey to Molloy, April 15, 1932.

29 Shaunavon Council Hinutes, December 7, 1931.



In addition to tryin� to prevent local merchants

giving out cash to relief recipients, a practice which

apparently continued throughout the whole neriod,30 the

conncil had to contend with the problem of merchants allow-

ing relief recipients to purchase goods on credit. When

relief orders were issued, they were used to pay back debts,

a procedure which was
II

contrary to the idea of the counc LL" .31

The council decided to Harn merchants by public notice that

measures would be taken to check this practise, so that

relief recipient S woo Ld receive go ods for their orders,

and not be compelled to use part of the order to pay an

old debt. Whether or not the Harning had any effect cannot

be determined.

The greatest problem confronting the council was

not minor malpractises such as the preceding, but the securing

of s uf'f LcLerrt funds to pay for relief on the scale demanded.

An examination of the followin� statistics will indicate how

relief costs increased dramatically from 1934 ommrds.32

Year

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934
1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

19!�0

19!�1

Total Direct Relief Costs

$ 1,872.45
3,180.38
3,439.70
.5, 2L12. 06

10,097.06

7,083.12
11,840.87
14,511.74 plus $1,51�.15

for rents

25,978.57
28,171.61
11,36��.09

4,988.46

30 Interview \..Jith J.F. Fennell, July 2G_, 1968.

31 The Shaunavon Standard, November 9, 1938.

32 Shaunavon, Annual Financial Statements, 19)O-19)�_O.



Relief costs r Low Ly mount ed from 1930-32, in 1933

they increased by tv-lo-thirds, doubled in 1934, and declined

in 1935. From 1936 onwards they increased considerably until

the peak year of 1939, when total costs had increased over

fourteen times those of 1930. Obviously tae resources of

the town could not meet these enormously increased expendi

tures. Like Saskatoon and Prince Albert, Shaunavon appealed

to the Provincial and Dominion Governments for aid. This was

rendered on basis of each government paying one-third of

direct relief costs prior to December, 1935, after which the

senior �overnments paid eighty per cent and the town twenty

per cent. Shaunavon differed from Prince Albert and Saskatoon

in that from October 1, 1936, to March 31, 1937, and from

Sentember 1, 1937 to July 31, 1938, the t ovn was classed as

being in the Vederal Drought Area. Hence in those periods

nearly all relief costs were borne by the Federal Governmen�

In be twoen and from August, 193(: orr-rar-d s
,

the t.ovm had to

finance twenty per cent of the expenditure.

At times Shaunavon was very hard pressed to pay

this percentage. Twenty per cent of the relief costs for

1939 represent.ed approximately six thollsand dollars, a sum

three times the total amount spent on relief in 1930.

Drought and crop failures cut both wayf, increasing the

numbers on relief and decreasing tax collections, and thereby

the ability to finance relief. The close relationship be

tvJeen tax arrears and relief cos ts was illustrated in a

statement prepared by Town Clerk Horsey, and published in

the Standard in 1934.
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1930 1931 1932 1933

-::-Reli ef

Costs •...•.

Government

Grarrt s
•••••

Net Cost to

Town •.•.•.•

_$- _L_

3 ,Lt39. 70

1,433.6Lt

2,006.06

AI.

_:L_

5,242.06

2,439.68

2,802.38

1,872.00 5,663.12

2,873.07

2,790.11

Tax Levies •• 35,606.10 31!,581.42 36,091.77 29,371.58
Tax Col-

lections ••• 27,070.07 21,892.78 25,411.56 21,359.25
#Other Rev-

enue Col-

lections ••• 8,677.16 8,217.88 8,203.29 7,5�3.20

1934 (to
end of Nov.)

:$

10,402.50

6,023.93

1+,373.57

26,216.62

15,592.29

-,� Including drugs, medical aid and indir.;ent families.

If Including sewer service, privy fees and licenses. 33

Taken over the five year period there was a steady decline m

tax collections corresponding to a proportionate increase

in relief expenses. The year of 1932 broke this trend with

a rise in tax collections and a corresponding drop in relief

costs. The most significant figures are those for 1934 when

relief costs doubled and tax arrears increased snbstantially.

Since the town's revenues were incapable of financing

relief on the scale demanded, resort was had to borrowing, both

in the form of debenture issues and bank loans. An early

problem Has to maintain sufficient credit sources. In 1930

the t ovrn bo r-r-ovr ed money from the Royal Bank of Canada, pro-

mising to repay the loans from tax collections. Unfortunately

the tax receipts had to be used for relief. As a result the

bank cut off the town's credit. A council meeting convened

to discuss ways and means of continuing relief, seized on

33 The Shaunavon Standard, December 13, 1934.
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the idea of asking local merchants to give credit on relief

orders.34 This, however, could only be a temporary expedient.

Noriev wo n.Ld eventually have to be supplied. Fortuna tely

some government help was forthcoming. The problem of credit

reappearerl. in Hay, 1932. IJnlike Prince Albert and Saskatoon,

,\-fhi ch were usually able to command enough credit to finance

government shares of relief temporarily, the town of Shauna-

von often had difficulty obtaining loans to finance its own

share. As Town Clerk Horsey explained to Molloy:

We have no further borrowing pOv.Ier from our

Bankers, and all our tax collections are re

quired to be naid into the bank against ad

vances so that we have ab�olutely no cash for

relief or anything else.3�

Horsey asked that the tocn be sent written proof that the

latest inter-government relief agreement specified that two-

thirds of the costs would be naid by the senior governments,

since the t.ovrn had promis ed local merchants t ha t they would

receive at least that percentage of the money owed them.36

From 1932 onwards the �ank demanded that the Provincial

Government back loans made to the town.

Thus from the very beginning of the depression

financial problems bedevilled local relief administration

and made the town almost completely dependent on the Pro-

vincial and Dominion Governments. The hesitant policy pur-

sued by these governments, the temporary arrangements and

3LI- Shaunavon Council Minutes, September £3, 1931.

35 R.L.I., roll 40, file 5.

36 Ibid.
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monthly agreements, symptomatic of relief history in the

1930s, were a particularly cruel blow. They meant that the

t own could never plan ahead, and was in fact frequent ly

caught in a vacuum between an outdated agreement and a new

one in the process of discussion. The relief committee of

the council was the unfortunate mediator between hungry

relief recipients and the central government's policies, or

lack of them. An illustration of what this could result in

was seen in May, 1932. The first day of this month was the

cut-off date for all Dominion assistance to public works

schemes. Snaunavon
'

s storm water drain, road grading and

gravelling projects were not completed. Application was

made for an extension of the agreement to enable the project

to be finished. The request was initially refused, although

the letter informing the council of this decision was not

dispatched until June 2. Further agitation caused the

government to change its decision. On June 18 official

permission to continue was received, seven weeks after relief

work had stopped.
37

Ne anuhl Le the council had had to inform

the unemployed that public works relief had been discontinued

and "no assurance" could be given as to "Then it might be

resumed. Moreover, wi t.hout government assis t anc e no direct

relief could be given.38

After 1934 when the monthly grant-in-aid became

the chief method of financing direct relief the position of

37 Ibid.

38 Shaunavon Couneil Minutes, Hay 2, 1932.
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the council was particularly vulnerable. Each month it

wOllld anxiously ava L t official confirma tion t.ha t assistance

was to be continued. Occasionally warning letters such as

the following would be received from the Provincial Director

of Relief:

I am unable, at this time, to give you any

definite advice with regard to relief issues

in the month of August. I must warn you,

therefore, that any relief issued by you in

that month, must be on the sole resDonsibility
of the municipality unless you have received

written advice from this department that the
39

government is contributing to the cost thereof.

Since this letter was received at the end of July, the council

hardly had time to prenare in advance. The absence of long

term government plans also meant that the council could not

give satisfactory answers to delegations of the unemployed

at their frequent appearances before council. In December,

1935, Mayor J. Cardno had to tell one such delegation that

he could make them no promises since a new agreement was

pending, and t:1e government was three months in arrears with

payments.40

If the patchwork central policies were a perpetual

prob len to the local council, h01rJ much more distress did

they cause the relief recipient. In May, 1934, the Shaunavon

Unemployed Association dispatched an urgent telegram to the

Prime Hinister:

39 The Shaunavon Standard, July 27, 1938. W.W. Dawson to

F.G. Horsey, extract from letter.

uo Shaunavon Council i"linutes, December :;, 1935.



Province has shut off relief. Town has no

money. People here do not know where next

meal is coming from. Impossible to get work.

Seventy-three families received relief last

winter, few are working, majority are depen
dent on relief. Average relief eight cents

4
daily each. Now nothing. What shall we do?

1

Fortllnately, in most instances relief was continued. But

the fact remains that short term relief agreements were a

constant source of fear to both relief recipients and the

council. Often neither knew what the next month held in

store. Life on relief wa s invariably precarious.

Throughout the 1930s the council tried to get the

senior governments to assume total responsibility for relief

finance and administration. These pleas became particularly

acute from 1936 onwar-ds as relief costs and the numbers

affected increased because of the continued crop failures

in the district. In August, 1936, F.G. Horsey dispatched a

letter on behalf of the council drawing attention to the

town's plip;ht:

Last winter we had approximately twenty per

cent of our population receiving relief in some

form or another and it was with great difficulty
that we succeeded in financing our twenty per

cent share: as a matter of fact our doinG so

was at the expense of other creditors. It is

not necessary for me to enlarge upon the crop

failure of the district, you know all about

that; but owing to that failure the indications

are that during the coming winter there will be

from forty to fifty per cent of our population
that will have to have assistance by way of full

or partial relief. Owing to the same cause the

taxpaying ability of our ratepayers is curtailed

to such an extent that we foresee the utmost

difficulty in securing sufficient funds to pay

1+1 L. P.W., roll 34, file 39. Shaunavon Union of the Unem

ployed to the Prime Ainister, R.B. Bennett, May 3, 193b-.
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wages and keep the ordinary services of the

Town in operation wi t.hcut providing anything
to cover the cost of Relief.42

After a series of similar letters Shaunavon was admitted to

the Federal Drought Area in October. It is interesting to

notice that as soon as the Federal \�verTh�ent took over

complete costs, complaints and retitions to council meetings

underwent a substantial decrease. Perhaps this was a silent

t.r Lbut e to the advantages of central control. Hov.rever, this

respite from relief did not last long. At the end of March,

1937, in anticipation of a good crop in the district, the

town was expelled from the federal fold. The council managed

as best it could to pay its twenty per cent share of the

costs. In June, however, a steady stream of letters began

to Regina urging that the t01rJD could no longer finance any

of the cost of relief, and asking that its share be cut to

ten per cent, to be financed by the Provincial Government

until the money could be found.43 'I'he plea was reiterated

in July and finally in September the total burden of relief

was assumed once again by the Federal Government because of

the catastrophic crop failures.

Shaunavon, like Saskatoon and Prince Albert,

experienced difficulties in obtaining prompt payments for

the provincial and federal shares of relief. In December,

It-2 Ttd d , , Horsey to Molloy, August 31, 1936.

�3 Shaunavon Council Minutes, June 21, 1937.
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1937, Horsey wrote to W. Dawson po Lnt Lnc ou t that the town

was still waiting for reimbursement for the September and

October relief expenditures:

The situation with us is getting serious as we

now have outstanding all our orders for the

four months of Sent ember to December inclusive

amonnting to approximately �r,l4,000 and we are

threatened with cessation of further credit

until a considerable payment is made on these

back orders.44

In spite of constant complaints, however, this financial

time lag appears to have persisted throu�hout the whole

period.

To understand fully the impact of the depression

attention must be paid to the numbers of persons suffering

as well as the costs of their relief. Unfortunately no

complete set of statistics exist for the numbers of indi-

vi dua Ls on relief each month during the depression in

Shaunavon. By piecing together various sources, however,

it is possible to gain some concent of the percentage of

the population on relief in the various years. The total

population of the town declined during this period as did

that of Saskatoon:

Year

1931

1936

1941

1946

Population

1,761
1,636
1,603

4r::'1,643 :/

The increqse prior to 1931 indicates the years of prosperity

Ll4 L.P.\oJ., roll 34, file 39, Horsey to Dawson, December 23,1937.

45 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Saskatchewan,

19h6, 178.
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enjoyed hy the town. In the first half 01' the 1930s the

population fell by eight per cent while in the second half

of the decade only a two per cent decline occurred. There

emerges then the interesting fact that people seemed to

leave the town in the years when the depression was mildest.

A local inhabitant suggested in an interview that some of

the "better' people left Shaunavon in the 1930s.46 This early

depopulation suggests that some inhabitants left while they

still had the means to do so. It must also be remembered

that prior to 1935 the town was assisting certain families

to resettle as well. After 1936 it would appear that there

was either a lack of inclination or means to move from the

town.

Of the people remaining in Shaunavon the percentage

of relief varied from year to year and from season to season.

In October, 1930, Town Clerk Horsey wrote to the Provincial

Der:artment of Railways, Labour- and Industries, asking for

help since it was anticipated that at least eighteen families

and twenty single men wou l.d need relief during the lrJinter.47

In the early months of 1931 about sixty individuals were

r-e c ed v inz direct relief, and eip'hty-tbree were being relieved

by public works.48 This meant that about nine per cent of

the population was on relief, a figure less than that of the

LL6 Interview J .F. Fennell, July 2L�, 1968.

47 R.L.I., roll un, file 5, Horsey to Molloy, October 24, 1930.

LI-8 Ibid., file 6.
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two cities in the early stages. Gradually numbers increased.

In Dece�ber, 1933, it was estimated that fifty-five families

were on relief, a total of one hundred adults and one hundred

and seventv children, at a weekly cost to the town of $104.20.49

These numbers represented approximately fifteen per cent of

the population. In December, 1931}, almost three hundred

persons were on relief.50 December, 1935, however, brought

a reduction of this total by about one hundred.51 This im-

provement was reflected in the reduced relief costs of that

year. This trend did not last long. By December, 1936,

there were apnroximately 400 relief recipients in the town,

double the number of the Drevious year and representing

about twenty-five per cent of the population. In 1937 and

1938 the numbers continued to mount. In January of the

latter year a peak was reached with four hundred and thirty

one persons receiving relief.52 Gradually these totals

declined until in February, 193':), only three hundred and

seven Dersons were on relief, a reduction of thirty rer cent

on the r:reviolls year's total.53 [,...fith the outbreak of the

Second 1.rJor1d irJar and improved crops, relief rolls dwindled

rapidly. In November, 1939, only twenty-four families were

still on the relief rolls.54

This was the pattern of relief in the decade.

49 The Shaunavon Standard, December 21, 1933.

50 L.P.W., roll 34, file 39.

51 Ibid.

52 �Shaunavon Standard, November 16, 1938.
53 Ibid., February 8, 1939.

5L� Ibid., November 8, 1939.
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\vithin e a ch 'lear as wa9 s e eri in the studies of the other

urban centrest�ere was considerable variation in the numbers

on relief. From an examination of the following statistics,

an annual pattern emerges �imilar to that of Prince Albert

Table 10.

and Saskatoon.

786.14

1,167.87
986.45
939.19
627.95

40L� .25

412.86

592.73
999.20

3,321.17

2,709.53
2,541.60

a Direct Relief

Relief costs and numbers were highest from November to April,

Date

1935
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

NoV.

Dec.

1936
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May
June

July

Aug.

Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

The Monthly Cost of Relief and Numbers ReJ,.:i,eved

in Shaunavon in 1935 and 1936. 55

D.R.a COsts

(residents)

D.R.a (100%
Govt. Cases)

Individuals

Assisted

Individuals

Assisted

:$1,147.65
960.25

1,112.20
950.52

659.25

349.15
251. t�o

21�.9 .15
260.60

62.00

3}_� 7.40
579.60

�51.40
29.40
32.10

29.00

3u.00

21.60

21.60

28.90

21.60

)_�9 .15

70.55

68.95

26

17

17

17

17

4
4

4
4

13

26

26

265

275
276

26L�

234

147

123

123

116

39

160

168

205

245
237
211

170

129

129

172

229

320

339

353

113.93

91.30

120.45
122.05

96.1-1-6

74.20

74.20
89.60

96.90

381�.02
237.98

237.90

27

28

29

28

29

29

29

32

32

37

36

36

gradually decreasing in the summer months. From the preceding

figures it can be seen that transient relief represented a

55 L.P.W., roll 34, file 39.
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small fraction of the total which was administered, less

than one-tenth in fact. Although Shalmavon did not have

the transient problems of the cities, relief was not free

from complaints and crises. The major problem confronting

the council was to satisfy the demands of the local unemploy-

ed. This proved no easy task since they were organized into

an aggressive union.

The year 1931L, which saw an increase in the inten-

sity of the depression in Shaunavon also witnessed the emer-

gence of a local unemployed association as an important

element in relief affairs. As early as January the Shaunavon

Unemployed Association was holdin� meetings in the Town Hall.

As the depression continued and deepened these meetings were

to become a regular feature of life in the town. In tnese

early stages the aims of the association were modest and

understandable. The Chairman, the Reverend A.B. Stade

claimed that tfLe association was "one hundred per cent for

Shaunavon and had no wish to bankrupt the town or Cause

trouble.
,,56

Its only objective was to ensur-e that those in

unfortunate ci-rcumstances received humane treatment. Such

an aim, howev er
,

was bound to cans e trouble since it

necessitated a constant stream of letters to the Provincial

Government asking about relief regulations and certain cases

in the t own
, who, in the opinion of the asso eiation, were not

receiving their due.

56 The Shaunavon Standnrd, January 11, 193�-.



The barrnge of enquiry and complaint letters sent

to Re£!,ina made problems for the Provincial Government and

frequently made the t ovn council resentful. On one occasion

in 193), it appears that the Government notified the tmem-

ployed of a nelrJ relief agreement before informing the council.

The council took strong exception to this and informed the

Government of its disapproval.57 Complaints continued durirg

the rest of the year and reached an ch a level by late 1';!34

that the Government decidect to send an inspector to Shaunavon

to investigate the system of relief administration in the town.

Accordingly on December 11, A.H. Bailey, Govern-

ment Inspector, proceeded to Shallnavon and had conversations

with the Town Clerk, the relief committee of the council and

tie executive of the unemployed association. Bailey's report

vindi ca ted the t own
'

s handling of rel ief • Contrary to the

complaints of the unemployed association, relief recipients

appeared to be getting enough food and fuel. I'1oreover, the

relief committee itself seemed to Bailey to be a group of

typical businessmen anxious to assist their fellow citizens,

but determined not to be imposed upon "by a small group of

discontented men who in most cases are not doing their utmost

to obtain at least occasional employment of so mo kind."58

Bailey, therefore, concluded that their complaints need not

be considered too seriously, especially in view of the fact

57 Shaunavon Council l1inutes, I'1ay 7, 193!�.

5R L. P.W., roll 3tl, file 39, A.H. Bailey's Report,
submitted Dece�ber 18, 1934.
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that the Jnemployed Association now had a club house in

ich i.ch they could read, play cards and d l s cu s s their griev

ances. 'l'h e unemployed in Prince A10ert and Saskatoon did

not nave this luxury.

This official and impartial investigation did not

prevent fllrther complaints from arising. In fact delegations

of the unemployed became a regular event at council meetings

in 19l5. In January, February and March, deputations brought

demands for increases in the food and clothing quotas. On

March 18, a delegation brought R petition signed by one

hundred and seventy persons, asking for the Goverrunent to

take over the entire cost and administration of relief.59 The

council endorsed this petition and it was duly f'o rwar'd ed to

Reeina. On April 1 and 15, other delegations appeared aski�

the council to invite T.M. Holloy to Shaunavon to discuss

their condition. Immediate action was urged, for, as the

leader of the delegation pointed out: "We are needy people,

and we can't wait forever for Molloy to get here. We're not

agitat.ing for something for ourselves. It's for the people."60

�he council promised to do its utmoft to persuade Molloy to

come.

�he Commissioner, hOHever, was extremely busy and

did not f,et to Shaunavon until the end of August. Meanwhile

bitter complaints continued to be presented to the council.

59 Shaunavon Council Hinutes, Harch 18, 1935.

60 �he Shaunavon standard, April 18, 1935.



Town Authorities were accused of discriminating against certain

persons in tQe handing out of relief, and of not doing their

best to help relief recipients in general. Molloy's visit

brought little joy to the Unemployed Association. He found

that the relief schedules in Shaunavon compared favourably

with those of s ur-r-ound Lrig small towns. Over the previous six

months it wa s found that Shaunavon had s p errt $3.85 on

clot�ing per individual relief recipient in comparison with

�3.02 snent in Assiniboia. Food costs in the town were

slir.htly less, �11.�2 per person for six months in Shaunavon

compared Hith ;f�12.0)1 for Assiniboia inhabitants.61 Holloy,

therefore, refused to interfere, affirming that his department

relied on the judgement of the people'� elected representa

tives in relief matters.

Once again, how ev er", an official inquiry failed to

convince the Shaunavon Unemployed Association that they were

receivinss a reasonable amount of relief. The bitter round

of requests, promises, questions, answers, reproaches and

accusations continued at each council meeting when a dele-

gation of the unemployed was present. In January, 1936,

demands were put before the council for more food and cloth-

ing, extra fuel allowan�es, the impartial distribution of

relief and the appointment of a woman to assist Relief

Officer Ross in his investigations.62 Dissatisfaction

61 Ibid., August 29, 1935.

62 Shaunavon Council Minutes, January 20, 1936.
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with relie f adrninistra tion in the t own appeared to be reaching

a crisis point, vrith letters from the Shaunavon Hatepayers'

Association as well a� the Union of the Unemployed asking for

a new relief committee, consisting of representatives of

their organizations amongst others.63 However, the council

upheld the composition and conduct of the old com�ittee.

In l1arch an" April the clothing situation continued

to be acute. The Ratepayers' Association once again appeared

to be on the side of the relief recipients, criticizing the

council for the small amount spent on clothes during the pre

ceding six months.64 The complaints which had flowed to

Regina during this controversy aroused concern for relief

administration in the town. In early I1arch Holloy wrote to

I"1ayor .T. Cardno suggesting that, in view of the lare;e number

of complaints, the cOllncil should enlarge the relief committee,

or or�anize an appeal board on the lines of the one in daska-

toon, to which relief recipients might appeal when dissatis

fied.6S The Mayor's reply indicates that the council viewed

the discontent in ShallnaV()n from a different perspective.

He claimed to have evidence that people were solicited to

write to the government and to keep on writing until they

obtained satisfaction. To t'le council these complaints

smacked of political agitation rather than genuine hardship.

63 Ibid., March 2, 1936.

64 The Shaunavon Standard, April 2, 1936.

65 L.D.W., roll 3h, file 39, Molloy to Mayor Cardno,
March 2, 1936.
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Mayor Cardno dismissed the disenchanted as "a bunch of reds"

and after defending the activities of the relief committee

concluded; "Since Mrs. G. has returned from Regina t�ere is

nothing but devilment being hatched right along, and as she

is one of the C.C.F. executive all this amounts to is cheap

politics.rr66 Politics or not, Molloy decided to make a

second visit to Shaunavon in April, 1936, to discuss tne

problems of relief 'prith the council and the unemployed.

On April lL� a special council meeting 1...ri th Molloy

was held in the Court House. The whole problem of relief

was thorouPohly discussed, particularly the question of in

creasing the food quota and the payment of relief rents.

Discussion resulted in Commissioner Molloy agreeing to

recommend to his Minister that the food quota be increased

by twenty per cent, and that authority be given for the

t.own to pay r-errt s for relief recipients v-rhere absolutely

necessary, Hith a maximum of five dollo.rs per month. The

food increase was to be effective immediately, the rent

allowance had to await authorization in writing from the

Bureau of Labour and Public Welfare.67 The fact that

Molloy had agreed to these increases suggests that relief

recipients had been making some legitimate complaints after

all.

66 Ibid., Mayor Cardno to Molloy, Narch 12, 1936.

67 Shaunavon Coun c l L Minutes, April 14, 1936.
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This slicht success, rather than satisfying the

local unemrloyed, marked the beginning of more ambitious

schemes. The presence of the unemployed at council meetings

was so persistent tbat the local newspaper commented ironi-

cally on one occasion when they failed to appear:

Amicable and harmonious was the meeting of tne

town fathers gathered in regular session at the

t own hall I'1onday night. For the first time in

months no delegation from the unemployed craved

their attention and tne
rougsne

husiness was

gone through without delay.

This proved a temporary aberration. Having gained increases

in the food quota, the unemployed proceeded to ask for the

schedule to be raised so that it would equal that in force

in the city of Regina.69 In Octoher, 1936, the council

endorsed this plea for standardization with the capital,

simultaneously forwardin8 a request to t ne Federal Govern

ment that it take over the total cost of relief in the town.70

After some bargaining the Government agreed to allow Shaunavon

to become part of the Federal Drought Area. For the next six

months there were fewer complaints in the t.ovrn ,

In April, 1937, however, when the t own became res-

ponsible for twenty per cent of relief costs, discontent

once again manifested itself. The ideas of the unemployed

had now progressed to a demand for a scheme of work and

wages, similar to that sought by the Prince Altert Stri�ers

68 The Shaunavon Standard, Hay 21, 1936.

69 Shaunavon Council rvIinutes, September 21, 1936.

70 Ibid., October 5, 1936.
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of 1936.71 Moreover, with the coronation of George VI

imminent the Union of the Unemployed passed a resolution

a s kLng for an extra weeks food a Ll.ovanc e in order that

they might be able to "celebrate the occasion of the coro

nation of His Majesty the King in a manner befittin8

Canadian cjtizens, and that such day be remembered by the

unemployed as a day of rejoicing, free from the cares

coincidental to their condition.,,72 1tJhether it was patriot

ism or enlightened self-interest which prompted this demand

is a moot point. The Provincial Government refused to comply.

Demands for more food and clothing continued throughout the

summer months. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that

delegations of women now became more frequent visitors to

the council chamber, us uaLLv led by the C.C.F. executive

member, Mrs. G., to whom Mayor Cardno took such exception.

The unemployed held regular meetings in the labour temple,

bemoaning the increased cost of living and endorsing such

maxims as "in unity is strength".73 However, when Shaunavon

became part of the Federal Drought Area again in September,

1937, discontent seems to have largely disappeared or gone

underground, since there is no mention of delegations of

the discontented in the council minutes or the local paper.

Although the unemployed were the element in the

71 The Shaunavon Standard, April 8, 1937.

72 L.P.W., roll 34, file 39, Horsey to Molloy May �, 1937.

73 The Shaunavon Standard, July 28, 1937.
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town to suffer most acutely dllring the depression, they were

not the only people with pr-o b Lern s and complaints in the 1930s.

The pli�ht of local merchants must also be considered. As

early as November, 1930, representatives from the Retail

Merchants' Association appeared before the council request-

ing the enforcement of the transient trader's license law

and a revision of the license fee upward, with a view to

preventing the dumping of hankrupt stocks from outside pOints.74

'rhis desire for protection was undoubtedly a symptom of harder

times. In 1936, a petition from thirty business houses in

the town asked that the transient trader's license fee be

raised to five hundred dollars, to protect local firms from

unfair outside competition. This request was granted by the

council.75 In 1937 the si tuation for some small business

people was especially grave. Town Clerk Horsey wrote to

Dawson of a situation "not encountered before" where quite

a number of small business people were unable to get along

without some relief. These businesses could pay only low

wages. If the town helped out they were subsidizing the

employer. The alternative was the closing of these

businesses, more unemployment and larger relief bills.76

At least the town's open voucher system enabled

all merchants to share in relief trade. The local newspaper

71-t Shaunavon Council lViinutes, Novemher 17, 1930.

75 Ibid., August 3, 1936.

76 L.P.'w., roll 34, file 39, Horsey to Dawson, October

22, 1937.
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made periodic pleas for a community spirit to prevail by

all residents purchasing their requirements from local

bllsinessmen, rather than from mail order firms. "By so

doing," trle Standard nrged, "your money will stay where it

will heln maintain local schools, churches and various

benevolent organizations.!!77

It would anpear, moreover, that the community

spirit of Shaunavon was not restricted to this plane.

Local charity played an important part in relief in the

town as it did in Prince Albert and Saskatoon. In the

early years money and clothing were given and a Central

Relief Committee was organized, whose main function was

to �ovide extra comforts at Christmas time for relief

recipients.78 Local charity was supplemented by outside

contributions in the second halr of the decade. When the

depression lifted in eastern Canada, boxcars of food and

clothing were sent out to help the unemployed in the West.

Shaunavon received several boxcars. To ensure that the

conten ts were fairly distributed a voLunt.arv relief commi ttee

was organized in September, 1937.79 Apparently it functioned

efficiently and justly. In Octoher, 1937, four hundred

families in Shaunavon and the surrounding area were able to

share in the contents of two carloads of gOOds.SO

77 The Shaunavon Standard, October 19, 1933.

78 Ibid., November 23, 1933.

79 Ibid., September 22, 1937.

80 Ibid., October 20, 1917.
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Thus relief in Shaunavon in the 1930s emerges as

a mixture of good and bad, satisfaction and complaint, trial

and error, similar to that experienced in Saskatoon and

Prince Albert. Relief Officer, J.N. �oss, summed up this

ambivalence in 1936, in a comment on the clothing relief

situation: "In the majority of cases the people seemed

satisfied and thankful for the relief being given, but in

a number of cases they are very much dissatisfied.,,81

Perhaps this judgement of a contemporary deeply involved

with relief in the town is the fairest conclusion that can

be made.

81 L.P.W., roll 3h, file 39.
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CONCLUSION

From the perspective of the 1960s the depression

decade in Sa sk at.ch ew an is remernbered as one of dust, drought

and despair. This �tudy suggests that in the urban centres

of the Province life was not quite so one-sided. While the

economic depression and consequent unemployment brought

misery, suffering and humiliation to many, it also provided

an environmEnt in which charity and community spirit could

operate. In all three urban centres the work of local ser

vice clubs and generous individuals helped to make life for

those on relief a more acceptable state. In the work of

finding and distributing clothing and household items, and

providing Christmas treats, these clubs did invaluable work.

Statistically the numbers on relief varied between

ten per cent and twenty-five per cent of the population in

the urban centres under study. These percentages are repre

sentative of the Province in general. In Prince Albert

be twe en ten and f'our-t.eeri per cent were on relief, in Saska

toon between fifteen and eighteen per cent and in Shaunavon

between sixteen and twenty-five per cent. The impact of the

depression was therefore slightly less severe in the northern

part of the settled region of the Province than in the south.

The relative prosperity of Prince Albert in this period was

apparent in its increased population, since most urban areas

in Saskatchewan urid er-went depopulation in the decade. The

a c t.u aL percentages on relief, however, are surprising.
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They are perhaps not as high as might have been expected.

The main problem for the urban centres of the

Province in thE) 1930s Has not so much the depth of

depression as the duration. '."hile unemployment was

considerable �etween 1930-1935, in all three places

studied it was in the second half of the decade that

suffering becaMe most widespread and intense. The

early thirties, however, had exhausted municipal

finances and administration. Consequently in two

of the centres studied, Prince Albert and Shaunavon,

more difficultfu s were encountered in the second half

of the decade in the form of complaints, political

agitation and transient invasions. Saskatoon faced

its greatest problems in the first half of the decade.

After the institution of cash. relief in 193Lj-, most

bona-fide residents were satisfied. However, all

three urban centres ex r.er-L encec1 sinilar difficult ies.

Rural dwellers seeking a s si stance in the city and a

lack of finances wi th vrhd ch to cope tr L th relief

requireY'lents were recurring phenomena.

In all three urban centres the need for relief

was large enough to necessitate the creation of special
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committees or positions. The key figures in relief adminis

tration were the Relier Officer and his staff, since they

carne into daily contact with recipients and had to enforce

the various aspects of relief policy. Although the Helief

Officer was essentially thp naid servant of the city or town,

his attitude made a great difference to the way in which

relief was administered. All three Relief Officers were

targets for criticism and abuse inevitable in a time of

suffering. However, in the study of Saskatoon the added

effects of an uncooperative Relief Officer were apparent.

Various differences in the method of giving relief have

also emer�ed. Saskatoon and Prince Albert were the most

progressive since cash relief is the method favoured by

the Provincial Welfare Department today.

It is interesting to relate the degree of

su ffering endured in each municipality studied to political

events in the 1930s. Municipal politicians suffered little.

Provincially it was a different matter. In Prince Albert,

which economically and demographically was least affected,

there Has continuity in the representative returned in the

three provincial elections to t�e Legislative Assembly.

The Liberal, T.C. Davis, represented the city for almost

the whole decade. In Saskatoon, where suffering was more

intense, two Conservatives were returned in 1929. The 193�

and 19)8 elections, however, witnessed their replacement by

Liberals. In Shaunavon, initially a Conservative represented

the constituency. In 193� a Farmer-Labour candidate was
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returned, while in 191B a Liberal took the seat from the

Co-operqtive Commonwealth Federation candidate by a majority

of less than two hundred.l The changes exnerienced in

Saskatoon and Shannavon and the continuity in Prince Albert

would suggest that t l1ere was a r-e La t Lon sh Lp b e twe e n the

severity of depression and political events, although these

political ramifications must not be exaggerated.

In conclusion it is both necessary and enlightening

to look beyond the 1930s to the conseql1ences of the depression

for Saskatchewan. Primarily there were two major inter

related consequences, one political, the other sociological,

in both of which the urban centres of the Province played

an important part. The suffering endured in Saskatchewan

in the decade callsed many people to begin questioning the

political, social and economic organization of Canadian

society. GradUally a new political party eVOlved, with

socialist principle and aims, intent on supplying human needs

rather than making profits. The Co-operative Commonwealth

Federation was established with a platform designed to

secure debt redn ct ion, health services, work wi t.h wages,

equal educational opportunity, increased social services

and banking reform. The Saskatchewan Farm-Labour group

was instrl�ental in the formation of this party in 1933.

The C.C.F. attacked capitalism as the main cause of

1 Directory of Saskatchewan, (Regina and Saskatoon, 1954).



depression:

1.rlhen private profit is the main stimulus to

economic effort, our society oscillates be

tween neriods of feverish prosperity in which

the main benefits go to sneculators and pro

fiteers, and of catastrophic de�ression, on

which the common man's normal state of in

security and �ardship is accentuated-

socialized economy is the only answer.2

The depression was the seed bed in which these ideas could

germinate. 'I'he urban centres of the Province played an

important part in this process. The following extract,

from a pamphlet describing the climate in wh Lch the C.G.F.

was f'o und ed
, suggests this relationship:

In Canadian cities from Halifax to Vancouver,

relief families huddled in cold houses, hungry
and miserable. Men trampled the streets look

ing for work becoming cynical and hopeless as

the empty days dragged by. Farmers watched the

prices of their products fall to unbelievable

levels, far below the cost of production, while

their debts sky rocketed and their farms passed

into the hands of banks and mortgage companies.
Youth rode the rods or rusted at home in idle

ness, frustrated and conscious that it had no

futu re. Every-vJhere anger was ris ing against
the easy assertions of business men and poli
ticians that t:,rosperity was just around the

corner, and people in large numbers began, for

the first time, seriollsly to question the basis

of our economic and social order·. 3

Although the party did not gain power in the 1930s,

tne 1944 Provincial Election witnessed a landslide victory

and the beginning of twenty years of C.G.F. rule in

Sa akat cb.ewan ,

2 "Manifesto and Programme of C.G.F.1t as adopted by the First

Annual Convention at Regina July 19-21,1933.

3 "How the C.G.F. Got Started", Pamphlet of the Saskatchewan

G.G.F.
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Socialist government occasioned certain changes in

the social services of the Province. On November ?, 19WI,

the Denartment of Social Welfare was formed out of three

existin� branches of government--the Bureau of Child Pro

tection, the Old Age Pensions Branch and the Direct Relief

Branch. This date marked the beginning of co-ordinated

planning for social services. By forming a new department

the Government introduced a fresh aprroach to welfare pro

blems. Social and economic security were recognized as the

funda'rlental rip:ht of every human being. rrhere were two

major aspects of the welfare urogram, economic and social.

Welfare became a financial�consultative and preventative

service, not a matter of handing out money each week to the

needy. It demanded long range planning. Consequently an

efficient pr-ov Ln c e-or.l d e administration had to be created.

Eight branch offices were established in the urban centres

from which services could operate.

Direct relief, the main concern of this thesis,

turned into a social aid programme. This was a municipal

and provincial und er-takd.nr , The municipality Was sti 11 in

charge of relief administration and the residence laws were

still operative. However, there was more central control

and organization than there had been in the 1930s. Social

aid manuals and schedules were printed to guide the munici

pality in nroviding for its indi�ents. The attitude to

such persons was finally changing; "The public assistance



dollar has �een one of the 110;:>t important invest:nents made

in the Canadian way of life. It has enablea children to

live in a large measure a normal life, with parents, home,

church, school and recreation."4

In spite of all there innovations �elfare was a

mun l c LpaLc pr'ov Lnc LaL function in which the Federal Oo v er-n-

ment played no part. This situation did not alter until

March, 1956, when an agreement was reached between the

Federal and Provincial Governments, by which the former was

to pay forty-five per cent of social aid and the municipality

t�"ent:v-five per cent. Pur th er- changes vre r-e introduced by

t.ne provincial Social Aid Act of 1959. From April 1 onwards

municipalities were to be r-e Imbur s ed each month by the Pro-

vince for all social aid issued �y them and they were to be

billed annually for their per capita share of province-wide

costs. "This, in effect, did aHay \-Jith the residence require-

ment inherent in the age old concept that relief of the poor

was a local responsibility."S The Sask8tchewan equivalent

to the Elizabethan Poor Laws were finally abolished.

Welfare today is indeed different from relief in the

1930s. However, the contemporary situation is the outcome of

happenings in the 1930s. For Saskatchewan the consequences 0f

the depression were great: it was the first Province to ex-

perience C.C.F. Govern..rnent and the first to experiment with

comprehensive social services.

,

,

L� Annual Heport of the Department of So c i a l. 'delfare, 1948-49, 47.

S Department of Social ',Jelfare, Publication, Social Welfare

in Saskatchewan, 1960, 19.
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